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For over a century, the iconic Santa Monica Pier has stood, at times precariously, over

Introduction waters of the Santa Monica Bay. Today, it endures as one of the most dynamic and
cherished public spaces, not only to the residents of Santa Monica, but to visitors from
around the region and world. As when the Pleasure Pier first opened to the public in
1909, today’s visitor also expects the Pier to be an accessible, safe, well-maintained and
enjoyable public space, regardless of who owns or manages it.
The Pier has become a year- round destination with millions of visitors from all walks of
life. The Pier is home to a collection of public and private uses: an amusement park, a
children’s aquarium, civic spaces, fishing nooks, outlets for artistic expression, and a
variety of unique entertainment, retail, and food options. Historic resources such as the
Loof Hippodrome and its carousel have been preserved and rehabilitated, public facilities
and amenities have been modernized and the venerable summer Twilight Dance Series
(TDS), now in its 27th year, crowns an impressive schedule of new and recurring
community events. A capital improvement program monitors and upgrades the Pier’s
infrastructure and a committed security unit ensures that public safety, both below deck
and above, is maintained. Today, much of the 1988 Pier Development Program has
become a reality and many of the Santa Monica Pier Restoration Corporation’s (PRC’s)
founding objectives have been achieved.
While these improvements have unfolded slowly at times, the struggles have yielded
successes as a result of the concerted efforts on the part of both the PRC and the City. In
contrast to the Pier during its darkest days, neglected and broken, the Pier has been
transformed into a special destination—one that provides Santa Monica with a
connection to its history, a sense of community, and a welcoming destination for visitors
from around the globe. The Pier contributes immeasurably to both the Santa Monica
psyche and economy.
The recent departure of the long-serving PRC Executive Director, as well as the upcoming
master planning process for the Santa Monica Pier, provide an opportunity to evaluate
the City’s management and support of the Pier, as well as the PRC’s management and
support, to ensure that the Pier is optimally positioned for the next chapter in its
evolution.
With that goal, the City and the PRC have undertaken this Study to provide an
assessment of governing, financial, and operational approaches for the Pier. Going
forward, the decisions on how to manage and operate the Pier will be guided not by a
need to ‘save’ or restore it, but by an opportunity to build upon its successes and achieve
its full potential.
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The objective of this Study is to identify opportunities for improvements to the

Purpose of governance, operation and management of the Pier. To that end, this report is focused
Study on four tasks: (1) to conduct an organizational and management analysis of the Pier’s
existing operations; (2) to provide an assessment of the Pier’s current financial
performance and revenue potential; (3) to compare and analyze different governance
and management approaches utilized at other comparable public venues and discuss
advantages and benefits in the context of the Pier’s operations; and (4) to provide policy
makers with recommendations on ways to improve the management, operational and
fiscal outcomes for the Pier.
Following feedback from stakeholders, a review of City and PRC operations, and a review
of differing governance and management approaches, this report recommends changes
that could help the Pier to best realize its highest potential for the future.
This report encompasses many options for policymakers to consider -- from realignment
of the existing management and operations structure to implementing a completely
different structure, and includes a discussion on the benefits and disadvantages of each.
Furthermore based on the examination of existing operations and performance of the
Pier, a review of governance and management models employed by similar venues, and
consideration of stakeholder comments, this report also recommends a preferred
approach viewed to be the most effective in clarifying governance and improving Pier
operations. The preferred approach is detailed in the Recommended Approach section.
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New approaches to long-standing conditions require changes to the current governance

Findings and management model of the Pier. Changes can range from modifications to the existing
and structure to a completely new governance and operating structure, but any changes to the
Conclusions current system should integrate the following key components:
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Articulate a clear vision for the Pier. Managing the Pier requires balancing its roles
as a recreational venue, an entertainment venue, a historic venue, a commercial
venue, and a community venue. It also requires assessing priorities when the roles
compete with each other. Irrespective of the structure used to manage and operate
the Pier, the City needs to articulate a clear vision for balancing competing needs
that Pier management can follow.



Solicit new Pier tenants using industry best practices. Currently, Pier tenants are
selected through the City’s typical request-for-proposals process. While the practice
is common for selecting consultants and others to provide professional services for
the City, it is uncommon in the world of commercial leasing and can turn away
potential tenants who perceive the practice to be bureaucratic, uncertain, and
expensive. There are opportunities for improving the tenant recruitment and lease
negotiation process while meeting requirements for public notification of
commercial leasing opportunities on publicly owned property. There are also
opportunities to simplify and expedite the tenant selection process and provide
greater predictability.



Consolidate oversight; however it may not be necessary to combine all functions
under one entity. The responsibility for various Pier functions is spread among
various City departments, divisions, and the PRC. Consolidating activities with
coordinated decision-making could provide better efficacy and accountability and
help improve transparency.



Ensure a transparent decision-making process, with clear lines of authority and
accountability between the PRC and the City. The activities of the PRC (or successor
organization) should be consistent and transparent, with a clear mandate, if a comanagement approach is maintained.



Improve the financial transparency and accountability of the PRC. No
misappropriations or violations have been found as part of this Study, however,
issues concerning fees charged for the use of the Pier, lack of formal procedures for
contract approvals and personnel matters, and weaknesses in record-keeping
indicate opportunities for improvement.



Improve the financial transparency of the City. Currently, the City does not
attribute all expenses of operating the Pier to the Pier Fund. Conversely, the City
should evaluate the applicability of some expenses currently charged to the Pier
Fund including policing/harbor unit expenses, Pier police patrol, as well as other
accounting expenses.



Improve communication and lines of authority among City divisions. A number of
City departments have Pier-related responsibilities. However, it is not always clear

to the PRC, the public and even City divisions as to which single entity has the
authority to address and resolve issues. Regarding the City’s organizational
structure, while certain functions logically fall under the scope of different
departments, it is at times unclear which department, if any, has the lead role in
making determinations and providing direction.
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Prioritize revenue generation (tenant rent, fundraising, sponsorships) and cost
efficiencies for a stronger emphasis on financial self-sufficiency for the Pier Fund
and for the production of large-scale community events. Both entities, the PRC and
City, manage their respective resources and responsibilities within the framework of
the constraints discussed in this report. However, past and projected funding
shortfalls provide a window into revenue opportunities for the Pier to reduce
General Fund subsidies, while producing important community programing and
ensuring quality stewardship of the Pier.



Improve coordination and establish priorities for activities that happen on and
around the Pier. The Pier operates in close proximity to many other public and
private activities. The governing body’s frame of reference needs to include these
adjacent areas in its considerations, and plans and activities on adjacent properties
need to consider the interests of the Pier.

The PRC was formed 28 years ago to restore and revitalize a devastated Pier. Today, that
Recommended mandate has been accomplished. Many revitalization objectives envisioned in the 1988
Approach Santa Monica Pier Development Program have been realized and the Pier has emerged as a
cherished icon of the City and one of the most dynamic public spaces in the region.
However, the Pier faces new challenges as it begins its second century and a new
governance and management structure could better meet the Pier’s existing and emerging
needs.
City staff and the professionals at Urban Place Consulting acting on behalf of the PRC, but
without involvement of PRC board members, have developed a recommended approach
designed to address the opportunities and concerns identified in this Study, chiefly the
disbursal of responsibility for Pier operations among many different divisions within the City
with no centralized decision-making; the need for a more transparent process with clear
lines of authority and accountability between the City and its nonprofit partner; and the
need to improve the Pier’s fiscal performance and reduce reliance on the General Fund.
The recommended approach is designed to be an interim measure to allow the City to
retain what is best about Pier operations while giving it an opportunity to closely evaluate
how operations could be improved. It is anticipated that after a period of approximately
two years, additional changes may be needed.
The recommended approach calls for:
1. Enhance coordination and consolidation of the City’s responsibilities through the
establishment of an on-site Office of Pier Management. The Office of Pier
Management would be responsible for overseeing day-to-day activities, including
coordinating Pier operations with other City divisions and City contractors. The
Office would ensure that those City divisions and contractors responsible for Pier
functions are working together and that there is a single point where decisions are
made and competing interests are resolved on behalf of the best interests of the
Pier.
In order for the Office to operate most effectively, the City would need to establish
administrative protocols that would ensure accountability while also permitting the
Office to use efficient, non‐bureaucratic approaches to address the day‐to-day
needs of the Pier. Leasing policies and practices need to be improved and stream
lined in order to attract high-quality tenants and to support enhanced operations
by existing tenants. Among the constraints of the current approach is the
requirement to select tenants through a complex and multi-layered process and the
prohibition on broker commissions. The Leasing Guidelines should be revised to
review preferences and policies and to allow the City to actively engage the services
of commercial brokers and other real estate professionals.
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The Office of Pier Management would take responsibility for coordinating with:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.

Pier Maintenance and Custodial Operations
Pier Leasing, including enforcement of lease provisions
Tenant Relations
Capital Improvements
Public Safety
Parking
Financial Administration of the Pier Fund
Contractor Management
Management of a revised Services Agreement with a realigned and
renamed PRC

2. Rename the PRC and modify the composition and size of its Board. Now that the
Pier has been restored, the name of the Santa Monica Pier Restoration Corporation
should be changed from a focus on restoration to one that more clearly reflects the
organization’s current and future mission. Options for consideration could include
the Santa Monica Pier Corporation, the Santa Monica Pier Marketing and Events
Bureau, or the Santa Monica Pier Marketing Corporation.
The composition and size of the renamed board should be modified to better
reflect the organization’s objectives and to enhance efficient decision-making. The
11-member board should be reduced to seven members to support more focused
consideration of policy matters. Appointment of board members should reflect the
various constituencies that the board represents. The board appointment
structure should be patterned on the Santa Monica Convention and Visitors Bureau
(CVB) and Downtown Santa Monica Inc., whereby a portion of the board
membership is appointed by Council with the remaining seats appointed by other
stakeholder organizations. It is recommended that Council appoint four members,
with the Santa Monica Chamber of Commerce, the Santa Monica Convention and
Visitors Bureau, and the Santa Monica Pier Lessees Association each appointing one
member to complete a seven-member governing board. Staff could propose
qualifications for consideration of applicants for the four Council-appointed seats or
recommend a group of highly qualified community leaders for this interim Board of
Directors. The proposed structure would ensure that the owner and steward of the
Pier (the City), as well as the business community, tourism community, and Pier
leases are represented on the board.
The renamed organization would remain a 501c-3 public benefit non-profit
corporation and operate under a new Services Agreement with the City. The
organization’s non-profit status is a useful vehicle for soliciting and accepting
donations from sponsors of the Twilight Dance Series and other community events
on the Pier.
The refocused and reconstituted board would assume the fiduciary responsibilities
of the renamed corporation and could remain Council’s advisory body, facilitating
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public participation in the development of the following Pier-related policy matters:
i.

Recommending an overall vision for Pier operations that balances its roles
as a recreation venue, entertainment venue, historic venue, commercial
venue, and community venue.

ii.

Assisting in the development of the Pier Master Plan. In 2012, the City will
embark upon the development of a new Master Plan. This process will
involve the Pier stakeholders and the Santa Monica community in a
dialogue that will produce a vision and implementation plan for the
development and operation of the Pier in the coming decades. The board
would play a central role in facilitating public and stakeholder participation
and making recommendations to the City Council regarding the Master
Plan.

iii.

Developing and recommending amended Leasing Guidelines that balance
competing needs while implementing more common commercial leasing
practices. Approval of leases, however, would no longer be part of the
renamed PRC’s responsibility and would instead return to the City.

iv.

Developing and recommending event and marketing policies that foster
community participation and revenue generation while endeavoring to
minimize any negative impacts on Pier visitors and merchants.

v.

Reviewing of the Pier governance realignment and making
recommendations for improvements or adjustments.

3. Focus staff of the renamed PRC on event production, marketing, promotions,
sponsorships and fundraising. PRC staff would continue to focus on its core
mission however, other roles that the PRC has had to assume in the absence of a
strong City presence, including tenant relations and coordination of day-to-day City
operations would return to the City.
The existing PRC staff has demonstrated experience and success with community
event production, filming, promotions and marketing. Community events are a
vital element of the Pier’s unique character. The Twilight Dance Series, now in its
27th year, has become a beloved tradition for residents and visitors, defining the
way Santa Monica celebrates summer. Other programs, ranging from the
Paddleboard Race to Saturday morning’s Wake Up to the Waves children’s
concerts, and from large-scale productions to small-scale community events, bring
enjoyment to Pier visitors and make the Pier relevant to the lives of Santa Monica
residents.
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Staff of the renamed PRC would continue to oversee and manage:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Production of Pier community events including fundraising and
sponsorships
Marketing and coordination of filming, private events and promotions
Marketing and coordination of Carousel parties
Monitoring of Street Performers
Marketing the Pier as a destination

4. Implementation. The City Manager can immediately implement reorganizational
changes associated with enhanced coordination of City services and creation of the
Office of Pier Management. If additional budget authority or new salary schedules
are needed, Council approval will be necessary. Changes related to the name and
governance structure of the PRC will require amendments to the PRC by-laws and
the Services Agreement between the City and PRC. The next two years would be a
transition period to assess the working of the renamed PRC staff and reconstituted
board. At the conclusion of this period, the Council could approve changes to the
status and composition of both the existing staffing levels and board of the
renamed PRC.
City staff believes that the recommended reorientation of the City and its non-profit
partner’s roles and responsibilities provides the opportunity to combine the
entrepreneurial, nimble and specialized focus of a non-profit organization with the City’s
ability to reorganize and launch a more accountable, coordinated and effective operation of
the Pier. While this approach was not Urban Place Consulting’s original recommendation to
Pier management as set forth in two research papers (“Managing Our Public Spaces” and
“Pier Management Research”), Urban Place Consulting does agree that this could be a
practical and workable management solution.
These governance recommendations, as well as the more detailed operational
recommendations included in the Study, seek to address the opportunities and challenges
identified by the many Pier stakeholders interviewed over the past several months.
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This report draws on many sources including best practices research, Pier policy documents,
Methodology financial documents, review of City and PRC internal procedures, and input from
stakeholders.
Over a period of several months, the City Manager and members of the executive team met
with stakeholders including current and past PRC Board members and staff, Pier tenants,
City staff, and other interested parties to understand their aspirations and concerns for the
Pier.
The PRC staff provided data related to PRC programs and procedures and contributed
suggestions on ways to improve its internal operations. City staff reviewed past and existing
governing and financial documents including Service Agreements, Pier Leasing Policy
Guidelines, City Council staff reports, PRC work plans, City and PRC budgets, and audits.
Planning documents, including the 1988 Pier Development Plan, the 2009 Pier
Infrastructure Study, the 2011 ‘Managing Our Public Spaces’ Study, the 2007 PRC Pier Fund
evaluation, and the State Operating Agreements, were also reviewed. City divisions
including the Parking Office, Police Department, Community and Cultural Services
Department, and Public Works Department were consulted
City staff’s research expanded upon the 2011 “Managing our Public Spaces” Study
commissioned by the PRC (Appendix i). That report examined the management structure of
a number of publicly owned venues such as The Ferry Building (San Francisco), Findlay
Market (Cincinnati), Pike Place Market (Seattle) and Navy Pier (Chicago) selected from the
Project for Public Spaces’ database of “Great Places.” For this report, City staff expanded
the review of comparable public venues to include Stearn’s Wharf (Santa Barbara), Santa
Cruz Wharf, Fisherman’s Wharf (Monterey), the Redondo Beach Pier and Pier 39 (San
Francisco).
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History of Pier Governance and Management
As changing trends, storm damage and overall neglect began to take their toll on the Pier, City

Origin of Council formally voted in 1973 to demolish the Pier as part of a controversial proposal to
the PRC create an off-shore island development project. However, many Santa Monica residents and
other stakeholders recognized the value of the Pier as a historic, cultural and economic asset
and countered with a grass-roots initiative which was successful in reversing the decision.
In 1981, the City Council appointed a 15-member Pier Restoration and Development Task
Force which conducted a series of public workshops and began to formulate a comprehensive
set of goals, objectives and policy guidelines for the physical, economic and functional
improvement of the Pier.
In November of 1983, following severe storm damage during the preceding winter which
destroyed the western end of the Pier, the City Council created and funded the 11-member
PRC as an administratively autonomous non-profit, public benefit corporation to help expedite
its rehabilitation and revitalization.

PRC
Services
Agreement,
1985

Responsibility and authority of the PRC were formalized in a December 1985 Services
Agreement between the City and PRC. The Services Agreement delegated to the PRC the
responsibility to develop, implement and maintain various programs and guidelines for the
operation, reconstruction and revitalization of the Pier. The PRC was granted autonomy to
negotiate and administer all leases, review and approve plans for tenant improvements,
develop and implement a vendor program, and act as the liaison between the City and Pier
tenants.
The PRC was responsible for collecting rents and other tenant assessments for payment to the
City; assisting in the administration of the parking program on the Pier deck as requested by
the City; planning and making recommendations on capital improvements and other
construction projects; and developing and implementing various promotional programs to
enhance commercial operation, economic performance and aesthetic quality of the Pier.
Among the PRC’s early accomplishments were the establishment of the summer Twilight
Dance Series (which is in its 27th year), development of the 1987 Pier Design Guidelines, and
the preparation of the 1988 Santa Monica Pier Development Program, which set forth a multistep development program for the commercial revitalization of the Pier.
Council’s oversight and review of PRC activities was through its appointment of all its eleven
members to the Board of Directors, and the review and approval of the PRC’s annual budget.
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Shifting
Roles:
Services
Agreement
2001

In 1999, as part of budget considerations, Council concluded that lease negotiations and lease
management responsibilities were to be transferred to the City’s Economic Development
Division (EDD) and supported by the Office of the City Attorney. This shift relieved the PRC
from utilizing staff time and employing outside attorneys to handle negotiations and leasing
issues and instead focused the PRC on developing and managing revenue-enhancing programs
and activities including corporate sponsorships, marketing and promotions, special events,
filming, and licensing of the Pier’s trademark. The PRC continued to take responsibility for the
formulation of planning and development objectives, leasing policies and parameters, and
providing recommendations to the City on matters related to maintenance, parking, public
safety and capital improvements. The shift in responsibilities was reflected in a new Services
Agreement authorized by Council in 2001.
In addition to Council’s approval of the PRC’s annual budget, Council oversight included review
and approval of PRC-recommended Pier Leasing Guidelines and of an annual business plan
with a detailed outline for all aspects of responsibilities under PRC’s purview.

PRC
Services
Agreement,
2004 and
2010

Major changes in the 2004 Services Agreement involved adding new functions and
responsibilities to the PRC’s scope. The 2004 agreement specified the PRC’s new focus on
community outreach programs, education programs and community-based events along with
its previous mandate to market, promote and manage special events. The agreement also
added street performer monitoring to PRC’s staff tasks. The 2010 amendment to the Services
Agreement gave the PRC responsibility for booking and managing special events at the
Carousel in an effort to generate additional revenues to support its operations. Council’s
oversight and review of PRC activities has been through its appointment of members to the
PRC Board of Directors, annual review and approval of the PRC business plan and budget, and
review and approval of periodic updates to the Santa Monica Pier Leasing and Licensing
Guidelines.

Through all iterations of the Services Agreements, the City’s responsibility has continuously
City’s included maintenance and repair of the Pier including pilings and substructure, public facilities,
Changing common areas, public safety, and operation of the parking lot located on the Pier deck. In
Roles addition, the 2001 Services Agreement transferred leasing responsibility from the PRC to the
City.
During the formation of the PRC and reconstruction of the Pier the City retained a strong staff
presence on the Pier, overseeing both the reconstruction efforts and the day-to-day
management of the public areas. The City established the position of Pier Manager, who
oversaw maintenance, parking, and public safety staff, as well as provided oversight of capital
projects. The Pier Manager and staff were located on-site at the Pier and shared offices with
the PRC.
The City’s Pier management structure remained intact from 1984 until 1992 – at which time
the reconstruction of the Pier was completed and the Pier Manager position was eliminated.
The principal management responsibility for Pier was transferred to the staff of a newly
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created Resource Management Department, and the responsibility for the Harbor Guards
moved under SMPD. Succeeding reorganizations shifted Pier Maintenance and parking
functions to other departments.
During the period of reconstruction of the Pier (1983 – 1990) and the formation of the Pier’s
development plan, there was close coordination between the Pier Manager and the PRC staff
and Board. Once the Pier Manager position was eliminated, the City lost its strong presence on
the Pier as well as its provision of a centralized point of contact. PRC staff filled the void.
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The Council appointed eleven-member PRC Board of Directors (Board) oversees both public

Current PRC and commercial uses of the Pier. Responsibilities include the development and implementation
Board of programs and activities for the promotion and marketing of the Pier; development and
Structure implementation of sponsorship programs to generate revenue to support PRC activities;
management of street performers; management of carousel party bookings; approval of Pier
leases and licenses consistent with guidelines adopted by the Board and approved by Council;
and policy recommendations for City Council’s consideration on all matters affecting the Pier.
Terms are for four years and Board members can be reappointed for several terms.
In order to be appointed to the Board, established criteria calls for “demonstrated experience
in the following areas: development finance; commercial leasing and/or development; coastal
issues; recreational facility management; architecture/urban design; landmarks; and
demonstrated commitment to the preservation and maintenance of the historic character of
the Santa Monica Pier.” Board members can either be residents of the City of Santa Monica or
persons who do business or are employed in the City of Santa Monica.
A review of applications submitted to the City Clerk for appointment to the Board indicates
that the composition of today’s Board consists of approximately half with demonstrated
experience in finance/accounting and commercial leasing/development, while others have
demonstrated experience in fundraising, events management, and marketing, though
currently these are not specified eligibility criteria for appointment to the Board.
The Board meets monthly with several subcommittees that meet on an as-needed basis.
Board Committees include Executive; Operations and Public Safety; Leasing and Development:
Audit and Budget; Marketing; and Twilight Dance Series. In line with other boards and
commissions, Council no longer appoints a liaison to the PRC.
Stakeholder concerns regarding the PRC Board included: the size of the board can make
decision-making difficult and slow, certain Board members bring valuable expertise to the
board while others’ added value is unclear, Board members’ commitment and expertise is not
always used effectively and Board meetings frequently involve disagreements and arguments
rather than constructive and collaborative efforts.
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Current Joint-Management Approach
Pursuant to the Services Agreement, the City and PRC jointly manage the Pier, with most
elements of management and operations clearly delineated between the two parties, while roles
and responsibilities are more undefined in other areas, due to lack of clarity in the Services
Agreement or due to established practices.
Structurally, the Pier is sound and generally in good repair (nonetheless the heavy usage of
Infrastructure vehicles on the Pier continues to cause abrasion damage and wear to the deck boards). The new
central restroom, completed in 2009, has been recognized as one of America’s best public
restrooms. Popular high-technology enhancements include free public City Wi-Fi and appreciated
low-tech enhancements include an increase in the number and quality of public seating choices.
Between 2000 and 2011, the City invested $12,379,513 in infrastructure improvements and a new
restroom. The capital projects are coordinated between the Economic Development and Civil
Engineering Divisions. Infrastructure projects have increased the loading capacity of portions of
the Municipal Pier and Newcomb Deck, upgraded the fire system and replaced timber piles.
The 2008 Pier Infrastructure Study prepared by Moffatt and Nichol provided a comprehensive
inspection and condition assessment of all of the Pier’s above-water and underwater structural
components, recommended an infrastructure upgrade program with cost estimates and project
phasing over a ten-year period and created an urban design plan for pier deck furniture and
visitor amenities. The study established priorities based on need, with projects necessary for life
safety programmed in early years and projects that enhance and improve facilities scheduled for
later years. The total cost of all projects is $26,531,970 in 2008 dollars.
A major public improvement that will affect Pier operations throughout the duration of
construction will be the reconstruction of the Pier Bridge, expected to be completed by 2016 at
an estimated cost of $10 million, of which 100 percent will be federally funded.
Stakeholder concerns regarding the Pier’s infrastructure include uncertainty regarding the City’s
financial ability to implement the necessary improvements, as well as concerns about the speed
with which the City is able to implement capital improvements.

The Pier is one of the region’s greatest public spaces in part due to the quality and variety of
Community experiences and events available for a diverse community. The PRC produces and fundraises for
several community-oriented events such as the Twilight Dance Series, Drive-In Movie Series, and
the newly established Paddle Board Races. The PRC also oversees and facilitates private events,
promotions and filming that generate revenues to support more than half of its operating budget.
An area of concern has been the sustainability of the Twilight Dance Series (TDS) concerts. In
recent years, securing sponsorships to fund the TDS has been difficult. Fortunately, through a
focused sponsorship effort and a decrease in production costs, the PRC has been able to fully fund
ten TDS concerts during summer 2011. The cash flow problem related to TDS highlights the
tension between the community’s expectations regarding free community events on the Pier and
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the ability of private sponsorship to fully fund the free events.
Success in marketing the Pier as an event space has also given rise to concerns from some Pier
tenants who are concerned that increasing numbers of events, in the Pier parking deck
programed by the PRC, as well in the 1550 Pacific Coast Highway Lot adjacent to the Pier and
programed by the City, can have adverse impacts on their businesses. Other Pier tenants had a
very favorable impression and expressed their support for more events.
Special events in the 1550 Lot such as Cirque du Soleil (CDS), Cavalia and Ashes and Snow have
demonstrated economic and community benefits. However, certain Pier tenants who say they
have not benefitted from these types of events expressed concerns that event attendees do not
necessarily translate into their customers, that the impact on parking can be detrimental to their
operations, and that some events offer amenities (i.e. food or beverage service) that directly
compete with their offerings. An Economic Impact Study on Cirque du Soleil (CDS) prepared by
AECOM/Schlau Consulting in 2010 concluded that Pier restaurants performed nine percent better
during the CDS event than they would have otherwise, while entertainment businesses at the Pier
experienced a one percent reduction in revenues during the CDS period than they would have
otherwise. The positive net impact to the Pier businesses resulting from CDS was $420,000, even
after adjusting for displaced sales.

The Pier continues to be an increasingly strong draw for visitors. A study by Urban Place

Economic Consulting commissioned by the PRC estimates that the number of annual visitors has increased
to over six million, a major increase over the decade-old approximation of 3.5 million.
The increasing number of visitors has translated to higher gross sales revenues for the Pier,
bucking the trend in the current recessionary period. Gross revenues of Pier businesses were
approximately $38 million in 2009, $41 million in 2010 and over $43 million in FY 2011. The Pier
also serves as an employment node employing over 600 people year-round with seasonal
employment in the summer increasing by 25 percent to 50 percent. The 2010 sale of Pacific Park,
at $34 million is also a testament to the value of the Santa Monica Pier.
The Pier generates other taxes and fees including $182,849 in sales taxes, business license taxes,
and parking taxes, $20,900 in film permits, and helps generate parking revenues in the
surrounding public parking lots that benefit the City’s Beach Fund.
The Pier also adds value to other Santa Monica businesses that benefit directly and indirectly
from Pier visitors both from direct spending and from the desirable ambience and culture the Pier
helps to promote. Visitor spending on the Santa Monica Pier and in the community results in
additional sales tax and hotel tax receipts for the City.

Total commercial development on the Pier consists of approximately 129,000 square feet of

Commercial leased building and deck area. The Pier tenant mix is 71 percent amusement, 25 percent dining
Leasing (with and without music entertainment), four percent educational and one percent retail. All
vacant leaseholds on the Pier have been leased (with the exception of 370 Santa Monica Pier
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which hosts a temporary tenant) to entities that are expected to invest substantial capital and
increase the variety of quality offerings on the Pier. There are a number of small merchants
operating under month-to-month holdovers. Some of those recruitments are awaiting the
completion of the next phase of infrastructure improvements, while others are awaiting direction
from the PRC Board. Two new tenants, Pier Burger and Piazza al Mare, are in pre-planning or
design. As shown on Exhibit 3, most of the larger tenants, with the exception of Rusty’s Surf
Ranch, whose lease expires in 2014, but has agreed to an early Request for Proposal process that
was initiated in August 2011, are operating under longer-term leases set to expire between 2018
and 2046. Most stakeholders agree that leasing on the Pier needs to improve.
Under the current Services Agreement, the PRC is to develop Leasing Guidelines for the orderly
management of the Pier leases and licenses by providing parameters and general policy such as
preferred uses for each location and tenant recruitment and selection steps. The Services
Agreement states that while the City is solely responsible for negotiating leases, the PRC is to
review each proposed lease or lease modification for consistency with the Leasing Guidelines
prior to the City Manager’s execution of the agreement. Leases do not receive City Council
approval.
Stakeholders raised several concerns associated with commercial leasing on the Pier.
1. The Leasing Guidelines express a preference for non-formula businesses, which
disqualifies many credit tenants. Although this policy is intended to preserve the Pier’s
uniqueness, smaller tenants may not have easy access to capital that is necessary to
complete significant tenant improvements. Defining non-formula businesses is also
difficult.
2. The Leasing Guidelines prohibit the City’s payment of commissions to brokers. Since
brokers’ commissions are typically paid by the landlord there is very little incentive for
brokers to bring their clients to the Pier

3. The City’s recruitment efforts require a request-for-proposals process (RFP), which can
create a slow, bureaucratic and burdensome process and can limit the pool of potential
tenants. The course of releasing an RFP through the selection of a tenant to the approval
of a lease can involve many layers and numerous meetings with the Leasing Committee
and the PRC Board.
4. The City does not provide tenant allowances for upgrades, as do most private landlords,
but must depend upon the tenant financing capital improvements to the structures that
are repaid through rent credits. This increases the tenant’s responsibility to find financing
and reduces the potential pool of tenants.
5. Maximizing revenues to support the fiscal self-sufficiency of the Pier is not the primary
goal of the Pier’s leasing policy. Rents have been considered secondary to implementing
or retaining preferred uses, which can affect the Pier’s ability to achieve fiscal selfsufficiency.
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6. There are contradictions between the Services Agreement and Leasing Guidelines.
Whereas the Services Agreement states the PRC is not to negotiate leases, the Leasing
Guidelines provides the PRC with the ability and opportunity to do so using the City
Negotiator as a proxy. This blurs lines of authority, lengthens the negotiation process and
can cause uncertainty for prospective tenants.
7. Leases are not approved by the City Council. PRC Board Leasing decisions are not
appealable to the City Council. As a result, the leasing decisions may not reflect the
broader community’s aspirations for the Pier.
8. Some tenants are not meeting community expectations regarding quality of offerings and
experience. However, neither the City nor the PRC has taken responsibility for
encouraging or requiring tenants to improve their offerings. In addition, long-standing
tenancy and relationships with PRC board members often takes precedence over quality
offerings in leasing decisions. As a result, attempts to improve the quality of offerings on
the Pier can suffer.
9. Existing tenants are forced to compete through a request-for-proposals process when
their leases expire, even if the quality of their offerings is deemed appropriate and
beneficial to the Pier.
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The City maintains responsibility for Pier capital improvements, maintenance, repair and
City custodial services, parking operations, lease/license negotiations and compliance, and
Management collection of rents.
No single City department is responsible for the operation, basic maintenance, and overall
management of the Pier, however three departments are partially funded through the
Pier Fund and have been designated with lead roles regarding Pier operations:


Housing and Economic Development Department (HED) - Economic Development
Division (EDD);



Public Works Department (PW) - Pier Maintenance Unit and
Management Unit;



Santa Monica Police Department (SMPD) – Harbor Unit.

Facilities

A description of responsibilities and staffing level for each City department/division
follows:
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Responsibilities that fall within EDD’s purview involve four primary categories: leasing and

HED-EDD lease administration; property management; Pier Fund administration; and contract
administration.


Leasing roles include administration of recruitment, selection, and lease
negotiation; monitoring of tenant and City compliance with the terms and
conditions of approved leases; lease enforcement; responding to tenant and visitor
inquiries and requests related to Pier leases and property management matters;
billing and collection of rents and other revenues.



Property management role includes monitoring and coordination with tenants and
City departments including Pier Maintenance, Custodial Services, Civil Engineering
and the PRC on day-to-day maintenance, preventative maintenance, and Capital
Improvement Programs.



Pier Fund administration includes revenue and expenditure management including
Capital Improvement requests.



Contract administration includes the carousel operator contract and the PRC
Services Agreement. EDD’s role specific to the PRC include assisting the PRC staff
and Board with facilitating their work, providing technical assistance to the Board,
preparing and submitting reports, Request for Proposals and leases to the Board;
responding to Board and staff requests for information and direction, and
forwarding Board’s actions to Council.

EDD staff’s workload includes other business districts and programs in addition to the Pier
responsibilities. EDD does not have full-time staff positions dedicated solely to the Pier and
accordingly only charges a portion of staff time to the Pier Fund: the Economic
Development Manager charges 20 percent of salary time, a part-time Sr. Development
Analyst charges 80 percent of salary time, and a Staff Assistant charges 10 percent salary
time to the Pier Fund. In total, EDD staff charges the Pier Fund with 37 hours of staff time
per week.
Pier-related responsibilities are also assigned to additional EDD staff that do not charge
their time to the Pier Fund: Sr. Administrative Analyst handles vending cart and leasing
issues; an Executive Assistant is responsible for billing and collecting tenant rents and
other accounts receivable and an Administrative Services Officer prepares budgets, and
monitors income, expense and capital improvement accounts for the Pier.
Stakeholders expressed concerns regarding the ability of the City’s traditional procurement
process to secure desirable tenants, as well as the City’s experience with the latest
innovations and best practices in leasing as described in the “Commercial Leasing” section
above.
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The Public Works Department oversees several divisions with direct responsibilities for the
Public Works Pier. Divisions include Civil Engineering, Custodial Services, and Maintenance Management
Department Division of which Facilities Management and Pier Maintenance operate as sub units. Pier
Maintenance moved to Public Works in August 2010 with the elimination of the
Community Maintenance Department.
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The Pier Maintenance staff is located on-site at the Pier Maintenance Shop situated

Pier adjacent to the Police Sub Station.
Maintenance

The Pier Maintenance crew is comprised of one Pier Maintenance Supervisor, one
Carpenter, two Pier Maintenance Workers, and one half-time Painter for a total of 4.5
employees. Pier Maintenance staff works a 9/80 schedule (6am to 3:30pm) and alternate
Fridays (6am to 2:30pm).
Pier Maintenance is supported by the Facilities Management division which provides
additional assistance to Pier Maintenance. Pier Maintenance and Facilities Management
utilize a web-based system for maintenance related work orders. Users can submit new
work orders, add to existing work orders, close work orders, or track the status of work
order requests. More than 200 work orders per year are issued primarily for electrical
(lighting / power) and plumbing (restroom / sewer line maintenance) plus HVAC, paint,
carpentry, project management of facility repairs and upgrades, as needed.
Pier Maintenance is responsible for the following services:


Maintenance of over 413,050 square feet of wood and asphalt decking;



Maintenance of the historic Carousel building and Santa Monica Pier sign;



Daily inspection and management of the Pier infrastructure, including plumbing,
electrical, and fire safety systems;



Management of various third party maintenance contractors (deck board
maintenance, painting, graffiti removal, fencing, pigeon removal, pier signage,
electrical, pump / plumbing (fish cleaning stations), compactor, pest management,
flooring, generator service, Wurlitzer organ, signage, roofing, locksmith, etc.);



Logistical and technical support to annual special events and movie and
commercial film productions (including Facilities Management staff if the PRC
requires electrical or other assistance / setup) and do not charge the PRC or event
producer for staff time. The PRC compensates Pier Maintenance for the repair of
property damage resulting from film shoots or special events. The PRC requires
film shoots and special event producers to post a refundable security deposit.

The current pier maintenance staff is highly experienced and knowledgeable regarding the
specialized maintenance needs of the Pier. The Public Works Department should have a
succession plan in place to develop existing staff with the required knowledge, skills, and
abilities to replace those who retire, and update its manuals so that standard operation
procedures are available to existing and new staff.
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Public Works’ Custodial Services Division oversees City-staff custodians as well as contract

Custodial custodians. City custodians and contract custodians are located on-site at the Pier.


City Custodians: The City assigns two staff custodians to the Pier. City-staff
custodians are primarily responsible for monitoring, collecting and transporting
Pier tenant waste to the City trash compactor located below the Pier bridge, and
collecting and transporting tenant recycling to City recycling bins. City custodians
can also perform other tasks including pressure washing of surfaces including
fishing decks. One custodian works Monday to Friday 7:00am to 3:30pm and the
other works Saturday to Wednesday 6:00am to 2:30pm. Additional custodians
may be deployed into the evening until Midnight to assist at the Pier if the need
arises.



Contract Custodians: The City contracts with a private janitorial firm to maintain
the public restrooms, common areas/deck area, public stairs, public trash and
smoking receptacles, and janitorial services for the Carousel building. Contract
custodians are on site Monday to Sunday 8:00am to 2:00am. Contract custodians
are deployed in two shifts – 8am to 5pm shift and 5pm to 2am. Both shifts are
comprised of one lead custodian overseeing one or two additional custodians.
During peak times such as summer season (Thursdays through Sunday), holidays,
and special events, a lead custodian may oversee two or three custodians.

There have been a number of City reorganizations and Pier Maintenance no longer has

Reporting direct supervision over Pier custodial staff. EDD previously managed Pier Maintenance and
Authority Custodial Services and no longer has responsibility for either. The current approach
disperses authority between several departments and divisions. Currently the Public Works
Department’s Maintenance Management Division oversees Pier Maintenance, and Public
Works Department’s Custodial Services Division oversees custodial services. There may be
opportunities to evaluate efficiencies among Pier Maintenance, Pier custodial services, and
Beach Maintenance (including beach custodial services.)
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Public Work’s Engineering Division is responsible for the implementation of Pier capital

Civil improvement construction projects. Exhibits 1. and 2. describe the capital improvement
Engineering project expenditures from FY 2000 through 2011 and future capital projects that the City
has planned for the Pier through 2015/16.

The Santa Monica Police Department (SMPD) and its Harbor Unit take primary
Public Safety responsibility for the public safety on the Pier.
The Harbor Unit provides 24-hour support to the Pier and adjacent beach and coastal
areas in Santa Monica. The unit provides public safety services including water rescue, first
responder functions and security. The unit operates from the Harbor Patrol Office located
on the 2nd level at the west end of the Pier. The unit patrols on foot, drives a marked police
truck and a marked police boat (Monica 1), and will ride bicycles at times. The Harbor
Service Officers (HSO) role is not to take enforcement action, but to observe and report.
The HSOs are overseen by a Police Sergeant who also oversees other police functions.
There are currently six full-time HSOs and the hiring of a seventh is in process. In addition
to full-time staff, there are eight as-needed HSOs. These positions are seasonal and
supplement base-line normal deployment. The Harbor Office is staffed by two HSOs
during the hours of 8amand 4am and one HSO between 4am and 8am. The HSO’s patrol
the beach and parking lots twice a day, once in the morning and once in the evening. They
are responsible for locking and then unlocking the gates at a number of beach lots both
north and south of the Pier.
The Harbor Unit maintains a scuba dive team that monitors and maintains 21 buoys which
border the breakwater and keep boaters away from the Pier. These duties require HSOs to
dive to inspect the buoys lines and anchors, and set in replacement buoys as needed.
While the dive team does not perform detailed inspections of the Pier’s underwater
substructure and piles, divers do check for obvious structural issues and any anomalies on
the piles.
An HSO is required throughout the duration of an approved event or filming. Additional
support from SMPD, as well as the Fire Department, may be required as determined by the
City Permit Office. Hourly fees for safety personnel are paid directly to the City by the
event producer or film company and are not reflected in Pier Fund revenues.
A summary of HSO Duties include:
• Patrol Pier, beaches, and beach lots
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• Perform ocean rescues
• Respond to vessel-assist calls (often the first to arrive from Malibu to the Marina)
• Training and ability to provide advanced first aid (HSOs have EMT certification)
• Provide response to calls for service, regardless of the source
• Report criminal behavior
• Scuba dive (recover evidence and deceased people, and repair and clean buoys)
• Maintain ladders and maintenance of catwalks
• Record weather 24 hours a day
• Bear witness in court proceedings
• Fight fires on boats and report pier fires

The Harbor Unit’s annual budget was $1,222,342 in FY 2010/11. The Beach Fund
reimburses the Pier Fund for a portion of Harbor Guard services provided on the beach and
beach parking lots. For FY 2010/11 the Pier Fund was reimbursed $114,086, approximately
10 percent, of the total cost for the total Harbor Unit. A stakeholder concern is that the
allocation of Harbor Unit costs is disproportionately allocated to the Pier Fund.
Santa Monica Police Department operates a substation on the Pier; however, no patrol
units are assigned to the Pier substation. SMPD stations the Homeless Liaison Program
Unit (HLP team) at the Pier substation. The HLP team has six officers assigned to the unit
and HLP officers respond to calls for service city-wide which includes the Pier and beach
area. The substation is open to the public from noon to 10 PM, daily.
When officers are assigned to patrol the Pier, they are assigned strictly to the Pier and are
on overtime pay. During the peak season (May thru September), SMPD assigns four
officers to the Pier on weekends. During the off-season, SMPD assigns two officers to the
Pier on weekends. Crowds may vary during the off-season and SMPD will adjust and add
two more officers when necessary. For FY 2010/11, the cost of the Pier Patrol was
$240,000 and for 2009/10 the cost was $382,715.
A stakeholder concern is that Police personnel in the substation are not visible to Pier
visitors and are not generally associated with the Pier. Stakeholders also questioned the
relationship between Harbor Unit services and the safety and security needs of the Pier
and the Beach. Some stakeholders noted opportunities to evaluate service efficiencies
among the Pier Patrol, Beach Patrol, Harbor Unit and lifeguards.
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Others Division that Support the Pier
The 277 parking spaces on the Pier’s deck are managed by the City’s Parking Office, a
Parking division of the Finance Department. The Parking Office oversees a parking contractor who
Division operates this parking facility, as well as all other municipal parking facilities in the City.
The Parking Office manages the City’s parking resources as a single, coordinated unit.
The Parking Office has five staff positions and oversees a third-party contract parking
operator that supplies labor and management for the day-to-day operation of the Pier
parking lot. The Parking Office coordinates with the parking contractor, the PRC and special
event producers for the rental of the pier parking lot for events and filming.
For FY 2010/11, parking on the Pier Deck generated approximately $1 million to the Pier
Fund, which was charged $347,387 for the parking operator and a portion of the Parking
Division’s staff salaries and office expenses. Parking rates on the Pier Deck are set by
Council.
A stakeholder concern is that management of the Pier deck parking does not allow for the
kind of flexibility requested by some PRC-managed special events.

The City Attorney’s Office drafts all leases and licenses, pursues legal actions as necessary
City for the defense and prosecution of leasehold disputes and advises staff and Council on all
Attorney legal matters involving the Pier. The cost for City Attorney’s Office services are not directly
charged to the Pier Fund, but are included as part of the Indirect Cost Allocation.
A stakeholder observation is that additional use of private attorneys and firms specializing in
commercial real estate may be needed.
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PRC Operations
The PRC employs six staff members; Executive Director, Deputy Director, Operations

Staff and Manager, Marketing Manager, Weekend Activities Coordinator and Administrative
Major Assistant. PRC contracts with “as needed” staff and with Chrysalis for ‘day of event’
Functions services. All PRC staff is cross-trained to provide assistance during PRC sponsored events
such as TDS.
Major functions of each position are described below:
Executive Director
• Implements the strategic goals and objectives established by the Board and provides
leadership in program and project development,
• Prepares a budget and ensures that the organization operates within budget,
• Manages the day-to-day operation of the organization,
• Interacts among Board members, PRC staff, City Staff (including Pier Maintenance,
Public Safety, EDD and parking office), and Pier Tenants,
• Oversees fundraising/sponsorship for TDS.
Deputy Director
• Manages special events including PRC produced events, privately produced events,
and Carousel event rentals; coordinates with city’s Events Team,
• Historian/Archivist; developing Pier history tours for the public,
• Prepares “Beyond the Pier Sign” e-newsletter,
• Represents PRC at tenant meetings,
• Serves as Project Manager for special projects (e.g. historic sign on merry- go-round,
art murals, etc.),
• Represents PRC at community events when Executive Director is not available.
Operations Manager
• Manages all filming on the Pier,
• Provides all bookkeeping including accounts payable and receivable,
• Provides support for all other staff members.
Marketing Manager
• Manages promotions (product or service display/sampling to the public),
• Oversees educational and outreach initiatives and school performances (Pier Jams),
• Website management,
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• Coordinates all marketing, advertising and collateral efforts,
• Prepares weekly ‘On Deck’ newsletter hand delivered to Pier Tenants informing
them of upcoming events and promotions.
Administrative Assistant
• Answers phones; responds to inquiries from the public; provides clerical services,
• Manages street performers,
• Prepares weekly vending cart rotation.
Weekend Activities Coordinator (Part-Time)
• Weekend street performer monitoring,
• Answers phones on weekends,
• Site manager for all PRC produced events (TDS, Drive-in movies, etc) and supervises
Chrysalis crew on day of events,
• Oversees weekend carousel birthday party set up and clean up.
Contractual Arrangements: The PRC currently has contractual agreements relating to the
Executive Director vacancy and Twilight Dance Series (TDS) event production and
sponsorship.
 Urban Place Consulting Group is under contract to provide interim executive
director services during transition.
 DHR International is under contract to provide executive search services for the
Executive Director position (recruitment for this position has been put on hold
pending the outcome of the governance assessment).
 Rum & Humble, Inc. provides producer, talent buyer, talent manager, stage
manager and production manager for TDS concerts. Tasks not within the scope of
work of consultant are provided by PRC staff.
 A consultant has been retained to provide assistance with securing sponsorship for
TDS under a commission based sales/sponsorship contract.
PRC Core Activities: PRC staff is responsible for all the day-to-day activities that occur on
the Pier. These include:
 Carousel Parties: The City has an operating agreement with Roth Management to
operate and maintain the Carousel. As a result of the 2010 Services Agreement
Amendment, the PRC was assigned responsibility for managing private and semiprivate events within the Carousel building. City Council sets rates for rental of the
Carousel. During FY 2010/11, the Carousel hosted 150 children’s birthday parties,
21 private parties, one semi-private party and eleven film shoots. PRC staff has
recognized opportunities to increase the number of events by marketing the venue
to hotels in the area. Rental income totaled $87,552, of which half was retained by
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PRC and half was revenue to the City. Management of Carousel parties requires
about 40% of the time of the Deputy Director. (Exhibit 4 for a summary of Carousel
rentals).
 Pier Deck Events: The PRC Deputy Director is responsible for events on the Pier
deck. During FY 2010/11, there were 30 events on the Pier deck of which 15 were
privately produced events, and 15 events were produced by the PRC (10 for Twilight
Dance Series, four for Movie Drive-In program and one for the Paddle Board
contest.) Producers of special events contact the PRC over 15 months in advance of
the event. PRC recently adopted a new policy to require a deposit from event
producers who in the past could reserve the Pier deck without penalty if they later
abandoned their project. PRC earned $66,710 in net revenues from the location
fees paid by producers of special events on the Pier. (Exhibit 5. for a complete list
of events).
 Filming: During FY 2010/11 the Operations Manager coordinated 80 film shoots,
including motion picture and TV filming, student films, still photography and “on the
street” interviews on the Pier. Each activity requires a permit from the City. The
role of PRC staff is to coordinate locations with the filming crew and facilitate
communication with Pier tenants, as necessary. Coordinating filming requires about
70% of the time of the Operations Manager. During FY 2010/11, location fees to
PRC from film shoots generated $73,429. (Exhibit 6. for a summary of film shoots.)
 Promotions: The Pier is the site of commercial promotional campaigns which are
coordinated and fees negotiated by the Marketing Manager. During FY 2010/11,
there were 14 promotions on the Pier which generated $141,000 in revenue for the
PRC. (Exhibit 7. for list of promotions.)
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Street Performer Monitoring: Artists and performers with permits issued by the
City may perform at designated locations along the Pier. The PRC staff is responsible
for overseeing that such performance is carried out in accordance with the City’s
Street Performance Ordinance. The PRC monitor had previously overseen a “first
come, first served” system for the placement of performers in designated
performance locations and recently improved the system by implementing a
lottery-based procedure held four times a day seven days a week. PRC staff
dedicates approximately 2 – 3 hours per day, or 10 – 15 hours per week, to street
performer issues and lottery administration.



Twilight Dance Series: A significant work effort of the PRC staff and Board is
production of the annual Twilight Dance Series (TDS), now in its 27th year. The event
attracts over 15,000 people per night, many of whom enjoy the music from the Pier
and, in recent years, from the beach. While the PRC contracts with a promoter to
secure talent for the event and with a contractor to secure sponsorships, the board
and staff nonetheless spend a significant amount of time working with sponsors and
others to fulfill commitments and secure supplies, materials and marketing
collateral in support of the event. As shown on Exhibit 8-A, for approximately six
months before the event, the Executive Director devotes an estimated 50 percent

of his time to planning while other staff devote from 30 percent to 60 percent of
their time. During the summer, the Executive Director spends 70 percent and the
Deputy Executive Director spends 100 percent of their time on TDS matters and all
PRC staff are dedicated to TDS on the day of each concert.
The total cost to produce the 2011TDS season was $264,783. This cost includes
reimbursement to the City of about $38,220 for related to public safety and fire
personnel (Exhibit 8-B. Twilight 2011 Series Actual Performa). While TDS is an event
that celebrates summer in Santa Monica on the Santa Monica Pier, stakeholders
have questioned why the PRC is tasked with responsibility for fundraising and
production for what is now a significant local and regional event. Other
stakeholders have questioned whether the event, which was created as a way to
reacquaint residents with the Pier, is still necessary, particularly as the Pier now
receives over six million visitors annually. Some stakeholders have suggested that
TDS might be considered as a broader community event with its own stakeholder
group that takes principal responsibility for fundraising and production. Others
have suggested that if the primary objective of TDS is to bring visitors to the Pier, it
should be scheduled at a time when the Pier is not already flush with visitors.
 Tenant Relations: PRC staff attends monthly Santa Monica Lessee’s Association
(SMPLA) meetings and provides a report about upcoming events and issues on the
Pier. PRC staff is available to discuss issues brought up by tenants. Tenants also
receive a weekly newsletter prepared by the PRC informing them of upcoming film
shoots and events.
Informal interactions with tenants can occur daily. The previous Executive Director
spent considerable time walking the Pier and interacting with the tenants, however
currently without a full time Executive Director, staff time is limited and interactions
with tenants are less frequent.
 City Division Coordination: PRC staff interacts with City Departments and Divisions
especially with Pier Maintenance, which is located on site at the Pier, and both PRC
and City staff report good relations.
Stakeholder concerns regarding the PRC’s core responsibilities include concerns over
whether the Executive Director salary is sufficient to find a candidate who possesses the
necessary capacity and experience with marketing, board stewardship, operations,
fundraising, and long-term visioning. Other stakeholders expressed concerns regarding a
top-heavy organization where the Executive Director has historically handled most matters
and the supporting staff has little exposure to the organization’s full range of needs. Some
stakeholders noted that other Santa Monica non-profits, such as the Convention and
Visitors Bureau and Downtown Santa Monica, Inc., provide similar functions with greater
expertise and sophistication.
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Pier Fiscal Performance
The Pier is owned by the City and jointly managed with the Pier Restoration Corporation.
Funding for Pier operations and activities is provided by both entities. The City maintains an
enterprise fund (the Pier Fund) for Pier activities. Revenues in the Pier Fund are generally
unable to fully cover Pier operating costs. The General Fund is required to cover the funding
gap as well as all capital improvement costs. . The PRC relies primarily on an annual City
grant, sponsorships, special events promotions, and filming coordination fees to fund its
operations.
The City Pier Fund was established to separately account for Pier operations in a manner

Pier similar to operations of private business. The intent of the City is to have the expenses
Enterprise (including depreciation) of operating and maintaining the Pier financed primarily through
Fund revenues generated from Pier activities. Typically, enterprise funds of this sort are expected
to operate in a self-supporting manner with limited subsidies from the General Fund,
including capital improvement expenditures.
Revenues from rents from Pier merchants, parking fees, common area maintenance
charges, Carousel operations and other activities generate approximately $4 million per
year while expenses charged to the Pier Fund for Economic Development, Harbor Unit and
Pier Maintenance are approximately $5 million per year. Annualized capital improvement
costs are estimated to be an additional $1.1 million per year. Exhibit 9. summarizes all
actual revenue and expenditures to the Pier Fund from 2009/08 through 2010/11, and
includes projections for 2011/12 and 2012/13.

Between FY 2008/09 and 2009/10 Pier Fund total revenues grew by 4 percent. Between FY

Pier Fund 2009/10 and FY 2010/11 total Pier Fund revenues grew by 58 percent, however the
Revenues unexpected increase was attributed to a one-time payment of $1.6 million related to the
Pacific Park sale. If the one-time payment was deducted, revenues would have increased
18 percent over the previous year. Vendor and tenant rents increased seven percent
between FY 2008/09 and 2009/10 and 45 percent between FY 2009/10 and 2010/11.
Parking lot revenue increased 16 percent between 2008/09 and 2009/10, yet decreased by
six percent between 2009/10 and 2010/11. The decrease was attributed to poor weather
conditions.
Carousel ticket revenues have increased 20 percent between FY 2008/09 and 2009/10 and
32 percent between 2009/10 and 2010/11. An increase in ticket prices went into effect in
May 2010. Carousel special event revenues decreased 18 percent between FY 2008/09 and
2009/10. Between FY 2009/10 and 2010/11 Carousel special event rental increased by eight
percent.
Pier revenues can be affected by a variety of factors, including weather, the state of the
economy and turn-over of tenants. During the most recent recession, Pier revenues have
continued to grow. Most stakeholders attribute this to the Pier and its offerings being
perceived as “good values” that experience an increase in business when customers move
away from more expensive offerings.
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Pier Fund expenditures are divided among the following three units: Economic

Pier Fund Development, Harbor Unit, and Maintenance. Charges to the Pier Fund for each unit
Expenses are broken down into “Salaries and Wages” including benefits, and “Supplies and
Expenses”. Under “Supplies and Expenses” the Pier Fund is charged for utilities,
general liability, and its proportional share of overhead including indirect cost
allocation and depreciation. Exhibit 10. provides the detail on each Divisions’
expenditures.
Total charges to the Pier Fund for 2010/11 was $5,161,610 and represents nearly no
change from the previous two fiscal years.
Economic Development in 2010/11 charged $2,128,417 to the Pier Fund. Salaries and
wages of $173,363 accounted for nine percent of its expenditures. The remaining 91
percent was spent on Supplies and Expenses, primary funding for contractual services,
such as the grant to the PRC in the amount of $494,900, the operation of the Carousel
in the amount of $190,588, the operation of the Pier Deck parking lot in the amount of
$347,387, and Police Pier Patrol in the amount of $240,010.
The Harbor Unit in 2010/11 charged $1,222,342 to the Pier Fund, with $1,048,171 or
86 percent of expenses related to salaries and wages and the remainder for supplies
and expenses.
The Pier Maintenance Unit in 2010/11 charged $1,810,851 to the Pier Fund. Salaries
and wages of $592,532 accounted for 33 percent and the remainder was spent on
supplies and expenses, almost half related to contractual services with private
companies to provide custodial services, deck board repair, and nail patrol services.
The expenditure budget includes two line items whose application of charges changes
Indirect the balance of the fund: “Depreciation” and “Indirect Costs”.

Costs and
Depreciation Indirect costs are those costs incurred in the general support and management of the
Pier and include functions such as accounting, payroll, City Attorney, Human
Accounting

Resources, City Manager, City Council, and other City administrative functions. The
charge is based on a formula to determine the Pier’s share of indirect costs. As noted
earlier, many City staff with responsibilities relating to the Pier do not charge their
time to the Pier Fund. The Indirect Cost seeks to recover a portion of these costs.
Depreciation is a non-cash expense that reflects the reduction of the value of the Pier
asset as a result of wear, age, and obsolescence.
In 2010/11 the Pier Fund was charged $390,000 in Depreciation and $375,148 for
Indirect Costs. The Pier operating deficit and general fund subsidy to the Pier for
2010/11 was $360,419.
Stakeholders have questioned the application of Depreciation and Indirect Cost
allocations to the Pier Fund and reasoned that if they were eliminated or
reapportioned to other City accounts, the Pier Fund could be seen as self-supporting
and generating an operating surplus. Nevertheless the application of Depreciation
and In Direct Cost allocation falls within conventional operating and accounting
procedures of the City-wide budgeting process.
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Budget projections for FY 2011/12 and 2012/13 estimate that operating expenditures

Budget will continue to outpace revenues and the Pier Fund will once again operate in a
Projections deficit, requiring a subsidy from the General Fund.
The operating surplus and deficits do not reflect Capital Improvement Program (CIP)
funds allocated by Council. The addition of committed and anticipated CIP funding
increases the fiscal deficit significantly more.

Enterprise or While one of the goals of the Pier is to reduce the General Find subsidy, some aspects
Public Good? of the Pier experience do not lend themselves to full cost-recovery and are considered

much like a public park, providing free passive and active recreational opportunities to
the community (fishing deck, people-watching, scenic vistas, picnic facilities, etc.) and
the preservation of the Pier as a historic resource and a cultural venue.
Additionally, the Council-approved Leasing and Licensing Guidelines place greater
emphasis on preserving the unique character of the Pier’s tenant mix through a leasing
preference for locally owned, independent, non-formula businesses rather than
maximizing economic return.
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As an ongoing operating shortfall is projected, there are opportunities to reduce and
Revenue potentially eliminate operating subsidies for the Pier while improving the Pier’s
Enhancement offerings to the public. Potential revenue enhancement opportunities include:
Opportunities
 Tenant Rents: Exhibit 3. lists the existing tenants, with the expiration dates for
their leases. Pier Leasing Guidelines require that the City advertise for tenants
at the expiration of the lease term, rather than offer extensions. Lease
revenue can increase upon execution of a new lease. In addition, lease rates
and vendor rates increase by the annual Consumer Price Adjustments and
other contractual increases, which will result in additional rent and common
area maintenance fees over the next two to five years. Piazza Al Mare
Restaurante at 250 Santa Monica Pier is anticipated to open by Summer 2012.
Pier Burger is expected to open at 330 Santa Monica Pier (current site of the
Surfview Café) in 2011. An undeveloped site currently housing the Trapeze
School NY can be made available as a permanent tenant opportunity. The City
has issued a Request for Proposals for 256 Santa Monica Pier (Rusty’s Surf
Ranch site). All short-term vending cart and vending stand licenses will expire
in 2012 and present an opportunity for lease rates to be brought more in line
with market rates. However, it is difficult to predict what the range of increase
will be due to economic conditions and the uncertainty regarding new uses.


Pier Police Substation: Relocation of the Pier substation from its high visibility
location on the Pier would allow the space to be leased to a commercial tenant
at market rate, or conversion of the northern portion of the substation
adjacent to the Municipal Pier to commercial use would generate funding and
animate an otherwise inactive façade.



Master Planning: A possible outcome of the upcoming Pier master planning
process could be the use of some or all of the parking deck and adjacent areas
for commercial uses. The Pier Master Plan could provide the framework for
the further development of the Pier by identifying new development
opportunities, replacing parking, key policy issues, and budget and revenue
estimates.



Pier Parking: An increase in rates for Pier Deck visitor parking and annual
permit parking could provide additional revenue to the Pier Fund. Parking rate
increases of less than 25% are exempt from Coastal Commission Development
permits.



Gangway: Limited commercial boating operations may be possible with the
installation of the emergency gangway, now in the design stage.

Stakeholders have questioned whether a reallocation of expenses between the Beach
and Pier Funds could improve the Pier Fund’s fiscal position, particularly with respect
to the Beach Fund’s reimbursement to the Pier Fund for Harbor Patrol services. The
Harbor Unit currently charges the Pier Fund approximately $1.1 million annually, with
the Pier Fund reimbursed $114,000 annually from the Beach Fund, amounting to about
10 percent of the Harbor Unit’s budget.
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Beach
Enterprise
Fund and
State
Operating
Agreement

Stakeholders have questioned whether contractual revenue sharing agreements under
the State Operating Agreement for Santa Monica State Beach may potentially generate
revenue for the Pier.
The City operates Santa Monica State Beach under a long-term Operating Agreement
with the State Department of Parks and Recreation. Under the terms of the
agreement, all revenues generated though parking, concessions, and special events at
the beach are deposited in the Beach Fund for the management, maintenance, and
improvement of Santa Monica State Beach.
Stakeholders frequently comment that the City’s accounting of the Pier Fund doesn’t
recognize parking revenues generated in the 1550 Parking Lot from Pier visitors,
thereby understating Pier Fund revenues and overstating Beach Fund revenues. The
State Operating Agreement with the City of Santa Monica for the Santa Monica State
Beach provides for a revenue sharing program with the Santa Monica Pier only when
there is a surplus in the Beach Fund.
The current agreement, authorized in 2006, specifies that whenever revenues
generated from all sources exceed the actual costs incurred by the City in maintaining,
operating, administering, improving and developing the beach, the surplus shall be
available for appropriation to the City in the succeeding fiscal year for the repair of the
Santa Monica Pier and the improvement and development of parking facilities
providing access to the Pier until that repair, improvement and development is
complete. After the repair, improvement and development is completed, 25 percent of
the excess revenues shall be available to the City for further improvement and
development of the Pier and other shorefront facilities owned and operated by the
City that adjoin the state beach.
Additionally, the City operates the Annenberg Community Beach House, located on
Santa Monica State Beach, under a separate Operating Agreement with the State with
all revenues generated from activities on the property going to support the operation
of the Beach House. The Operating Agreement for the State Beach allows the Beach
Fund to provide funding for the operation of the Beach House. However, Beach House
revenues may not be used to fund general beach operations.
The Beach Fund does not generate surplus revenues. Beach Fund revenues pay for
operating expenses and capital improvements. Expenditures include beach
maintenance, lifeguard services, harbor patrol, beach police patrols, parking
operations, and beach management. Funds may also be used to support beach house
operations.
For fiscal year 2010/11, Beach Fund revenues totaled just over $8 million with parking
fees accounting for approximately 80 percent of revenues. The remaining revenues
were derived from beach concessions, filming, special events and miscellaneous
sources.
FY 2010/11 Beach Fund expenditures, not including Beach House operations, totaled
over $9 million, resulting in a funding shortfall of approximately $1 million. In addition,
long-term capital improvements, infrastructure recovery, and operational plans for the
Beach are estimated to range from $11 million to $31 million.
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The Pier Fund could reduce major expenditures as part of a budgetary reduction plan;

Reductions however, decreasing any of the following major expenditures would result in service
of level reductions and may also result in a decline in revenue to the Pier Fund. The
Expenditures following major expenditures include:
to the Pier
 Carousel Operations: The City spends $190,588 for Carousel operations five
Fund

days per week (six days per week during summer). Cost reduction could entail
reducing the number of hours or days that the Carousel is open to the public
and increasing the availability of the carousel for private rentals.
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Parking Operations: The City spends $347,387 operating the Pier deck parking
lot seven days per week from 7:30 AM to Midnight (Friday and Saturday during
the summer until 1 AM). Cost reduction could entail reducing the hours that
the parking booth is staffed or reducing staff requirements by implementing
an automated parking payment program.



PRC: The City grants $494,900 annually to the PRC, which represents about
half of the PRC’s total budget. Cost reductions could entail reducing PRC
responsibilities to be commensurate with the City’s reduction in grant funding.



Security: The City spends $1,222,342 to provide 24-hour, 7-day per week
Harbor Guard patrols on the Pier and adjacent beach and an additional
$240,010 for supplemental SMPD patrols. Cost reduction could entail reducing
number of staff or staffed hours and/or the City could investigate contract
services with the County Lifeguards.



Pier Maintenance: The City spends $1,810,851 for Pier maintenance, supplies,
and custodial and maintenance contracts. Cost reduction could entail reducing
custodial service levels, and limiting or deferring maintenance contracts.

The City provides direct funding to the PRC through grants (basic and special), in-kind

City revenues, and commission –based revenue.
Funding to
a) City grants: The amount of City funding to the PRC fluctuates based on PRC
PRC

needs and available city resources for a given year. In 2009/10, the City
provided grants to the PRC in the amount of $514,900 for its basic services
and an additional $41,487 for special services related to the Pier’s Centennial
celebrations. In 2010/11, the grant was $494,900, and for 2011/12, the grant
was $501,086. The City’s annual grant to the PRC generally represents half of
the PRC’s operating budget.

b) In-Kind: At no charge to the PRC, the City provides an on-site business office
in the Carousel Building with utilities (including telephone service, janitorial
services, and certain office supplies), as well as free employee parking. The
in-kind value is estimated to be $41,250.
c) Commission-based revenue: The City contracts with the PRC to book and
oversee Carousel parties. This service had previously been handled by a
private event company. The booking contract allows PRC to earn a
commission of 50 percent of room rental and 100 percent of ancillary services
such as the rental of children’s tables and chairs. PRC’s net revenue for
Carousel events for FY 2010/11 was $42,420.

The City charges special events utilizing the Pier Parking Deck a rental fee in order to

Waived City compensate the City for lost parking revenue. The parking lot rental fee is calculated
Fees at three times the daily rate for each parking space occupied by the event. Rental fees
for the entire lot can be upwards of $8,000 for a single day event and applies to all
events with the following exception:
The Services Agreement states that for free public events produced by the PRC, the
City will waive pier parking lot rental fees. Events produced by the PRC on the
parking deck as part of the Council approved PRC annual work plan for FY 2010/11
include Twilight Dance Concert Series, Drive-In Movies, and Paddleboard Race.
A review of all pier deck special events held in FY 2010/11 revealed that there are a
number of annually occurring events which do not appear to be directly produced by
the PRC that have benefitted from the waiver of parking deck rental fees.
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Over the last five years the PRC’s annual budget has averaged approximately $1 million to

PRC fund its operations. Exhibits 11. and 12. include the PRC balance sheet for June 30, 2011 and
Operational detailed revenues and expenditures for FY 2010/11. For FY 2010/11 the PRC had a net
Revenues operating income of $139,812
and Costs
In addition to the City funding, other income is earned from private sources.


Sponsorship, Promotions, and Licensing Revenues: The City permits the PRC to
develop and manage sponsorships, promotions and licensing activities to generate
additional revenue, including corporate sponsorships to support PRC events and
programing. To date, the PRC spends more resources defending the Pier trademark
than they generate in licensing it. In FY 2010/11 the PRC earned $297,000 from
sponsorship and promotions.



Events and Filming: The City permits the PRC to manage and collect revenue for
special events and filming on the Pier Deck. The PRC sets the rates and retains the
event fees. In addition, the PRC collects and transmits to the City a special event
application fee of $50 to $200, parking deck fees (three times the daily rate -approximately $3,500 for half-lot) and any other fees for city services. In FY 2010/11
the PRC earned $170,000 from special events and film shoots. The PRC policy has
been to limit special event programming on the parking deck to ‘off season’ or
‘shoulder seasons’ with the exception of TDS which occurs during the Pier’s peak
season.



Donations: The PRC can implement special donation campaigns from individuals or
community groups, including the 2010 campaign for TDS.



Sale of Merchandise: The PRC offers Santa Monica Pier commemorative products
including books, apparel, and glassware. In FY 2010/11 the PRC earned $4,897 from
product sales through its website and at TDS.

Budget expenditures are primarily comprised of salaries, benefits and general administration
which represents 62 percent of the PRC’s expenses Production costs for PRC produced
community events, primarily the Twilight Dance Series, account for 29 percent of budgetary
expenditures. Other expenses include costs related to Carousel booking services, and costs
associated with the coordination of private events.
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Combined Revenues and Expenses for the Pier
For a more complete picture of the Pier’s financial performance, the table below shows both City and PRC
revenues and expenses for FY 2010/11. The Pier Fund revenue excludes a one-time transfer premium
payment from Pacific Park of $1.6 million. This is a non-recurring revenue source.
2010-2011
CITY PIER FUND REVENUES*
Pier Tenants (Rents, CAM)
Parking
Carousel
Carousel Tickets
Carousel Parties (from PRC)
Interfund Services (Harbor Patrol)
Other (Interest, Amortization, Unrealized gain/loss)
Total City Revenue
*excludes one-time payment of $1,631,159 from
Pacific Park
CITY PIER FUND EXPENSE
Economic Development Division
Salaries and Wages
Supplies
Grant to PRC
Parking Operator
Carousel Operator
Police Pier Patrol
Total Economic Development Division
Harbor Guard
Salaries and Wages
Supplies
Total Harbor Guard
Pier Maintenance
Salaries and Wages
Supplies
Total Pier Maintenance

$3,249,631
$1,149,239
$170,944
$45,084
$114,086
$72,307
$4,801,291

$173,363
$682,169
$494,900
$347,387
$190,588
$240,010
$2,128,417
$1,048,171
$174,171
$1,222,342
$592,532
$1,218,319
$1,810,851
$5,161,610

Total City Pier Fund Expenses (8/17/2011)
CITY PIER FUND SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)
Table does not include Capital Improvement Expenses annualized at $1.1 million.
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($360,319)

2010-2011
PRC REVENUES
City Grant
Merchandise, 100th Anniversary, Interest Income
Filming
Promotion
TDS
Paddleboard Contest
Carousel Rental
Private Events on Pier Deck
Total PRC Revenues

$494,900
$11,878
$73,429
$141,100
$172,603
$24,780
$107,661
$95,667

PRC EXPENSES
Salaries and Wages
General Expenses
TDS
Carousel (includes payment to City)
Paddleboard Contest
Private Events on Pier/Parking Deck
Movie-Drive In
Total PRC Expenses

$397,884
$207,110
$247,443
$65,241
$27,541
$28,956
$8,030

PRC SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)

CITY PIER FUND and PRC COMBINED
SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)
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$1,122,018

$982,205
$139,813

($220,507)

Approaches to Governance and Management
The City partners with the PRC with the intention of integrating the non-profit into the Pier’s management
and decision-making process.
As described above, the City and PRC work together on all matters affecting the Pier, ranging from the
planning of major projects and events to day-to-day operations and maintenance. The PRC Board
recommends program objectives and policy guidelines for Council’s approval and directs or advises PRC staff
and City staff, respectively, on many aspects of Pier operations.
This joint approach provides many advantages in terms of responsiveness to the public, focused attention to
the Pier, and operational flexibility. However, the approach can also result in overlapping and blurred
management roles that periodically produce confusion and inefficiencies. Stakeholder comments about the
benefits and drawbacks of the current approach include:

Advantages
with the
Current
Approach
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The decision-making structure facilitates public involvement through participation
in PRC Board meetings.



The current approach has yielded success, ranging from nearly three decades of
successful Twilight Dance Series events to a range of new and long-standing Pier
tenants.



The PRC can provide a unified voice speaking for the needs of the Pier.



Responsibilities between staff of the City and PRC are divided, specific to needs
and expertise.



PRC staff can be nimble and responsive in day-to-day operations as they are not
subject to the City’s regulated processes and they can make many decisions
without Board approval.



The PRC offices are located on the Pier, allowing for close monitoring and
coordination of day-to-day activities, issues, and special needs.



PRC staff assists and can advocate for event promoters and film producers as they
navigate through the City’s permitting process, in support of Pier events and
filming opportunities.



The PRC Board can act as a strong advocate for the Pier and Pier tenants when
dealing with different City divisions and Commissions.



The PRC is well-equipped to fundraise and nurture private sponsors and donors
for PRC-produced events, such as Twilight Dance Series.



The PRC Board can buffer City Council from unpopular or controversial decisions,
as well as the minutiae of Pier activities, including events, promotions, and street
performer monitoring.



As owner and custodian of the Pier, the City takes responsibility for more typical
municipal responsibilities such as policing, maintenance and custodial services.

Disadvantages
of Current
Approach
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As Pier-related responsibilities are spread among several divisions and
departments of the City, it can be difficult for the PRC and other Pier stakeholders
to navigate through the City’s systems to achieve desired results. The priority of
the Pier’s and PRC’s needs and desires can vary among different City divisions.



There can be confusion within the City as to who has the responsibility and
authority to make decisions that affect the Pier. The City’s fractured management
of the Pier can make it difficult for the public, PRC staff and even City staff to
know who has ultimate responsibility for the Pier.



The PRC’s decision-making structure of committee review and recommendation,
followed by Board review and approval, can be perceived as slow and duplicative.



There are inconsistencies between the Services Agreement and Leasing
Guidelines with regards to negotiation of leases in that the Services Agreement
states the PRC is not to negotiate leases and licenses, while the Leasing Guidelines
provide the PRC with opportunity to do so. These discrepancies create confusion
regarding the appropriate roles of the PRC and the City with respect to leasing
and licensing.



Routine decisions regarding Pier management and leasing issues can be
politicized.



The PRC committee structure has a tendency to lead the body to micro-manage
maintenance and operations of the City staff.



The City’s delegation of responsibility to the PRC can mask clear accountability for
the Pier, a major public asset.



The PRC staff has authority over contracts, purchases and personnel decisions
that do not require PRC board approval, let alone City Council approval.



Location fees charged by the PRC for filming, promotions, special events are not
approved by the Board or Council and may warrant upward adjustment following
a survey of comparable venues. Only Carousel room rental fees are set by Council.



While the PRC’s system for procuring products and services allows it be nimble,
the system may not comply with best practices associated with public assets.



The City’s oversight of PRC activities is limited to City Council’s annual approval of
the PRC budget and work plan.



While individual Board members are able to independently seek out information,
there have been instances where City and PRC staff have felt that individual Board
members have attempted to exert inappropriate interference with staff
responsibilities.



The PRC’s need to raise revenue through sponsorships and events to support its
operations causes some tenants to believe that the PRC prioritizes revenuegenerating events over tenants’ needs.

Comparative
Pier
Management
Survey

The PRC-commissioned “Managing Our Public Spaces, a Comparative Study” surveyed
management models employed by several public venues such as The Ferry Building in San
Francisco, Pioneer Courthouse Square in Portland, Pike Place Market in Seattle and Navy
Pier in Chicago. Of the venues selected for the Study all were managed by a single entity,
typically a non-profit or government-owned corporation or a separate authority.
This report surveyed five additional publicly owned piers and wharfs including Stearn’s
Wharf in Santa Barbara, Santa Cruz Wharf, Fisherman’s Wharf in Monterey, Redondo Beach
Pier, and Pier 39 in San Francisco (Chart 1.). These piers are all municipally owned, have
commercial and recreational uses, have revenue sources similar to the Santa Monica Pier,
and are prominent destinations for both local residents and tourists. The survey found that
most piers were managed by the municipality with certain functions such as special events
and promotions coordinated by or with a merchant association. Management models
generally fell into one of four categories:
Type 1, City-managed. Stearns Wharf, Santa Cruz Wharf and Fisherman’s Wharf are
managed solely by the City and leases are entered into directly between the City and the
tenants. Functions such as special events and promotions were coordinated with or by the
respective merchant association.
Type 2, City- and Master Lessee-managed. The Redondo Beach Pier model utilizes both
direct leasing to individual tenants and a long-term ground lease whereby a master lessee is
responsible for sub-leasing smaller units to individual tenants. Redondo Beach is currently
attempting to aggregate its City-owned and managed leaseholds into one large lease in
order to attract a private developer to spur investment and revitalization.
Type 3, Privately managed. Pier 39 in San Francisco embodies a privatized model wherein
the governmental authority (the Port of San Francisco) leases the entire pier under a longterm master lease to a private operator (Pier 39 Management Co. LP), which is then
responsible for all operations including security, marketing/promotion, leasing,
maintenance and capital improvements.
Type 4, City- and Nonprofit-Managed. This is the co-management approach currently
employed at the Santa Monica Pier.
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Alternative Management Scenarios
The five municipal public piers and the other public venues surveyed in the “Managing Our Public Spaces”
suggest alternate models for governance that could inform management decisions for the Santa Monica Pier.

Scenario 1: City Manages All Pier Operations
In scenario 1, the City would dissolve the PRC and bring most or all services ‘in-house’. Key
elements of this approach include:
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Consolidation of Pier management: Rather than dispersing management and
operational duties and decision-making among various City departments and the
PRC, the City could designate one entity within the City to take responsibility for
overall stewardship of the Pier. For greatest success, that entity would need to be
located at the Pier to perform day-to-day activities of managing the Pier (coordinate
special events, filming, street performer monitoring, communicating with tenants)
and be responsible for coordinating with other City departments whose activities
affect Pier operations (construction, maintenance, custodial services, parking
operations, special events, permitting, leasing).



District-wide management of the Pier and Beach: The City entity with chief
responsibility for the Pier would need to work closely with, or be part of, the City’s
beach management responsibilities. To enhance public participation, the City could
appoint an advisory commission to review and make recommendations to the
Council on Pier or Beach issues or the City could task an existing commission with
these responsibilities.



Leasing based on best practices: To ensure that tenant issues, including leasing, are
administered in a professional manner that limits the need for Council intervention,
leases consistent with Council-approved guidelines could be authorized and
executed by the City Manager, as is the case with Airport leasing. Only leases that
did not conform to the Guidelines would require Council approval. As in other
governance scenarios, changes to the leasing process should be considered so that
the City can pay broker commissions or retain leasing consultants, the advertising
and marketing process can be streamlined, and leases can be negotiated based on
up-to-date practices and policies. While the up-front costs for leasing may be
increased, the benefits to the Pier are expected to outweigh the additional costs.



Special event management: The City could assume responsibility for production of
Pier community events such as the Twilight Dance Series. Expertise for production
of community events exists within the City’s Community and Cultural Services
Department (CCS) that currently produces large and small-scale public events with
in-house staff or with contract producers including Glow, Santa Monica Festival, and
Jazz on the Lawn concert series. Other divisions within CCS provide venue
management and regularly provide special event services at public facilities.
Additional staff and appropriate funding to retain event producers would be
necessary.



Sponsorship: Responsibility for securing sponsorships for major community events,
such as the Twilight Dance Series, consumes a significant amount of time of PRC staff

and Board members. With Pier management activities brought in-house, the City
could authorize a “friends of the Pier” or a “friends of TDS” organization with
responsibility for fundraising for community events and perhaps contracting with a
private producer to make event arrangements. However, direct sponsorships to the
City may be difficult to obtain as the City already seeks sponsors for multiple events
and sponsorship of a City-organized event may not elicit the same intensity of
support as would an event sponsored by a non-profit.


Delegation of authority: In order to retain flexibility and entrepreneurial enterprise
that is needed when dealing with ever-changing opportunities at the venue, and to
prevent the operation from becoming mired in administrative formalities regarding
purchasing and contracting, the City would need to adopt clearly defined
administrative guidelines that allow for delegation of authority to the City entity
responsible for the Pier, while requiring regular reporting of activities to City
management and City Council.



Staffing implications: Given the number of activities that occur on the Pier, the City
would likely need to add some new positions to replace those now on the PRC
roster, while some PRC functions could be absorbed and performed by existing City
staff. Key City staff would need to be housed at the Pier to manage the large
number of activities that occur there. A venue manager could help ensure that staff
adheres to City standards for customer service.



Fiscal impact: The City would need to create several new positions to offset the loss
of service from PRC staff. Salaries and benefits for PRC staff cost $460,000 per year
for one part-time and five full-time employees. The cost of City staffing, with a full
range of benefits including retirement, would likely be more costly than non-profit
staffing (Exhibit 13. Salary Comparison).

Scenario 2: Non-profit Manages All Pier Operations
In Scenario 2, a non-profit corporation, based on the PRC model, would expand its role to
include functions now managed by the City such as leasing, parking, maintenance and
custodial service. Harbor Patrol would remain a City function, but security would be
transferred to the non-profit corporation. Key elements of this approach include:
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Consolidation of Pier management: The non-profit would provide direct
supervision over activities on the Pier and eliminate existing confusion over lines
of authority between PRC and City staff. The non-profit would need to employ
staff and outside contractors to handle many of its new responsibilities, including
legal staff for leasing. Transferring such duties would likely require lay-offs of
existing City staff as those services would be provided entirely through private
contract.



Public oversight: The City and non-profit would need to develop a services
agreement that clearly sets forth the City’s expectations for management of its
public asset. The services agreement would need to articulate the City’s vision for

management of the Pier to ensure that the new entity properly balances
competing pressures to generate revenue through private events, to produce
community events, to cooperate with other non-Pier community initiatives and to
be attentive to the interests of Pier tenants. The City would need to audit the nonprofit’s activities frequently to ensure that transparency and accountability are
maintained and public objectives are satisfied.


Delegation of authority within the City: The City Manager would need to delegate
responsibility for stewardship of the Pier to one entity within the City who would
be responsible for overseeing the services agreement and coordinating between
the non-profit and all City departments, including Public Works for capital project
implementation.



Leasing: In addition to communicating with tenants about events and conditions
on the Pier, the non-profit’s staff and consultants would be responsible for tenant
relations, including enforcement of lease requirements, proper adjustments of
rent and CAM charges, imposition of late and returned check fees, collection of
monies and conformance with other lease provisions. Tenant recruitment, lease
management, as well as lease negotiations, would likely require the non-profit to
acquire additional staff and consultant expertise.



Fiscal impact: If the non-profit were to take over existing City responsibilities, the
non-profit would require funding for these additional responsibilities above that
currently provided to the PRC. This could be achieved by transferring the amount
the City currently budgets for the services, while retaining enough revenue to
offset the costs for oversight and coordination of the services agreement with the
non-profit. Costs for the non-profit to provide these services could be lower than
the City’s costs if the non-profit’s employees did not receive the full-range of
benefits that City employees receive.

Given that the City’s costs to operate the Pier are closer to $5,000,000 annually, it is
questionable whether the funds available to be transferred to the non-profit entity would
be sufficient to fully manage the Pier.
Another approach would be to authorize the non-profit to receive a share of revenues
generated on the Pier. Payment could be structured whereby the City retains all Pier
rental revenues based on a certain benchmark year and the non-profit receives a
percentage of all revenue increases.

Scenario 3: Non-profit Entity Focused on Marketing, Events and Fundraising
Under Scenario 3, a non-profit entity would focus its efforts solely on marketing, street
performer management, promotions, and special events. The non-profit entity’s
responsibilities could encompass the Pier and the Beach. The PRC could serve this
function, a new entity could be created, or an existing entity, such as Downtown Santa
Monica, Inc. or the Santa Monica Convention and Visitors Bureau, could assume these
responsibilities and the associated budget. The board, commussuib or a limited-term task
force could be responsible for advising the Council on key issues facing the Pier and Beach
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including articulating a clear set of goals and objectives for the Pier, updating the leasing
guidelines and advising on the preparation of the Pier Master Plan. Alternatively, a
commission could be created to advise the Council on on-going issues. The City Council
could look to this entity for advice and recommendations regarding City initiatives, such as
preparation of a Pier Master Plan and other nearby programs and development proposals.
The new entity could be relieved of responsibility for production of community events,
oversight of leasing, and tenant management. Key elements of this approach include:


Public oversight: The City Council would need to provide clear direction about the
balance of special and community events it wanted to see on the Pier, and require
regular reports to monitor compliance with stated public objectives.



Dual management: This approach would continue the dual approach towards Pier
governance and require that the non-profit entity and City establish close and
cooperative communication and coordination. Arrangements would need to be
made to provide for some City staffing on the Pier to coordinate production of
community events, tenant management and Carousel operations.



Assignment of responsibility within the City: The non-profit entity would need to
coordinate with the City on programs and events occurring on and near the Pier.
In this scenario, as with all others, the City would need to clearly delegate
authority to a specific entity within the City who would be responsible for
coordinating and mediating among many City departments so that City services to
the Pier are provided efficiently.



Board membership: If a new non-profit entity was created, requirements for
Board membership would need to be written with a clear description of Board
member experience with marketing, fund-raising and special event management.



Leases and tenant issues. The City Council could approve leasing guidelines that
would allow for administrative approval of leases that are consistent with adopted
Leasing Guidelines (similar to the model for Santa Monica Airport leases.) Leasing
recommendations could be reviewed by the non-profit entity prior to sending
them to the City Manager for execution. Policy changes in how the City conducts
leasing, including payment of broker commissions or retention of qualified
consultants, simplification of the recruitment process and negotiation of business
terms in accordance with current best practices would need to be initiated.
While the up-front costs for leasing may be increased, the benefits to the Pier are
expected to outweigh the additional costs.



Carousel parties: The City would contract for management of Carousel parties as
was done between 2001 and 2007. The City would retain a portion of the rental
fees, with a portion going to the operator, based on performance.



Community events: The City would designate a special entity within the City to be
responsible for producing designated community events such as the Twilight
Dance Series. The City could establish a special “friends of” committee to seek
sponsorships and work with promoters to line up talent and secure sponsorships
for these popular annual events.
Fiscal impact: This scenario would likely result in a reduction of the City’s current
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grant to the PRC, as PRC would no longer need staff for production of community
events, which now consumes a significant amount of PRC staff time prior to the
summer and throughout the duration of the event. The entity would retain
location fees from filming, special events and promotions as it would continue to
retain responsibility for its core responsibilities (marketing, street performer
management, coordination of special events, and coordination of filming).
Concerns about leasing, maintenance and parking that would have an effect on
this new entity’s ability to market and promote the Pier and the special events
would be coordinated by the City’s designated delegate. The City would
designate an entity to produce and find sponsors for community events such as
the Twilight Dance Series.

Scenario 4: Master Ground Lease with Private Entity
Under Scenario 4, the City would engage the expertise and capital of the private sector
and enter into a long-term ground lease with a Master Lessee who would be responsible
for most Pier operations and for commercial development of the Pier under a
Development Agreement/Master Lease Agreement. The City would relinquish control
over certain aspects of the Pier as the Master Lessee would be responsible for functions
ranging from marketing to maintenance, to production of community events, to security
and possibly capital improvements. The Master Lessee could be assigned responsibility
for managing existing leaseholds or acquire leaseholds of tenants it views as
underperforming and reposition them to maximize revenues. Key elements of this
approach include:
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Community objectives: An agreement with a master lessor would need to balance
commercial interests, including acceptable levels of special events, with the need
to ensure and protect the public’s interests in the Pier regarding public access,
community events, tenant mix, and other community activities.



Completion of master planning efforts: A master lease for the Pier would be more
competitive if some of the unknowns about the future of the Pier’s operation
were resolved. As an example, a Pier Master Plan could provide for removal of
Pier deck parking, which could open the way for new commercial opportunities.
Coastal Commission approval of the long-term Master Plan would provide
assurance about potential leasing opportunities.



Privatization of public sector jobs. A variety of City jobs may need to be
eliminated in favor of services to be provided by the Master Lessee.



The Pier within the District: Ground-leasing the Pier to a private entity could set
up conflicts between the private and public sectors. Under a master lease, the Pier
would operate as a distinct venue that would need to coordinate with events and
activities occurring on the beach and in the downtown area. Negotiations would
need to preserve the City’s right to manage adjacent properties for the
community good without restrictions as to impact on the Pier’s revenue
generation.



Fiscal impact: Master ground leases are often negotiated based on a percentage
of revenue to be generated through the investment, providing benchmarks for

revenue sharing as conditions change. A goal in entering into a master lease
would be to move the Pier toward greater financial self-sufficiency while
maintaining the special qualities of the Pier as a community asset, public
gathering place and iconic image of Santa Monica. Given current Pier revenues
relative to operating and capital costs, it may be difficult to attract a master lessee
without a City subsidy, at least in the early years of the master lease.

Scenario 5: Realignment of Existing Structure
In Scenario 5, the existing PRC and City co-governance of the Pier is retained, with
modifications to address concerns that were identified by stakeholders. Key elements of
realignment include:
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The City needs to reestablish an on-site presence and provide stronger oversight of
the Pier. The City should designate an individual within the City to facilitate and
coordinate among various City Departments and Divisions who have responsibility
for Pier activities and determine best alternatives when competing solutions are
offered.



Roles and responsibilities between the City and PRC need to be clarified to minimize
duplicative efforts and create a clear line of authority and accountability, with the
PRC retaining responsibility for production of community events and coordination
and management of special events, filming, carousel parties and street performers,
and the City retaining responsibility for day-to-day operations, infrastructure,
maintenance, leasing and tenant relations, and carousel operations.



Regular performance evaluation is necessary to ensure that PRC and City divisions
are fulfilling their roles. Performance should be measured regularly in order to allow
for prompt corrections to be enacted.



The composition of the PRC Board should be modified to better reflect the
organization’s objectives and its size should be reduced to allow for more efficient
decision-making.



The name of the PRC could be changed to reflect the completed restoration of the
Pier and a more focused mandate.



With the demise of the Council liaison program, the PRC’s monthly status report to
the City should be more detailed and appropriate for review by City Councilmembers
and the public.



City and its non-profit partner need to improve record keeping including accounts
receivable and payable, and tracking of events, promotions and filming.

Chart I. Comparative Pier Management Models
Stearns Wharf
Management
Model

City-owned and operated

Santa Cruz Warf
City-owned and operated

Redondo Beach Pier
City owned and operated. Long term
‘ground’ leases with significant Master
Lessee control of buildings.

Fisherman’s Wharf Monterey
City owned and operated.

Pier 39 San Francisco
Master Leasehold Model. Owned by
the Port of San Francisco (Port). The
Port leases Pier 39 to a private
investment group, Pier 39, Limited
Partnership under a master lease
expiring in 2042.

Santa Monica Pier
City-owned jointly managed with
PRC

Master Lessee effectively acts as
owner.
Characteristics,
Amenities

3 acre historic wooden pier –
dates back to 1872. Features
restaurants, retail, fishing,
boating and marine education
facility. Approx 2 million visitors
per year.

2,745 foot historic wooden
pier – built 1913. Features
restaurants, retail, outdoor
fresh fish markets, fishing,
boating, and kayaking. Approx
3 million visitors per year.

70,000 sf (1,550-foot-long) Pier was
originally built in 1889. In 1995,
following a fire the horseshoe shaped
pier was repaired and reopened. 50
dining, entertainment, retail and
bait/tackle merchants.

The Wharf was purchased by the
City of Monterey in 1916 and has
since been reconstructed several
times. Offers restaurants, fish
markets, art and gift shops, fishing,
boating, and theater. 35
concessions and 24 separate leases.

2 level center featuring over 124
tenants -- retail shops, restaurants,
arcade, street performances, marine
center, aquarium, live theater,
amusement rides, cruises. 200,000 sf
gross leasable areas. Approx 10.5
million visitors per year.

9 acre historic wooden pier –built in
1909. 2,000 foot long. Features
amusement park, arcade,
restaurants, retail, aquarium,
trapeze school, street performers.
129,111 sf of leased/licensed area.
Approx 6 million visitors per year.

Agencies
involved in
Oversight

Waterfront Department
manages Harbor and Stearns
Wharf for the City of Santa
Barbara. State Lands
Commission approval required
for capital expenditures in
excess of $250,000. Harbor
Commission acts in an advisory
role. Merchant Association
represents tenants.

City of Santa Cruz Parks and
Recreation Office; and
Redevelopment Agency.

Harbor Department, City Council.
Harbor Commission (serving as an
Advisory Committee). City owns the
land however most of the land is
ground leased to private entities for
long term ground leases.

City owns and handles all aspects of
leasing. Leases currently are ground
leases. Wharf Association controlled
by concessionaires.

Pier 39 and its tenants are subject to
regulatory oversight by the San
Francisco Bay Conservation and
Development Commission (BCDC), a
California state commission.

PRC is responsible for establishing
Leasing Guidelines (subject to
council approval) and providing
approval of leases prior to the City
Manager’s signature— negotiation
of leases is City responsibility.

Harbor Commission & City
Council

Redevelopment Agency

Leasing:
Approvals,
Authorizations
(signatures)

City for its own ground leases; Master
lessees for sub-lessees on ground
leases.
Master Lessee’s sub-lessees go
through Council for approval – but the
Council has no veto power on choice
of Master Lessee tenants.
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Tenant/Master Lessee must petition
the BCDC for any leasehold
improvements or structural changes
to the facility

The City also retains control of certain
pieces of property and leases directly
to restaurant and retail businesses.
City Council with typical delegation
to Mayor and/or City Manager.

Pier 39 Management Co. LP

City Manager with authorization
from the PRC

Stearns Wharf

Santa Cruz Warf

Leasing;
Administration
Management/Le
ase Compliance

City Waterfront Business
Division

Redevelopment Agency

Control of
activities in
common areas
(special events,
filming)

City

Parks & Rec

Special Event,
Promotions and
Advertising,
Funding

City participates with Merchant
Association in cooperative
advertising and community
events such as the July 4th
Fireworks show and Holiday
Boat Parade of Lights

Ownership of
Buildings

Reverts to City at end of the
lease. Tenant responsible for
repairs on single tenant
buildings; City maintains multitenant buildings.

Redondo Beach Pier
Harbor Department. City for its own
ground leases only.

Fisherman’s Wharf Monterey

Pier 39 San Francisco

Santa Monica Pier

City staff - Housing and Property
Manager.

Pier 39 Management Co. LP

City

City

City in coordination with
Fisherman’s Wharf Association.

Pier 39 Management Co. LP

PRC

Parks & Rec, merchants

Merchants Association, with approval
from the City. Events and advertising
funded by dues paid by lessees and
based on gross receipts.

Fisherman’s Wharf Association
through BID.

Pier 39 Management Co. LP

PRC

Reverts to City at the end of
lease. Tenant responsible for
repairs

Reverts to City at end of ground lease.
Tenant responsible for repairs.

At present the piers and support
structures and buildings of each
concession are owned by the
concessionaire. Ownership reverts
to City at end of lease.

Pier 39 Management Co. LP

Structures are City-owned.

Private Master Leaseholder
responsible for their own leases.

Tenant responsible for repairs to
building and structure. Tenants are
required to conduct engineering
investigation of structural condition
every 3 years and correct any
deficiencies.
Custodial
Services

City

City

Fisherman Wharf’s Sanitation District.
Tenants assessed for costs.

Split between Harbor Crew and
Fisherman’s Wharf Association.

Pier 39 Management Co. LP

City (contract)

Public Safety

City – Community Service
Officers/Harbor Patrol

City PD

City PD

City PD with assistance from City of
Monterey Harbor Crew for Marina.

Pier 39 Management Co. LP

City – SMPD and Harbor Guards

Stearns Wharf
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Santa Cruz Warf

Redondo Beach Pier

Fisherman’s Wharf Monterey

Pier 39 San Francisco

Santa Monica Pier

Capital
Improvement/
Pier Structural
Maintenance

City

City

City

Tenants are responsible for
structure underneath them down to
the tidelands, City is responsible for
structure and supports in public
right of way/common areas.

Pier 39 Management Co. LP

City

Primary Sources
of Revenue

Tenant rents, parking fees.

Tenant rents, parking fees,

Rents, parking fees

Tenant rents, parking fees

Tenant rents, parking fees

Tenant rents and parking fees

Fund Type

Enterprise Fund

General Fund

Enterprise Fund

General Fund and Parking Fund

Private

Enterprise Fund

Does pier
generally
operate in
Surplus or Deficit

Surplus

Deficit

Generally break-even.

Not calculated since the revenues
are not placed in a single or
separate fund.

Surplus

Deficit

Misc. Economic
Info.

Waterfront Department’s
records indicate businesses on
wharf generated in excess of
$16M in 2008 and $14M in
2009.

2007 Business Journal interview with
the CEO states annual revenues of Pier
39 Management Co. LLC of $187
million.

SM Pier businesses generated in
gross revenues $38 M in 2009, $41
M in 2010 and $43 M in 2011.
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The City is attempting to aggregate
the City-owned leases into one larger
lease in order to attract a private
sector developer and spur
revitalization with new investment.

Chart II. Alternative Management Model Scenarios
Summary of
Management
Model
PRC Board and
Staff

Leadership
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Existing City and PRC
Relationship

PRC Board continues to
implement the specific tasks
and initiatives as specified in
the current Services
Agreement.

PRC Board continues to
provide short term and long
term planning and
development objectives
subject to Council’s approval.
PRC Board continues to
direct/make recommendations
to City Staff on most
management and operation
issues.

City Manager & Operated Pier

Non Profit taking on an expanded
management & operations role

Non Profit taking on a narrowed
management and operations role

Privately Managed & Operated
Pier

(leasing, parking, custodial, and/or
maintenance responsibilities)

(limits role to marketing, promotion and
special event management)

(Master Ground Lease)

Nonprofit mission is narrowed to
marketing/promotions, special
events, and fundraising. Council could
appoint new advisory Commission.

City enters into long term ground
lease with Master Lessee – a
private or non-profit entity. Master
Lessee has authority and
responsibility over almost all Pier
matters from marketing to capital
improvements.

City to bring most services ‘inhouse’. Certain PRC staff positions
could become new City staff
positions. Council could appoint new
advisory Commission.

Nonprofit has greater authority over
leasing, parking, custodial, and/or
maintenance responsibilities, as well
as formulating future development
objectives.

City should consider creating new
“Pier Unit” whose singular focus is
on Pier and may also have authority
on surrounding Pier areas.

Nonprofit would need to hire
additional staff commensurate with
its new responsibilities.

Council with Advisory Commission
to develop short term and long term
planning and development
objectives.

Nonprofit provides short term and
long term planning and development
objectives subject to Council’s
approval. Board to have increasing
role in directing management and
operational matters now overseen by
City staff.

‘Friends of’ organization may be
used to advocate for public use
issues.

Likely retain existing staff to
implement mission.
City should consider creating new
“Pier Unit” whose singular focus is on
Pier and may also have authority on
surrounding Pier areas.

Master Lessee would develop Pier
deck, and assigned responsibility
for existing leaseholds,
redeveloping and subleasing sites
as they become available.

Council with Advisory Commission to
develop short term and long term
planning and development objectives.

Master Lessee provides vision and
management of the Pier under
agreement (Master Lease and/or
Developer agreement) with City
Council. Master Lessee would need
to adhere to standards established
by the City.

‘Friends of’ organization may be used
to advocate for public use issues.

‘Friends of’ organization may be
used to advocate for public use
issues.

Summary of
Management
Model

Existing City and PRC Relationship

City Manager & Operated Pier

Non Profit taking on an expanded
management & operations role (leasing,
parking, custodial, and/or maintenance
responsibilities)

Non Profit taking on a narrowed
management and operations role (limits
role to marketing, promotion and special
event management)

Privately Managed & Operated Pier
(Master Ground Lease)

Fundraising and
Advocacy

PRC Board and PRC Staff acts as
fundraisers and advocates for
Pier. Pier merchant association
advocates and assists in
fundraising.

New ‘friends of’ committee and/or
Pier merchant association to fundraise
and advocate for Pier.

Entity acts as fundraisers and advocates
for Pier. Pier merchant association can
advocate and fundraise.

Entity acts as fundraisers and advocates
for Pier. Pier merchant association can
advocate and fundraise.

New ‘friends of’ committee to
fundraise and advocate for Pier.
Merchant Organization. Non-city
affiliated Watchdog group may
emerge.

Indemnification

PRC will maintain own insurance
and to the extent that PRC
insurance does not cover an
Indemnified Claim, the City will
agree to indemnify for claims
within the scope of PRC’s
authority.

City indemnifies members of City
Commissions.

Entity maintains own insurance and
indemnify the City.

Entity maintains own insurance.

Master Lessee to maintain own
insurance and indemnify City.

Liability/Risk

PRC maintains insurance for
claims in connection with
SMPRC’s services. City
responsible for all claims in
connection with its
responsibilities.

City responsible for all claims

Entity maintains insurance for claims in
connection with Nonprofit services. City
responsible for all claims in connection
with its responsibilities. Expanded roles
would require commensurate increase
in insurance.

Entity maintains insurance for claims in
connection with Nonprofit services. City
responsible for all claims in connection
with its responsibilities.

Master Lessee assumes all liability
and risk.

Legal
Representation

City Attorney represents the City
(leases, torts, City-managed
contracts)

City Attorney represents the City
(leases, torts, City-managed
contracts.) Staff and possibly advice
from Advisory Commission.

Nonprofit hires outside counsel for
Nonprofit services including expanded
responsibilities (leasing, contract
review, etc.)

City Attorney represents the City
(leases, torts, City-managed contracts) .

Master Lessee counsel for legal
representation.

PRC hires outside Counsel for
PRC services.
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City Attorney to provide legal services
under direction from Council/City Staff.

Nonprofit hires outside counsel for
Nonprofit services.

Summary of
Management
Model

Existing City and PRC Relationship

City Manager & Operated Pier

Non Profit taking on an expanded
management & operations role (leasing,
parking, custodial, and/or maintenance
responsibilities)

Non Profit taking on a narrowed
management and operations role (limits
role to marketing, promotion and special
event management)

Privately Managed & Operated Pier
(Master Ground Lease)

Master Planning
(non-regulatory)

PRC initiated with joint PRC/City
oversight.

City Staff and Council appointed
advisory body.

The nonprofit initiated with joint
nonprofit /City oversight.

City Staff and Council appointed
advisory body.

Master Lessee initiated.

Lease
Negotiation

City Staff – Economic
Development Div with direction
from PRC Leasing Committee
and Board

City Staff

Nonprofit

City Staff

Master Lessee.

Lease Approval

PRC Board and PRC Leasing
Committee

City Council

Nonprofit and Leasing Committee

City Council

Master Lessee

Lease Execution

City Manager

City Manager

Nonprofit

City Manager

Master Lessee

Lease
Administration/
Compliance

City Staff, Economic
Development Div

City Staff

Nonprofit

City Staff

Master Lessee

Rent Collection
and Deposit

City Staff, Economic
Development Div - deposits rent
in City accounts

City Staff- Pier Division deposits rent in
City accounts

City or nonprofit – TBD

City Staff

Master Lessee

Sponsorship

PRC

City Staff

Nonprofit

Nonprofit

Master Lessee

Marketing

PRC

City Staff

Nonprofit

Nonprofit

Master Lessee

Special Events
including TDS

PRC

City Staff

Nonprofit

Nonprofit

Master Lessee

Filming

PRC

City Staff

Nonprofit

Nonprofit

Master Lessee
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Summary of
Management
Model

Existing City and PRC Relationship

City Manager & Operated Pier

Non Profit taking on an expanded
management & operations role (leasing,
parking, custodial, and/or maintenance
responsibilities)

Non Profit taking on a narrowed
management and operations role (limits
role to marketing, promotion and special
event management)

Privately Managed & Operated Pier
(Master Ground Lease)

Carousel
Operations &
Events

City manages Carousel
operator and ticket revenues.
PRC manages Carousel parties
and special events and
receives a commission.

City (contracted)

Nonprofit could manage both
Carousel operations and special event
bookings.

City manages Carousel operator and
ticket revenues. Non Profit or
contractor manages Carousel parties
and special events and receives a
commission.

Master Lessee

Security

SMPD including Harbor Guards

SMPD / Harbor Guards

SMPD/ Harbor Guards

SMPD/ Harbor Guards

Master Lessee in addition to SMPD
and Harbor Guards

Parking

City Staff, Finance - Parking
Operations Div

City (contracted)

Nonprofit could manage parking
operator contract

City (contracted)

Master Lessee

Custodial

City Staff, Public Works Custodial Services Div

City (contracted)

Nonprofit could manage custodial
contract

City (contracted)

Master Lessee

Maintenance
and Repairs (light

City Staff, CCS - Public
Landscape Div

City

Nonprofit could manage maintenance
and repairs

City

Master Lessee

City – Economic Development
Div and Public Works - Civil
Engineering Div with advice
from PRC.

City

City with advice form nonprofit.

City

Master Lessee/City

construction)

Capital
Improvements
including
Substructure
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Exhibit 1.

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS PROJECTS
EXPENDITURES BY YEAR
FY 2000/1 to 2010/11
TOTAL CIP EXPENDITURES 2000-2011

12,364,246.76

2000/01
Account
C30055799

Description
NEW CITY ACCOUNTING SYS SOFTWR

Expenditure
1,708.00

C30000301

COMPUTER EQUIP REPLACE PROG

C30071501

PARKING REVENUE EQUIPMENT

C30016701

FLEET VEHICLE REPLACEMENT PROG

C30008598

CITY FACILITY MAINTENANCE

9,919.00

C30008599

CITY FACILITY MAINTENANCE

35,612.97

C30093001

PIER BLDG & SIGNAGE UPGRADES

C30093296

BREAKWATER ENVIOR ANALYSIS

C30093498

PIER CNTRL RESTROOM REPLACEMEN

8,892.00
32,554.00
224,628.00

7,187.40
20,700.47
total

761.54
341,963.38

2001/02
Account
C30055702

Description
STARS SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION

Expenditure
3,382.00

C30055799

NEW CITY ACCOUNTING SYS SOFTWR

4,767.00

C30000302

COMPUTER EQUIP REPLACE PROG

8,892.00

C30016702

FLEET VEHICLE REPLACEMENT PROG

86,135.00

C30008599

CITY FACILITY MAINTENANCE

106,637.24

C30093001

PIER BLDG & SIGNAGE UPGRADES

25,440.40

C30093296

BREAKWATER ENVIOR ANALYSIS

18,094.96

C30093299

BREAKWATER ENVIOR ANALYSIS

40.08

C30093399

PIER EMERGENCY GENERATORS

10,294.00

C30093498

PIER CNTRL RESTROOM REPLACEMEN

567.63

C30093902

PIER CAROUSEL BUILDING

49,957.38

C30008101

PERCENT FOR ARTS

59.83

C30008192

PERCENT FOR ARTS

2,592.00

C30008198

PERCENT FOR ARTS

4,937.82

total

321,797.34
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2002/03
Account
C30000303

Description
COMPUTER EQUIP REPLACE PROG

Expenditure
6,224.00

C30000603

TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES

9,920.00

C30016703

FLEET VEHICLE REPLACEMENT PROG

29,837.00

C30008599

CITY FACILITY MAINTENANCE

1,858.42

C30093001

PIER BLDG & SIGNAGE UPGRADES

37,372.20

C30093296

BREAKWATER ENVIOR ANALYSIS

564.47

C30093399

PIER EMERGENCY GENERATORS

34,085.00

C30093498

PIER CNTRL RESTROOM REPLACEMEN

32,453.65

C30093499

PIER CNTRL RESTROOM REPLACEMEN

38,583.78

C30064503

PIER STRUCTURAL REHAB/REPAIR

104,800.00

C30092692

PIER PARKING PROGRAM

36,738.00

C30093902

PIER CAROUSEL BUILDING

40,138.45

C30065595

BIG PIER BRIDGE IMPROVEMENTS

30.81

C30008101

PERCENT FOR ARTS

18,000.00
390,605.78

2003/04
Account
IS30000304

Description
COMPUTER EQUIP REPLACE PROG

Expenditure
8,668.00

IS30000604

TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES

9,920.00

IS300167

FLEET VEHICLE REPLACEMENT PROG

41,580.00

C300932

BREAKWATER ENVIOR ANALYSIS

221.13

C300934

PIER RESTROOM/MULTIUSE FACILIT

70,063.39

M300645

PIER STRUCTURAL REHAB/REPAIR

1,254,584.92

C300655

BIG PIER BRIDGE IMPROVEMENTS

4,340.00

C300081

PERCENT FOR ARTS

9,981.83
1,399,359.27

2004/05
Account
IS30000305

Description
COMPUTER EQUIP REPLACE PROG

Expenditure
8,000.00

IS30000605

TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES

9,920.00

IS300167

FLEET VEHICLE REPLACEMENT PROG

36,773.00

M300085

CITY FACILITY MAINTENANCE

1,582.92

C300932

BREAKWATER ENVIOR ANALYSIS

204.67

C300934

PIER RESTROOM/MULTIUSE FACILIT

(80,037.43)

M300645

PIER STRUCTURAL REHAB/REPAIR

434,961.05

C300655

BIG PIER BRIDGE IMPROVEMENTS

5,754.27

C300081

PERCENT FOR ARTS

27,092.45
444,250.93
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2005/06
Account
IS30000306

Description
COMPUTER EQUIP REPLACE PROG

Expenditure
9,000.00

IS30000606

TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES

9,920.00

IS300167

FLEET VEHICLE REPLACEMENT PROG

35,831.00

C300934

PIER RESTROOM/MULTIUSE FACILIT

789.60

M300645

PIER STRUCTURAL REHAB/REPAIR

1,382,794.39

C300655

BIG PIER BRIDGE IMPROVEMENTS

42,181.93

C300081

PERCENT FOR ARTS

5,410.34
1,485,927.26

2006/07
Account
IS30000307

Description
COMPUTER EQUIP REPLACE PROG

Expenditure
6,400.00

IS30000607

TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES

9,920.00

IS300167

FLEET VEHICLE REPLACEMENT PROG

35,690.00

C300426

1600 OCEANFRONT AVE (HEAL BAY)

281,089.62

C300934

PIER RESTROOM/MULTIUSE FACILIT

56,221.51

C300375

250 SANTA MONICA PIER

8,654.01

M300645

PIER STRUCTURAL REHAB/REPAIR

2,658,316.88

C300655

BIG PIER BRIDGE IMPROVEMENTS

9,981.84
3,066,273.86

2007/08
Account
IS30000308

Description
COMPUTER EQUIP REPLACE PROG

Expenditure
6,400.00

IS30000608

TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES

9,920.00

IS300167

FLEET VEHICLE REPLACEMENT PROG

35,690.00

C300934

PIER RESTROOM/MULTIUSE FACILIT

191,056.02

M300645

PIER STRUCTURAL REHAB/REPAIR

175,401.74

P300645

PIER INFRASTRUCTURE ASSESSMENT

273,351.30

C300655

BIG PIER BRIDGE IMPROVEMENTS

16,296.07
708,115.13

2008/09
Account
IS30000309

Description
COMPUTER EQUIP REPLACE PROG

Expenditure
6,400.00

IS30000609

TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES

9,920.00

M304012

WURLITZER ORGAN REFURBISHMENT

22,164.00

M304013

CAROUSEL DOME REPAIR

2,627.57

C300934

PIER RESTROOM/MULTIUSE FACILIT

2,315,684.56

M300645

PIER STRUCTURAL REHAB/REPAIR

74,456.20
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P300645

PIER INFRASTRUCTURE ASSESSMENT

26,648.70

M304006

PIER INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMEN

87,365.86

M304009

CAROUSEL BUILDING REPAIR

8,629.31

C300655

BIG PIER BRIDGE IMPROVEMENTS

62.21
2,553,958.41

2009/10
Account
IS30000310

Description
COMPUTER EQUIP REPLACE PROG

Expenditure
8,400.00

IS30000610

TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES

9,920.00

IS300167

FLEET VEHICLE REPLACEMENT PROG

31,224.00

C300426

1600 OCEANFRONT AVE (HEAL BAY)

9,987.25

M304013

CAROUSEL DOME REPAIR

16,051.06

C300934

PIER RESTROOM/MULTIUSE FACILIT

934,799.05

M300645

PIER STRUCTURAL REHAB/REPAIR

27,177.90

M304006

PIER INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMEN

(17,919.65)

M309006

PIER UTILITY UPGRADES

77.71

M304007

PIER GANGWAY

124,035.97

M304009

CAROUSEL BUILDING REPAIR

9,499.96

C300081

PERCENT FOR ARTS

1,350.00
1,154,603.25

2010/11
Account
IS30000611

Description
TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES

Expenditure
9,920.00

C300934

PIER RESTROOM/MULTIUSE FACILIT

4,758.00

M300645

PIER STRUCTURAL REHAB/REPAIR

27,177.90

M304006

PIER INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMEN

192,496.93

M309006

PIER UTILITY UPGRADES

222,166.32

M304007

PIER GANGWAY

29,961.00

C300655

BIG PIER BRIDGE IMPROVEMENTS

10,912.00
497,392.15

Exhibit 2.

PLANNED CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS PROJECTS
FY 20011/12 to 2015/16
City staff has submitted the following capital projects for the Santa Monica Pier over the next five years:
Project

FY 11-12

Phase IV
Carousel Floor and
Substructure

$674,200

Pier Stairs and Ramp

$260,000

FY 12-13

FY 13-14

FY 15-16

$841,000
$260,000

$3,147,054

Pier Master Plan

$200,000

Lighting Upgrades

$3,338,709

$2,512,955

$250,000
$290,000

Pier Furniture
$4,188,054

$540,000

$8,998,718
$450,000

$274,000

$227,715

$184,700
$934,200

Total
$674,200

$841,000

Newcomb Deck

Total

FY 14-15

$3,797,409

$791,715
$184,700

$2,740,670

$12,200,333

Exhibit 3.

PIER TENANT INVENTORY
TENANTS OPERATING UNDER MONTH TO MONTH HOLDOVERS
ADDRESS
200-A Santa Monica Pier
301 Santa Monica Pier
401 Santa Monica Pier
Fixed License
370 Santa Monica Pier

TENANT
ACI Carousel Gift Shop
Blazing Saddles Bicycle Rental and Sales
Santa Monica Pier Bait & Tackle
Beachcomber Gifts
Trapeze School NY

LEASES/LICENSES EXPIRING BETWEEN 2012-2017
ADDRESS
Vending Carts
Fixed Licensee (Trolley Kiosk)
Fixed Licensee
Fixed Licensee
Fixed Licensee
256 Santa Monica Pier
322 Santa Monica Pier

TENANT
Up to 11 Portable Vending Carts
66 to Cali
Churro Man Company
Oatman Rock Shop
Thermal Base Photos
Rusty’s Surf Ranch. RFP/Recruitment IN PROCESS.
Starline Tours

LEASES/LICENSES EXPIRING 2018 +
ADDRESS
1600 Oceanfront Walk
258 Santa Monica Pier
301 Santa Monica Pier
401 Santa Monica Pier
200-B Santa Monica Pier
330 Santa Monica Pier
350 Santa Monica Pier
250 Santa Monica Pier
380 Santa Monica Pier

TENANT
Santa Monica Pier Aquarium
Santa Monica Pier Seafood
Bubba Gump Shrimp Co.
Mariasol Restaurant
Soda Jerks
Pier Burger (replacing Surfview Café September 2011)
Playland Arcade
Pizza Al Mare (in Plan Check expected to open by Summer 2012)
Pacific Park

Exhibit 4.

CAROUSEL RENTALS
FY 2010/11

Type of Rental
Children’s Birthday Parties

Number of Events
150

Private

21

Semi-Private

1

Filming

11
Total 183

Exhibit 5.

SPECIAL EVENTS
FY 2010/11

Event Name

Dates

Comment

Twilight Dance Series

Thursdays 7/1/10 to 9/1/10

10 Concerts, Produced by PRC

Shelby Car Show

9/11/10

Rental Fees Waived

Santa Monica 5000

9/12/10

Day of Peace concert

9/19/10

Pier del Sol

10/9 - 10/10/10

Optimus Distance Swim

10/15-10/16/10

The Dukes Classic Car Show

11/6/10

Route 66 Anniversary Event

11/11/10

Partnership Walk

11/14/10

Heartfelt Holiday

12/18/10

Rental Fees Waived

Rose Bowl Pep Rally

12/30/11

CVB Co-Sponsored

Cinco de mayo Harley Davidson Style

5/7/11

Santa Monica Classic 5K/10K

5/15/11

Santa Monica Wine Fest

5/21/11

Sugar Ray Leonard Foundation Boxing Event

5/24/11

Pedal on the Pier

6/5/11

Drive-In Movies

6/3 to 6/24/11

4 nights, Produced by PRC

Pier Paddleboard Race

6/11/11

Produced by PRC

Univision Radio Event

6/23/11

Fisherman Appreciation Day

6/25/11

Rental Fees Waived

Rental Fees Waived

Exhibit 6.

FILMING
FY 2010/11

Type of Shoot
Commercial Filming

Number of Shoots
33

Stills

30

Man on the Street Interviews

8

Non Profit

4

Student Film

2

Personal Use/Portfolio

2

Industrial Video

1
Total 80

Exhibit 7.

PROMOTIONS
FY 2010/11
Promotion Contracts for FY 2011:
Name
“Hawaiian Tropic”
(7/10)
“Mattel Scavenger Hunt”
(7/21/10)
“Radio City 2010”
(8/10)
“Laura Guillen Press Conference”
(9/10)
“Kraft Giant Noodle”
(10/7/10 – 12/31/10)
“CBS Shack 2010”
(11/10)
“Land Rover Promo”
(11/15/10 – 11/26/10)
“Nintendo 3DS Product Launch”
(3/13/11 – 3/26/11)
“Reboot Your Life with Dole”
(4/9/11)
“Choose to Live Beautifully”
(5/21/11)
“CBS Radio Surf Hut”
(5/30/11 – 9/5/11)
“Hawaiian Tropic Discovery Tour”
(6/9/11 – 6/12/11)
“Old Navy Summer Road Trip”
(6/25/11)
“Green Box Promotion”
(7/25/11 – 8/25/11)

Description
Product display
Social media scavenger hunt
N/A
Press conference
Static display
Hut structure and promotions
20’ x 20’ space for wire frame installation of a 2011 Land Rover
Choreographed street team of 27 people to demonstrate new product
to consumers.
Blender and juicing demonstration with a celebrity nutrition expert.
PRC tent use and labor
Sample makeup products and makeup applications.
Construct and host a surf hut structure and host promotions on
weekends Memorial Day through Labor Day.
24’ x 20’ hut for product display and sampling, interactive computer
kiosk for sweepstakes entry, and prize wheel.
($1,114 for Harbor Guard)
N/A

Exhibit 8-A.

PRC STAFF TIME ALLOCATION FOR TDS
PRC Responsibilities For Twilight Dance Series (TDS): The PRC contracts with Rum & Humble, Inc. to produce the
event as talent buyer, talent manager, stage manager and production manager. Tasks not within the scope of work
of consultant are provided by PRC staff. PRC retains a consultant to provide assistance with securing TDS
sponsorship under a commissioned based sales/sponsorship contract. PRC contracts with Chrysalis for ‘day of
event’ labor and also utilizes a small number of volunteers. All PRC staff pitches in to assist with TDS.
PRC employees and TDS related responsibilities:
Staff Name

TDS Responsibilities

Other Events FY 2010/11

Executive
Director

Oversees management contracts and fundraising efforts for TDS.
Coordinates with PRC Board and TDS Subcommittee.

10 Twilight Dance Series
Concerts

TDS Workload %:
From January to the first concert Executive Director spends 40%
to 50% of time on TDS. During the series Executive Director
spends 70% on TDS.
Deputy
Director

Manages all special events including PRC produced events such
as TDS, privately produced events, and carousel event rentals;
coordinates with City’s Events Team. In general approximately
80% of time is spent on special event coordination and Carousel
rentals.
TDS Workload %:
From January to the first concert Deputy Director spends 30% of
time on TDS. During the series Deputy Director spends 100% on
TDS.

Operations
Manager

Marketing
Manager

Manages all filming on the Pier. 75% of time is spent on Filming
and Photography.
TDS Workload %:
From January to the first concert Operations Manager spends
30% of time on TDS. During the Series Operations Manager
spends 30% on TDS.
TDS Workload %:
From January to the first concert Marketing Manager spends
60% of time on TDS. During the series the Marketing Manager
spends 100% on TDS

Administrative
Assistant

TDS Workload %:
From January to the first concert Administrative Assistant
spends 30% of time on TDS. During the series the Administrative
Assistant spends 50%- 60% on TDS.

Weekend
Activities
Coordinator

TDS Workload:
Day of the Event 100%. Supervises Chrysalis workers.

PRC Produced Events:
In addition to 10 TDS Concerts,
4 Drive-In Movies, 1
Paddleboard Race
Private Events:
15 private events
Carousel Rentals:
150 Children’s birthday parties,
21 private parties, 11 filming
80 commercial filming and still
photography shoots

14 promotions/sampling
events

Exhibit
8-B Performa
Actual
2011 Actual Pro Forma

Twilight Dance Series

Actual Dollars
Income
Sponsorship
Cirque
One West Bank
Pacific Park
LA Car Guy
Buy Local
Alcohol

Products
Total Income
Expense
Total Talent Expense
Total Production
Total Normal Infrastructure
Total Marketing
Wine Garden Expense
Merchandise Expense
Total Cost
Net Before City Expense
Police
Police Sargent and TSO
Fire Safety Officer
Profit/(Loss) after City Costs

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

100,000.00
80,000.00
10,000.00
18,000.00
18,000.00
17,000.00
1,500.00
4,549.68
1,170.00
575.51
15,002.00
1,385.01

10.3.11

Source
One West Bank
Cirque
Pacific Park
LA Car Guy
Bloomingdales
Austrialia
Buy local
Event Cash Donation
Bike Attack
Vendors
Wine Garden
Merchandise

$ 267,182.20

$

Martin
$68,124.56
$26,217
$0
$0
‐
$
$
$94,342
$0 $
$0 $
$0 $
$0 $

PRC
$4,000.00
$23,604
$68,672
$62,006
8,790.00
3,369.44
$170,441
‐
$
22,415.09
10,487.18
5,318.64
$

Total
$72,124.56
$49,821.14
$68,671.50
$62,006.06
$8,790.00
$3,369.44
$264,782.70
2,399.50
$22,415.09
$10,487.18
$5,318.64
(35,821.41)

Exhibit 9.

REVENUE SUMMARY - PIER FUND
Account

Description

Fund 20 Miscellaneous Grants Fund
400820
PIER GRANT-100TH ANNIVERSARY
Fund 30 Pier Fund
401830
VENDOR RENT
402010
SM PIER - RENTAL
402020
SM PIER - PARKING LOTS
402030
CAROUSEL OPERATION
Carousel Ticketing
Carousel Events
402040
SM PIER - OTHER REVENUES
402550
INT DEP / INVESTMENT
40255A
UNREALIZED GAIN / LOSS
40255B
ACCRUED INVESTMENT INCOME
40255C
AMORT/ACCRET
404610
PROMOTIONAL FEES
405170
CAM FEES
408000
INTERFUND SERVICES
TOTAL
TOTAL ALL REVENUES

2008-09 Prior
Year Actual

2009-10 Last
Year Actual

2010-11 This
Year Actual

2011-12 Next
Year Budget

2012-13
Estimated Budget

43,794

41,487

0

0

0

180,958
1,693,731
1,049,174

144,639
1,861,606
1,222,155

176,166
2,730,311
1,149,239

207,611
2,528,803
1,040,000
292,000

211,290
2,621,682
1,040,000
296,000

108,013
50,684
22,080
245,704
107,363
(37,693)
(53,548)
42,329
285,015
150,569
3,844,380

129,592
41 639*
7,053
170,077
8,101
(15,017)
(5,040)
42,914
291,365
112,408
3,969,853

170,944
45,084
1,631,159
122,172
(60,883)
(36,548)
47,566
44,078
299,076
114,086
6,432,450

0
0
0
0
0
43,802
300,303
150,695
4,563,214

0
0
0
0
0
45,054
305,152
157,702
4,676,880

3,888,174

4,011,340

6,432,450

4,563,214

4,676,880

*$26,185 of 2009-10 total for Carousel Events was paid in 1st Qtr 2011-12 due to payment oversight from Nov. 09-April 10
"Vendor Rent" and "SM Pier Rental" represent the rents paid by Pier lessee and licensees
"SM Pier Parking Lot" encompasses both general parking fees and special event rental of the parking deck
"Carousel Operations" includes ticket sales and special event rentals
"SM Pier - Other Revenues" accounts for one-time revenues such as the $1.6 million transfer premium associated with the Pacific Park sale reflected in FY
2010-11
"Promotional Fees and CAM Fees" are additional fees stipulated in certain leases used to offset City's expenditure on common area maintenance and other
expenses
"Int Dept/Investments' reflect interest paid on investments - primarily unspent capital improvement funds
"Interfund Services" reimburses the Pier fund from the Beach Fund for Harbor Guard patrols performed on the beach and beach parking lots.

EXPENDITURE SUMMARY - PIER FUND (As of 8/17/2011)
Description

2008-09 Prior
Year Actual

Salaries and Wages
EDD
119,912
Harbor Unit
1,018,739
Maintenance
558,824
All Salaries and Wages
1,697,475
Supplies and Expenses
EDD
2,327,510
Harbor Unit
160,976
Maintenance
907,020
All Supplies and Expenses
3,395,505
Combined Salaries/Wages & Supplies/Expenses
EDD
2,491,216
Harbor Unit
1,179,715
Maintenance
1,465,844
All Combined
5,136,775

2009-10 Last
Year Actual

2010-11 This
Year Actual

2011-12 Next
Year Budget

210,538
985,928
547,693
1,744,160

173,363
1,048,171
592,532
1,814,066

182,705
973,325
578,683
1,734,713

192,276
1,014,824
602,296
1,809,396

2,055,250
175,533
1,144,714
3,375,497

1,955,054*
174,171
1,218,319
3,347,545

1,508,242*
145,442
1,365,857
3,019,541

1,532,928
150,676
1,407,543
3,091,147

2,307,275
1,161,462
1,692,407
5,161,144

2,128,417
1,222,342
1,810,851
5,161,610

1,690,947
1,118,767
1,944,540
4,754,254

1,725,204
1,165,500
2,009,839
4,900,543

*2010-11 Depreciation Expense is Estimated in total; 2011-12 and 2012-13 Depreciation is not included in budget

1

2012-13
Estimated Budget

Exhibit 10.

EXPENDITURE DETAILS - PIER FUND (As of 8/17/2011)
Account

Description

2008-09 Prior Year
Actual

2009-10 Last Year
Actual

2010-11 This Year 2011-12 Next Year 2012-13 Estimated
Actual
Budget
Budget

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
577300

Fund 20
PIER GRANT-100TH ANNIVERSARY

Salaries and Wages
511000
PERMANENT EMPLOYEES
511710
MEDICARE EMPLOYER CONTRIBUTION
511713
MEDICARE-MISC EMPLOYEES
511730
WORKERS' COMP INSURANCE
511743
MEDICAL - MISC. EMPL
511746
MED TRUST - MISC. EMPL
511748
DENTAL
511749
VISION
51174E
EMPLOYEE HEALTH CONTRIBUTION
511773
RETIREMENT - MISC. EMPL
51197A
UNEMPLOYMENT
51197B
EAP
51197C
DCAP
51197E
LIFE INSURANCE & AD & D
51197F
DISABILITY INSURANCE
Salaries and Wages Total
Supplies and Expenses
522110
UTIL - LIGHT / POWER
522120
UTILITIES - NATURAL GAS
522130
UTILITIES - WATER
522180
BANK FEES
522210
UTILITIES - TELEPHONE
522310
OFFICE SUPPLIES / EXPENSE
522320
METERED POSTAGE
522610
EQUIPMENT RENTAL
522720
MILEAGE
533020
GENERAL LIABILITY / AUTO
533030
PROPERTY INSURANCE
533220
BLDG / STRUCTURE MAINTENANCE
533240
PIER MAINTENANCE
544090
MEDICAL/FIRST AID SUPPLIES
544340
INDIRECT COST ALLOCATION
555200
REIMBURSE ENGINEERING OFFICE
566250
FARMERS MARKET
577240
SERVICE AGREEMENTS
577300
PIER RESTORATION CORPORATION
577940
REIMB FOR PARKING EXPEND
577990
DEPRECIATION EXPENSE
578420
POLICE PIER PATROL
Supplies and Expenses Total

43,794

41,487

0

0

0

88,137
0
1,247
387
11,300
1,726
919
138
0
14,293
0
104
0
306
1,355
119,912

133,024
2,774
0
2,491
32,218
4,481
2,505
362
0
29,713
0
273
0
637
2,060
210,538

136,192
0
1,656
0
12,028
2,074
1,532
201
0
17,906
561
151
0
262
800
173,363

131,659
0
1,895
0
19,614
1,960
1,290
157
(1,269)
25,279
590
120
71
486
853
182,705

136,969
0
2,093
0
21,662
2,164
1,425
174
(1,401)
26,846
652
133
79
537
943
192,276

94,749
2,417
57,186
440
0
0
0
0
0
101,300
0
0
0
0
204,861
0
0
179,809
645,200
320,722
319,873
400,953
2,327,510

68,976
1,708
69,784
389
4,353
0
0
0
0
59,000
0
0
0
0
42,666
3,577
4,963
183,671
514,900
315,102
403,446
382,715
2,055,251

93,111
1,876
79,111
564
3,558
0
0
0
0
64,900
0
2,680
821
0
42,251
3,297
0
190,588
494,900
347,387
390,000
240,010
1,955,054

97,301
6,480
40,500
405
4,354
5,366
608
7,189
101
3,696
168,758
0
0
101
43,519
3,645
0
245,430
501,086
233,181
0
146,522
1,508,242

96,100
6,400
40,000
400
4,300
5,300
600
7,100
100
3,818
177,196
0
0
100
45,694
3,691
0
248,498
507,350
236,096
0
150,185
1,532,928

43,794
119,912
2,327,510
2,491,216

41,487
210,538
2,055,250
2,307,275

173,363
1,955,054
2,128,417

182,705
1,508,242
1,690,947

192,276
1,532,928
1,725,204

*Estimates - Actuals TBD
Grant
Salaries and Wages
Supplies and Expenses
Total
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EXPENDITURE DETAILS - PIER FUND (As of 8/17/2011)
Account

Description

2008-09 Prior Year
Actual

2009-10 Last Year
Actual

2010-11 This Year 2011-12 Next Year 2012-13 Estimated
Actual
Budget
Budget

HARBOR UNIT
** Salaries and Wages
511000
PERMANENT EMPLOYEES
51100H
YEAR-END CASH OUTS
511010
ESTIMATED PAY RAISE
511030
DIVE PAY
511490
OVERTIME
511500
TEMPORARY EMPLOYEES
511713
MEDICARE-MISC EMPLOYEES
511730
WORKERS' COMP INSURANCE
511743
MEDICAL - MISC. EMPL
511746
MED TRUST - MISC. EMPL
511748
DENTAL
511749
VISION
51174E
EMPLOYEE HEALTH CONTRIBUTION
511773
RETIREMENT - MISC. EMPL
511774
RETIREMENT - AS NEEDED
511920
UNIFORM / TOOL ALLOWANCE
51197A
UNEMPLOYMENT
51197B
EAP
51197C
DCAP
51197E
LIFE INSURANCE & AD & D
51197F
DISABILITY INSURANCE
Salaries and Wages

397,044
7,829
0
9,075
124,885
263,172
11,570
40,900
55,643
10,224
4,660
827
0
85,527
0
3,630
0
613
0
281
2,860
1,018,739

397,484
10,496
0
8,325
79,521
262,339
11,231
45,200
59,827
10,224
5,231
832
0
83,476
0
4,185
3,571
627
0
243
3,116
985,928

420,735
9,595
0
9,075
85,706
247,868
11,532
47,200
62,555
10,224
5,775
834
(1,904)
125,945
0
6,571
2,363
628
0
192
3,277
1,048,171

580,122
0
0
16,200
22,182
98,956
10,137
17,444
86,456
11,928
6,955
959
(4,322)
110,477
3,710
3,600
3,214
730
434
770
3,373
973,325

600,125
0
0
16,200
22,880
101,967
10,532
17,444
96,831
11,928
7,568
973
(4,842)
116,694
3,824
3,600
3,321
742
434
801
3,802
1,014,824

** Supplies and Expenses
522310
OFFICE SUPPLIES / EXPENSE
522330
INVENTORY ISSUES
522820
CONFERENCES/MEETINGS/TRAVEL
522900
MEMBERSHIPS AND DUES
522910
VEHICLES - FUELS / LUBRICATION
522920
VEHICLES - REPAIRS
522940
VEHICLES - INSURANCE
533020
GENERAL LIABILITY / AUTO
533030
PROPERTY INSURANCE
533040
SPECIAL INSURANCE
533120
SPECIAL EQUIP MAINT
533140
BOAT MAINTENANCE / OPERATION
533220
BLDG / STRUCTURE MAINTENANCE
533240
PIER MAINTENANCE
544010
SPECIAL DEPARTMENT SUPPLIES
544030
BADGE / AWARD / NAME PLATES
544090
MEDICAL/FIRST AID SUPPLIES
544120
PERIODICALS
544170
UNIFORM / PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
544340
INDIRECT COST ALLOCATION
555210
TRAINING
Supplies and Expenses

1,114
878
9
290
16,288
898
1,700
35,700
0
0
385
20,274
6,288
12,423
8,278
0
3,026
139
3,189
48,358
1,739
160,976

978
789
28
0
12,634
0
1,900
35,400
0
0
0
20,341
7,113
14,569
16,550
0
1,528
144
359
62,632
570
175,533

901
813
0
902
11,694
0
2,000
37,800
0
0
526
20,517
8,010
15,417
13,023
0
2,311
48
215
58,781
1,213
174,171

1,000
979
100
242
8,680
1,449
0
2,637
1,637
860
1,155
21,819
7,609
16,499
11,318
100
3,305
220
3,061
60,544
2,228
145,442

1,200
979
100
242
8,680
1,449
0
2,724
1,719
903
1,155
21,819
7,609
16,499
13,112
100
3,305
220
3,061
63,572
2,228
150,676

1,018,739
160,976
1,179,715

985,928
175,533
1,161,462

1,048,171
174,171
1,222,342

973,325
145,442
1,118,767

1,014,824
150,676
1,165,500

Salaries and Wages
Supplies and Expenses
Total
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EXPENDITURE DETAILS - PIER FUND (As of 8/17/2011)
Account

Description

2008-09 Prior Year
Actual

2009-10 Last Year
Actual

2010-11 This Year 2011-12 Next Year 2012-13 Estimated
Actual
Budget
Budget

MAINTENANCE
*2008-09 and 2009-10: Community Maintenance; 2010-11 and Forward: Public Works
Salaries and Wages
511000
PERMANENT EMPLOYEES
383,104
51100H
YEAR-END CASH OUTS
9,178
511010
ESTIMATED PAY RAISE
0
511490
OVERTIME
4,803
TEMPORARY EMPLOYEES
0
511713
MEDICARE-MISC EMPLOYEES
4,962
511730
WORKERS' COMP INSURANCE
25,000
51174E
EMPLOYEE HEALTH CONTRIBUTION
0
511743
MEDICAL - MISC. EMPL
49,730
511746
MED TRUST - MISC. EMPL
10,224
511748
DENTAL
4,326
511749
VISION
827
511773
RETIREMENT - MISC. EMPL
60,065
511774
RETIREMENT - AS NEEDED
0
511920
UNIFORM / TOOL ALLOWANCE
3,025
51197A
UNEMPLOYMENT
0
51197B
EAP
613
51197C
DCAP
0
51197E
LIFE INSURANCE & AD & D
835
51197F
DISABILITY INSURANCE
2,133
Salaries and Wages Total
558,824
Supplies and Expenses
522160
TRANSFER STATION FEE
522210
UTILITIES - TELEPHONE
522310
OFFICE SUPPLIES / EXPENSE
522311
DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
522312
DISCOUNTS LOST
522330
INVENTORY ISSUES
522825
FOOD PURCHASES
522910
VEHICLES - FUELS / LUBRICATION
522940
VEHICLES - INSURANCE
522950
CNG FUEL
523000
VEHICLE MGMT FUND-MAINTENANCE
533020
GENERAL LIABILITY / AUTO
533030
PROPERTY INSURANCE
533120
SPECIAL EQUIP MAINT
533220
*BLDG / STRUCTURE MAINTENANCE
533240
*PIER MAINTENANCE
533250
RESTROOM MAINTENANCE
544010
SPECIAL DEPARTMENT SUPPLIES
544170
UNIFORM / PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
544340
INDIRECT COST ALLOCATION
555010
*CONTRACTUAL SERVICES
Supplies and Expenses
Salaries and Wages
Supplies and Expenses
Total

375,732
8,178
0
2,595
0
4,972
27,600
0
49,333
10,224
4,263
832
57,113
0
3,025
0
627
0
707
2,492
547,693

382,680
10,158
0
2,925
9,858
5,080
28,900
(1,465)
49,732
10,224
4,097
834
84,148
0
1,690
0
628
0
467
2,576
592,532

379,710
0
0
6,853
26,818
5,959
8,980
(2,835)
56,698
10,224
3,898
822
72,904
1,006
1,200
1,937
626
372
903
2,608
578,683

391,064
0
0
7,060
27,628
6,188
8,980
(3,175)
63,502
10,224
4,241
834
76,649
1,036
1,200
1,994
636
372
939
2,924
602,296

4,309
4,194
6,407
0
0
89,903
0
1,294
7,600
1,963
38,930
22,000
0
6,389
17,722
187,536
3,471
2,231
4,681
0
508,390
907,020

14,114
332
4,193
0
0
96,790
66
1,317
6,600
1,449
43,435
29,900
0
5,367
8,248
220,417
1,821
595
1,596
124,803
583,672
1,144,714

22,064
231
3,279
(18)
14
84,510
28
890
6,800
1,835
34,695
31,800
0
552
4,432
189,842
10,984
1,234
4,020
274,116
547,011
1,218,319

9,000
400
4,500
0
0
101,000
0
2,000
0
2,600
46,150
52,253
312
1,500
12,000
180,000
15,000
5,000
3,000
282,339
648,803
1,365,857

9,300
400
4,600
0
0
103,550
0
2,000
0
2,600
47,300
54,032
328
1,500
12,300
184,500
15,400
5,100
3,150
296,456
665,027
1,407,543

558,824
907,020
1,465,844

547,693
1,144,714
1,692,407

592,532
1,218,319
1,810,851

578,683
1,365,857
1,944,540

602,296
1,407,543
2,009,839
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COMPARISON OF PRC AND CITY STAFF POSITIONS

PRC Staff Title

Salary of Rate Range

City Staff Title

Salary of Rate Range

Executive Director*

$108,000*

Division Manager

$107,940-$133,260

Deputy Director

$68,400

Event Services Supervisor

$66,940 - $81,408

Operations Manager

$67,053

Marketing Manager

$52,500

Administrative Assistant
Weekend Activities
Coordinator

$19.50/hour
$20.50/hour

*former PRC Executive Director

Sales and Marketing
Coordinator
Event Coordinator
Administrative Assistant
Event Coordinatorhourly

$63,408 - $78,288
$56,676 - $69,972
$21.99 - $27.14/hour
$27.25 - $33.64/hour
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THE SANTA MONICA PIER RESTORATION CORPORATION
Current Responsibilities
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Comparison of Service Agreements
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OTHER PUBLIC SPACES
Introduction
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630!
!
#H O.!3$!5(+,&-!,#$:!U4($&-&5#,@!/6#6.@!3)!;.:.)#,X]!
+H 23$6#&$!5)&7#6.,9!3T$.:!+(/&$.//./]!#$:!
-H 23$6#&$!/.4&P5.)4#$.$6!3)!5.)4#$.$6!/6)(-6()./H!
!
<=.!V5.)4#$.$-.W!3;!6=.!/6)(-6().!#$:!5,#-.!T#/!&453)6#$6!63!./6#+,&/=!#!/&4&,#)&69!T&6=!
6=.!=&/63)&-!#$:!T.,,P^$3T$!8#$6#!"3$&-#!*&.)H!"#$9!3;!6=.!-#/./!#$#,9Y.:!+.,3T!
).5)./.$6!6=.!&-3$&-!4..6&$%!5,#-.!#$:!63()&/6!:./6&$#6&3$!3;!6=.&)!)./5.-6&7.!,3-#,&6&./H!G$!
.#-=!-#/.!T.!,33^.:!;3)!#!,.7.,!3;!535(,#)&69!3)!=&/63)9!/&4&,#)!63!T=#6!6=.!*&.)!.$e39/H!
!
O#/.:!3$!#!).7&.T!3;!6=.!*>2Z/!/.)7&-.!#%)..4.$6/!T&6=!6=.!2&69!3;!8#$6#!"3$&-#!#$:!
E*2Z/!-3,,.-6&7.!^$3T,.:%.!3;!6=.!)./53$/&+&,&6&./!6=#6!%3!T&6=!4#$#%&$%!5(+,&-!/5#-./@!
T.!:.7.,35.:!#!/.)&./!3;!a(./6&3$/!6=#6!T3(,:!=.,5!(/!($:.)/6#$:!6=.!:#9P63P:#9!
35.)#6&3$/@!)./53$/&+&,&6&./@!#$:!).,#6&3$/=&5/!3;!36=.)!5(+,&-!5,#-./H!
!
"#$9!-#/./!#).!5(+,&-!/5#-./!4#$#%.:!+9!$3$P5)3;&6!.$6&6&./H!f3T.7.)@!6T3!U6=.!b.))9!
O(&,:&$%!&$!8#$!b)#$-&/-3@!21!#$:!<=.!2&69!"#)^.6!&$!g#$/#/!2&69@!"'X!#).!5(+,&-!/5#-./!
4#$#%.:!+9!#!/&$%,.!5)&7#6.!-345#$9!3)!5#)6$.)/=&5H!1,6=3(%=!6=.!*>2!&/!#!$3$P5)3;&6!
3)%#$&Y#6&3$@!T.!&$-,(:.:!6=./.!5)&7#6.!4#$#%.4.$6!;&)4/!&$!#::&6&3$!63!36=.)!$3$P
5)3;&6/!;3)!#$!#::&6&3$#,!5.)/5.-6&7.!3$!+./6!4#$#%.4.$6!5)#-6&-./H!
!
b&;6..$!5(+,&-!5,#-./!6=)3(%=3(6!6=.!-3($6)9!4.6!3()!#+37.!a(#,&;&-#6&3$/H!E*2!-3$6#-6.:!
6=.!5#)6&./!)./53$/&+,.!;3)!6=.!4#$#%.4.$6!3;!6=./.!/5#-./@!T=.6=.)!6=.9!T.).!$3$P
5)3;&6!3)%#$&Y#6&3$/@!5(+,&-!#%.$-&./@!3)!5)&7#6.!;&)4/H!';!6=.!CI!3)%#$&Y#6&3$/!-3$6#-6.:0!
!
• ?!5)37&:.:!&$;3)4#6&3$!#$:h3)!-345,.6.:!3()!/()7.9!U/..!V2#/.!86(:&./@W!+.,3TX!
• A!5)37&:.:!-344.$6#)9!3$!6=.!($&a(.!$#6().!3;!6=.&)!3)%#$&Y#6&3$!U/..!V85.-&#,!
2#/./@W!+.,3TX!
• Q!:&:!$36!)./53$:!3)!T.).!$36!T&,,&$%!63!5)37&:.!#:.a(#6.!&$;3)4#6&3$!;3)!
5()53/./!3;!3()!)./.#)-=!
!

M!

!
<=.!$&$.!3)%#$&Y#6&3$/!6=#6!-345,.6.:!3()!/()7.9!#$/T.).:!a(./6&3$/!3$!635&-/!)#$%&$%!
;)34!,.#/&$%!#$:!).$6!-3,,.-6&3$!63!4#)^.6&$%!#$:!5)3436&3$/H!

!

R!

Case Studies

E*2!).-.&7.:!:.6#&,.:!&$;3)4#6&3$!3$!6=.!;3,,3T&$%!5(+,&-!/5#-./H!
The City Market – Kansas City, MO
8&$-.!CKIR!6=.!2&69!"#)^.6!=#/!+..$!=34.!63!#!4&[!3;!)./6#()#$6/!#$:!4.)-=#$6/!T=3!
3;;.)!%&;6/@!;,3T.)/@!=34.!#--.//3)&./@!#$:!/5.-&#,69!;33:/H!G$!6=.!,#6.!C?KB/@!iCQHI!4&,,&3$!
&$!5(+,&-!#$:!5)&7#6.!;($:/!T.).!
&$7./6.:!&$!6=.!2&69!"#)^.6!T&6=!
#::&6&3$#,!;($:/!-344&66.:!63!
.$.)%&Y.!6=.!/())3($:&$%!>&7.)!
"#)^.6!$.&%=+3)=33:H!<=.!2&69!
"#)^.6!=3/6/!6=.!g#$/#/!2&69!
).%&3$Z/!,#)%./6!;#)4.)/Z!4#)^.6!
3$!8#6():#9/!T&6=!#::&6&3$#,!
4#)^.6/!6#^&$%!5,#-.!3$!8($:#9/!
#$:!D.:$./:#9/H!<=.!+(&,:&$%/!
/())3($:&$%!6=.!35.$P#&)!4#)^.6!
=3(/.!43).!6=#$!JI!5.)4#$.$6!
/=35/!#$:!)./6#()#$6/!6=#6!#).!
:"(+($6(&'+#)/$(*$?<"',)DEFA$(.$B4,6C'>$
35.$!/.7.$!:#9/!#!T..^!9.#)!
)3($:H!<=.!2&69!"#)^.6!&/!#,/3!3$.!
3;!6=.!,#)%./6!3(6:33)!-3$-.)6!7.$(./!&$!g#$/#/!2&69@!#--3443:#6&$%!(5!63!CB@BBB!5.35,.H!
*#/6!5.);3)4.)/!&$-,(:.!F)#449!#T#):!T&$$.)/!`.,,9!b()6#:3@!j3=$!"#9.)@!#$:!
L7#$./-.$-.H!G$!#::&6&3$@!6=.!2&69!"#)^.6!=3/6/!#!
T..^,9!7&$6#%.!-#)!/=3T!#$:!&/!#!535(,#)!/536!;3)!
T.::&$%!-.).43$&./H!1$$(#,!#66.$:#$-.!&/!
./6&4#6.:!#6!43).!6=#$!MJB@BBBH!235#^.$!O)33^/@!#!
5)&7#6.!).#,!./6#6.!-345#$9@!&/!)./53$/&+,.!;3)!
4#$#%&$%!6=.!5)35.)69!3$!+.=#,;!3;!6=.!2&69!3;!
g#$/#/!2&69H!G6/!/6#;;!4#$#%./!,.#/./@!4#)^.6&$%!#$:!
#:7.)6&/&$%@!4#&$6.$#$-.@!/5.-&#,!.7.$6/@!-3$-.)6/@!
;#)4.)/Z!4#)^.6!35.)#6&3$/@!-&7&-!&$73,7.4.$6@!#$:!
43).H!
!

:"(+($6(&'+#)/$(*$?-0@,-+'0@#4A$(.$
B4,6C'>$

!

K!

The Ferry Building – San Francisco, CA
<=.!b.))9!O(&,:&$%@!,&/6.:!&$!6=.!`#6&3$#,!>.%&/6.)!3;!f&/63)&-!*,#-./@!=#/!+..$!#!8#$!
b)#$-&/-3!&$/6&6(6&3$!/&$-.!&6/!35.$&$%!&$!CK?KH!<3:#9!&6!=3(/./!#!%)3($:!;,33)!).6#&,!
4#)^.65,#-.@!T&6=!5).4&(4!3;;&-.!/5#-.!,3-#6.:!3$!6=.!/.-3$:!#$:!6=&):!;,33)/H!
*.)4#$.$6!).6#&,.)/!#$:!
6.453)#)9!7.$:3)/!3--(59!
6=.!=#,,/!#$:!#)-#:./!3;!6=.!
&$6.)&3)@!#$:!6=.!T&:.!
./5,#$#:.!3$!6=.!O#9P/&:.!
3;!6=.!+(&,:&$%!&/!#,/3!35.$!
63!5.:./6)&#$/H!<T3!-&69P
/&:.!-#;./!#$:!6T3!O#9P
/&:.!)./6#()#$6/!3;;.)!
/5.-6#-(,#)!7&.T/!63!6=.&)!
5#6)3$/H!<=.!b.))9!
O(&,:&$%!&/!3T$.:!+9!6=.!
*3)6!3;!8#$!b)#$-&/-3!#$:!
&/!,.#/.:!63!La(&69!';;&-.!
*)35.)6&./!UL'*X@!T=&-=!
4#$#%./!6=.!5)35.)69!#/!#!
5)&7#6.!:.7.,35.)H!L'*!
:"(+()$6(&'+#)/$(*$?G'&6#!&'.#'A$0.-$?:#+#'$H>$I##A$(.$B4,6C'>$
37.)/../!4#$#%.4.$6!
)./53$/&+&,&6&./@!-3,,.-6&3$!3;!).$6@!#$:!.$;3)-.4.$6!3;!,.#/.!5)37&/&3$/@!/(-=!#/!=3()/!3;!
35.)#6&3$@!695./!3;!5)3:(-6/!/3,:!5.)!&$:&7&:(#,!,.#/.@!1O2!).a(&).4.$6/!#$:!36=.)!
5.)4&6/@!#$:!#,,!&//(./!3(6,&$.:!&$!6=.!6.$#$6!%(&:.,&$./H!L'*!&/!#,/3!)./53$/&+,.!;3)!
4#)^.6&$%!#$:!/5.-&#,!.7.$6/H!<=.!4&//&3$!3;!6=.!4#$#%.4.$6!6.#4!&/!630!
!
• [G="Y%/0$*0;/##*8$)'"(/#*18"F6%$80*&=/&*18/%&'%$*
&8/F'&'"(/#*Z/8;'()*"8*18"F6%&'"(*&$%=('U6$0*/(F*Y="*
F$5$#"1*1$80"(/#*8$#/&'"(0='10*Y'&=*&=$'8*%60&";$80\*
• 78";"&$*&=$*E/>*H8$/]0*5/0&*$&=('%*F'5$80'&>*/(F*0$85$*
/0*/(*'(%62/&"8*Z"8*/8&'0/(*18"F6%$80*Y="*/8$*
8$&68('()*&"*060&/'(/2#$*;$&="F0*"Z*/)8'%6#&68$*/(F*
18"F6%&'"(\*
• 78"5'F$*/*%$(&8/#*#"%/&'"(*Z"8*&=$*18";"&'"(*"Z*&=$*
Y"8#F^%#/00*Z""F*/(F*Y'($*18"F6%'()*8$)'"(0*"Z*
W"8&=$8(*!/#'Z"8('/*/(F*8$%")('_$*Y'($]0*%"(($%&'"(*
&"*"68*8'%=*8$)'"(/#*%6'0'($\*
• !"##/2"8/&$*Y'&=*#"%/#*&8/(0'&*/6&="8'&'$0*&"*26'#F*
0&8"()*8$)'"(/#*&'$0*&"*&=$*D$88>*E6'#F'()*/(F*0611"8&*&=$*8$5'&/#'_/&'"(*"Z*&=$*G/(*
D8/(%'0%"*Y/&$8Z8"(&\*/(F*
• B1$8/&$*/0*/*%";;6('&>*)/&=$8'()^1#/%$*Z"8*&=$*%$#$28/&'"(*"Z*#"%/#*%6#&68$*/(F*
%6'0'($,`*

!

?!

Findlay Market – Cincinnati, OH
b&$:,#9!"#)^.6!&/!,3-#6.:!&$!
#!:.$/.!#$:!=&/63)&-!
$.&%=+3)=33:!3;!
2&$-&$$#6&]!&6!&/!'=&3Z/!
3,:./6!-3$6&$(3(/,9!
35.)#6.:!5(+,&-!4#)^.6H!G6!
T#/!+(&,6!&$!6=.!CKIB/!3$!
,#$:!:3$#6.:!63!6=.!2&69!3;!
2&$-&$$#6&H!b&$:,#9!"#)^.6!
=3/6/!#!/.#/3$#,!;#)4.)/Z!
4#)^.6!#$:!=3(/./!#+3(6!
6T3!:3Y.$!5.)4#$.$6!
6.$#$6/!9.#)P)3($:H!G6!
3;;.)/!;)./=!;33:/!#$:!:)9!
%33:/@!/5.-&#,69!;33:/@!
)./6#()#$6/@!.$6.)6#&$4.$6@!
:"(+($6(&'+#)/$(*$+"#$<('%('0+,(.$*('$B,.-40/$D0'C#+>$
%&;6/@!/3(7.$&)/@!#$:!;()$&6().H!
$
G6!&/!4#$#%.:!+9!6=.!23)53)#6&3$!;3)!b&$:,#9!"#)^.6!U6=.!V2bb"WX@!T=&-=!T#/!;3($:.:!&$!
ABBB!63!,.#:!6=.!).7&6#,&Y#6&3$!3;!6=.!4#)^.6H!<=.!2bb"Z/!4&//&3$!&/!
!
[a*&"*18$0$85$*='0&"8'%*D'(F#/>*:/89$&*Z"8*Z6&68$*)$($8/&'"(0*2>*F$5$#"1'()*'&*
'(&"*/*&=8'5'()A*)8"Y'()A*F>(/;'%*162#'%*;/89$&*&=/&*01680*$%"(";'%*
F$5$#"1;$(&*'(*&=$*0688"6(F'()*($')=2"8=""F,**<=$*!"81"8/&'"(*'0*$(&860&$F*
Y'&=*"($*"Z*!'(%'((/&'b0*;"0&*%=$8'0=$F*'(0&'&6&'"(0A*/*#'5'()*#/(F;/89*#'0&$F*
"(*&=$*W/&'"(/#*+$)'0&$8*"Z*J'0&"8'%*7#/%$0*&=/&*'0*/#0"*"($*"Z*&=$*;"0&*
';1"8&/(&*/00$&0*'(*!'(%'((/&'b0*$;$8)'()*F"Y(&"Y(*8$(/'00/(%$,`*
!
2bb"Z/!)./53$/&+&,&6&./!&$-,(:.!:#9P63P:#9!35.)#6&3$/@!%.$.)#,!4#&$6.$#$-.@!4#)^.6&$%!
#$:!5)3436&3$@!5(+,&-!).,#6&3$/@!6.$#$6!-33):&$#6&3$@!,.#/&$%!#$:!$.T!6.$#$6!).-)(&64.$6@!
#$:!-(/634.)!/.)7&-.H!2bb"!#,/3!/.)7./!#/!6=.!2&69!3;!2&$-&$$#6&Z/!*).;.)).:!\.7.,35.)!;3)!
QB!5&.-./!3;!-&69P3T$.:!).#,!./6#6.!&$!6=.!4#)^.6!:&/6)&-6H!

!

CB!

Glen Echo Park – Glen Echo, MD
F,.$!L-=3!*#)^!T#/!
;3)4.:!&$!CK?C!#/!#!
`#6&3$#,!2=#(6#(a(#!
1//.4+,9@!#!437.4.$6!
:.:&-#6.:!63!#:(,6!
.:(-#6&3$!&$!/-&.$-./@!6=.!
#)6/@!#$:!,#$%(#%./@!T=&-=!
T#/!535(,#)!&$!6=.!,#6.!
C?6=!#$:!.#),9!AB6=!
-.$6()&./H!G6!%).T!&$63!
D#/=&$%63$@!\H2HZ/!5).4&.)!
#4(/.4.$6!5#)^!($6&,!6=.!
,#6.!C?MB/H!<=.!;.:.)#,!
%37.)$4.$6!3+6#&$.:!6=.!
,#$:@!T=&-=!&/!4#$#%.:!+9!
6=.!`#6&3$#,!*#)^!8.)7&-.!
63!6=&/!:#9H!G$!ABBA@!
:"(+($6(&'+#)/$(*$?0*03#.A$(.$B4,6C'>$
"3$6%34.)9!23($69!
./6#+,&/=.:!6=.!F,.$!L-=3!
*#)^!*#)6$.)/=&5!;3)!1)6/!#$:!2(,6().!U6=.!VFL**WX!63!4#$#%.!6=.!5#)^Z/!5)3%)#4/!#$:!
;#-&,&6&./H!<=.!4&//&3$!3;!6=.!FL**!&/!
!
[a*&"*18$0$(&*5'28/(&*/8&'0&'%A*%6#&68/#*/(F*$F6%/&'"(/#*"ZZ$8'()0*/&*M#$(*4%="*
7/89*/(F*&"*18";"&$*&=$*7/89*/0*/*6('U6$*F$0&'(/&'"(*Z"8*&=$*8$)'"(b0*F'5$80$*
1"16#/&'"(,`*
*
D=&,.!F,.$!L-=3!*#)^!).$6/!&6/!7#)&3(/!+#,,)334/!#$:!5#7&,&3$/!;3)!/5.-&#,!.7.$6/@!&6/!4#&$!
;3-(/!&/!63!5)37&:.!/6(:&3!/5#-.!;3)!#)6&/6/!#$:!#)6!3)%#$&Y#6&3$/!6=#6!3;;.)!-,#//./!63!6=.!
5(+,&-H!<=.!*#)^!#,/3!=3(/./!#!=&/63)&-!\.$6Y.,!2#)3(/.,@!T=&-=!35.)#6./!.7.)9!9.#)!;)34!
15)&,!6=)3(%=!8.56.4+.)H!'6=.)!*#)^!#4.$&6&./!&$-,(:.!#!5&-$&-!#$:!5,#9%)3($:!#).#!#$:!
#!/.#/3$#,!-#;kH!l#)&3(/!:#$-.!-345#$&./!#$:!5)./.$6.)/!(/.!6=.!*#)^!;3)!T..^,9!/3-&#,!
:#$-./@!&$!/69,./!)#$%&$%!;)34!/T&$%!63!6#$%3H!1,63%.6=.)@!6=./.!#-6&7&6&./!#$:!(/./!:)#T!
37.)!QBB@BBB!7&/&63)/!63!6=.!*#)^!#$$(#,,9H!
!

!

CC!

Granville Island – Vancouver, BC
F)#$7&,,.!G/,#$:!&/!#!).7&6#,&Y.:!()+#$!$.&%=+3)=33:!;&,,.:!T&6=!T#6.);)3$6!)./6#()#$6/@!
6=.#6.)/@!%#,,.)&./@!/6(:&3/@!/=35/@!-#;./@!#$:!#!;)./=!;33:!4#)^.6H!l&/&63)/!-#$!#,/3!-#6-=!
;.))9!)&:./!#$:!^#9#^!
63()/@!7&/&6!6=.!+).T.)9@!3)!
T&6$.//!#!4(,6&6(:.!3;!
;./6&7#,/!#$:!/6)..6!
5.);3)4#$-./H!\./5&6.!&6/!
).-.$6!).:.7.,354.$6@!
F)#$7&,,.!G/,#$:!&/!
)./5.-6;(,!3;!&6/!=.)&6#%.H!
<=.!3)&%&$#,!.#),9PC?BB/!
6.$#$6/!3;!6=.!&/,#$:!T.).!
;3)./6@!4&$&$%@!#$:!
-3$/6)(-6&3$!+(/&$.//./H!
<=.!G/,#$:!:.-,&$.:!#/!:&:!
6=.!:.4#$:!;3)!=.#79!
&$:(/6)9!#;6.)!D3),:!D#)!
:"(+()$6(&'+#)/$(*$<0.0-0$D('+303#$0.-$J(&),.3$<('%('0+,(.>$
GG@!#$:!#!).:.7.,354.$6!
.;;3)6!+.%#$!63!)./63).!6=.!
.$7&)3$4.$6!/())3($:&$%!6=.!G/,#$:!#$:!b#,/.!2)..^@!#$:!63!).:.7.,35!6=.!#).#!#/!#!
5.:./6)&#$P;)&.$:,9!5,#-.!T&6=!#!7#)&.69!3;!(/./H!G$!C?RA@!3$!+.=#,;!3;!6=.!F37.)$4.$6!3;!
2#$#:#@!6=.!#:4&$&/6)#6&3$!3;!F)#$7&,,.!G/,#$:!T#/!6)#$/;.)).:!63!2#$#:#!"3)6%#%.!#$:!
f3(/&$%!23)53)#6&3$!U2"f2XH!2"f2!&/!)./53$/&+,.!;3)!-3,,.-6&$%!).$6@!4#$#%&$%!,.#/./@!
-33):&$#6&$%!/5.-&#,!.7.$6/@!#$:!5)3436&$%!#$:!4#)^.6&$%!6=.!G/,#$:H!G6/!4&//&3$!&/!
!
[a*&"*18"5'F$*/*0$#Z^060&/'('()*$(5'8"(;$(&*&=/&*Z"0&$80*F'5$80$*%6#&68/#A*
$F6%/&'"(/#*/(F*%";;$8%'/#*$(&$818'0$0*Y='#$*;/'(&/'('()*&=$*O0#/(Fb0*
='0&"8'%*'(F60&8'/#*%=/8/%&$8,`*
!
<3:#9Z/!4&[!3;!-(,6()#,@!
#)6&/#$@!).-).#6&3$#,@!
&$:(/6)&#,@!4#)&6&4.@!).6#&,@!
#$:!4#)^.6!-344($&6&./!
&$7&%3)#6./!F)#$7&,,.!
G/,#$:@!)./(,6&$%!&$!
#--3,#:./!/(-=!#/!*)3e.-6!
;3)!*(+,&-!85#-./Z!VO./6!
`.&%=+3)=33:!&$!`3)6=!
14.)&-#W!&$!ABBQH!"3).!
6=#$!CB!4&,,&3$!5.35,.!
7&/&6!F)#$7&,,.!G/,#$:!
#$$(#,,9H!
!
!
!

CA!

Lexington Market – Baltimore, MD
N.[&$%63$!"#)^.6!=#/!+..$!#!O#,6&43).!6)#:&6&3$!/&$-.!CRKAH!<=.!/&6.!+.%#$!#/!#!4..6&$%!
5,#-.!;3)!;#)4.)/!#$:!4.)-=#$6/@!3$!,#$:!:3$#6.:!63!6=.!-&69!+9!#!=.)3!3;!6=.!14.)&-#$!
>.73,(6&3$H!O9!C?AI@!6=.).!
T.).!37.)!C@BBB!/6#,,/!
($:.)!J!+,3-^P,3$%!/=.:/H!
G$!C?Q?@!#!,#)%.!;&).!
:./6)39.:!6=.!4#)^.6Z/!
.[&/6&$%!+(&,:&$%/!#$:!
5)35.,,.:!6=.!4#)^.6!63!
43:.)$&Y.H!<=.!
).7&6#,&Y#6&3$!3;!6=.!
4#)^.6!T#/!;&$#,,9!
-345,.6.:!&$!ABBAH!<3:#9!
&6!=3(/./!CQB!4.)-=#$6/!
6=#6!5)37&:.!;)./=!4.#6/@!
/.#;33:@!53(,6)9@!%)3-.)&./@!
/5.-&#,69!&6.4/!#$:!
5).5#).:!;33:/!;3)!6#^.P
3(6!#$:!3$P/&6.!
:"(+($6(&'+#)/$(*$?;#0-,.3$!(2A$(.$B4,6C'>$
-3$/(456&3$H!L7.$6/!
/-=.:(,.:!6=)3(%=3(6!6=.!9.#)!&$-,(:.!N($-=!T&6=!6=.!L,.5=#$6/@!<=.!2=3-3,#6.!b./6&7#,@!
/5.-&#,!5)3%)#4/!;3)!6=.!=3,&:#9/@!-344($&69!/.)7&-./@!#$:!4&::#9!4(/&-!.7.$6/H!<=.!
"#)^.6!&/!,3-#6.:!&$!6=.!=(+!3;!\3T$63T$!O#,6&43).Z/!D./6!8&:.!#$:!T&,,!5,#9!#!,#)%.!)3,.!
&$!6=#6!#).#Z/!3$%3&$%!).$#&//#$-.!#$:!
).:.7.,354.$6H!
!

:"(+($6(&'+#)/$(*$?GG<$;0-,($KA$(.$B4,6C'>$
$

!

CJ!

Pike Place Market – Seattle, WA
*&^.!*,#-.!"#)^.6@!-#,,.:!6=.!V83(,!3;!8.#66,.@W!+.%#$!&$!C?BR!#/!#!5(+,&-!).#-6&3$!63!=&%=!
5)&-.!4#)^(5/!;3)!5)3:(-.H!85.#)=.#:.:!+9!23($-&,4#$!<=34#/!>.7.,,.@!-3$/(4.)/!4.6!
:&).-6,9!T&6=!;#)4.)/!63!#73&:!6=.!4&::,.4#$Z/!4#)^(5H!*&^.!*,#-.!"#)^.6!=#/!+..$!
/(--.//;(,!.7.)!/&$-.@!#$:!63:#9!&/!=34.!63!43).!6=#$!ABB!9.#)!)3($:!-344.)-&#,!
+(/&$.//./]!C?B!-)#;6/5.35,.!#$:!#55)3[&4#6.,9!CBB!;#)4.)/!T=3!).$6!6#+,.!/5#-.!+9!6=.!
:#9]!AQB!/6)..6!5.);3)4.)/!#$:!4(/&-&#$/]!#$:!43).!6=#$!JBB!#5#)64.$6!($&6/@!43/6!3;!
T=&-=!#).!;3)!,3TP&$-34.!/.$&3)/H!*&^.!*,#-.!&/!#!/3-&#,!=(+!6=#6!3;;.)/!#!7#)&.69!3;!/5.-&#,!
.7.$6/!6=)3(%=3(6!6=.!9.#)@!;)34!-33^&$%!:.43$/6)#6&3$/!63!4(/&-#,!5.);3)4#$-./H!<=.!
*&^.!*,#-.!"#)^.6!*)./.)7#6&3$!m!\.7.,354.$6!1(6=3)&69!U6=.!V**"!*\1WX!4#$#%./!6=.!
4#)^.6@!#$:!&6/!4&//&3$!&/!630!
!
• [78$0$85$*&=$*&8/F'&'"(/#*%=/8/%&$8*/(F*60$0*"Z*&=$*762#'%*:/89$&\*
• +$($YA*8$=/2'#'&/&$A*18$0$85$A*8$0&"8$A*/(F*F$5$#"1*0&86%&68$0*/(F*"1$(*01/%$0*'(*/(F*
/8"6(F*&=$*:/89$&*
J'0&"8'%*N'0&8'%&\*
• !"(&'(6$*&=$*
"11"8&6('&>*Z"8*
762#'%*:/89$&*
Z/8;$80A*;$8%=/(&0A*
8$0'F$(&0A*0="11$80A*
/(F*5'0'&"80*&"*%/88>*
"(*&8/F'&'"(/#*
;/89$&*/%&'5'&'$0\*
• O('&'/&$*18")8/;0*&"*
$R1/(F*Z""F*
8$&/'#'()*'(*&=$*
N'0&8'%&A*$01$%'/##>*
&=$*0/#$*"Z*#"%/#*
:"(+($6(&'+#)/$(*$?,..,)LL20'0A$(.$B4,6C'>$
Z/8;*18"F6%$\*
• 78"5'F$*)""F0A*
!
0$85'%$0A*/(F*="60'()*&"*#"Y*/(F*;"F$8/&$*'(%";$*1$"1#$\*
• 78";"&$*0;/##^"Y($8*"1$8/&$F*260'($00$0*&=/&*=/5$*&=$*"11"8&6('&>*&"*&=8'5$*'(*/*
6('U6$*%";;6('&>*Y=$8$*18"F6%$80*;$$&*/(F*'(&$8/%&*Y'&=*%"(06;$80\*
• !"(0'F$8*&=$*5'$Y0*"Z*&=$*162#'%*/(F*&=$*:/89$&*%";;6('&>*'(*$0&/2#'0='()*1"#'%'$0A*
18")8/;0A*/(F*26F)$&0*&"*Z68&=$8*&=$*18$0$85/&'"(*"2c$%&'5$0*"Z*&=$*:/89$&,`*
!
<=.!**"!*\1!&/!($&a(.!&$!3()!-#/.!/6(:&./!&$!6=#6!&6!#-6(#,,9!3T$/!6=.!,#$:!#$:!
&45)37.4.$6/!3;!6=.!*&^.!*,#-.!"#)^.6!#).#@!#/!3553/.:!63!3T$.)/=&5!+9!6=.!2&69!3)!
36=.)!5(+,&-!#%.$-9H!

!

CQ!

Pioneer Courthouse Square – Portland, OR
*&3$..)!23()6=3(/.!8a(#).!T#/!+(&,6!&$!C?KQ!3$!#!-&69!+,3-^!6=#6!;3)4.),9!=3(/.:!6=.!
*&3$..)!23()6=3(/.@!6=.!*3)6,#$:!f36.,@!#$:!#!6T3P,.7.,!5#)^&$%!/6)(-6().!#6!:&;;.).$6!
53&$6/!&$!6&4.H!G$!6=.!C?RB/@!-&69!5,#$$.)/!:.-&:.:!6=.!#).#!/=3(,:!+.!5(+,&-!35.$!/5#-.!!
#$:!6=.!2&69!3;!*3)6,#$:!
5()-=#/.:!6=.!,#$:H!<=.!
8a(#).!=#/!/&$-.!+.-34.!
6=.!V,&7&$%!)334W!3;!
:3T$63T$!*3)6,#$:H!G6!&/!
4#$#%.:!+9!6=.!$3$P5)3;&6!
*&3$..)!23()6=3(/.!
8a(#).@!G$-H@!T=&-=!=#/!#!
4#$#%.4.$6!#%)..4.$6!
T&6=!6=.!2&69!3;!*3)6,#$:Z/!
*#)^/!#$:!>.-).#6&3$!
O().#(!#$:!&/!)./53$/&+,.!
;3)!,.#/&$%@!4#)^.6&$%@!
5)3436&3$/!#$:!.7.$6/@!
#$:!).5#&)/!#$:!
:"(+($6(&'+#)/$(*$?2#300'6",+#6+A$(.$B4,6C'>$
4#&$6.$#$-.H!<=.!8a(#).!
=3/6/!37.)!JBB!.7.$6/!5.)!9.#)@!&$-,(:&$%!3(6:33)!437&./@!-3$-.)6/@!#$:!;./6&7#,/@!#$:!T#/!
3$.!3;!6=.!;&)/6!$3$P/43^&$%!5(+,&-!/5#-./!&$!6=.!E$&6.:!86#6./H!1--.//!63!6T3!"1n!,&%=6!
)#&,!/6#6&3$/!#).!&$-3)53)#6.:!&$63!6=.!5,#Y#@!#$:!37.)!?!4&,,&3$!5.35,.!7&/&6!6=.!8a(#).!
#$$(#,,9H!

!

$$$$$$:"(+($6(&'+#)/$(*$:,(.##'$<(&'+"(&)#$8M&0'#9$N.6>$

!

CI!

Reading Terminal Market – Philadelphia, PA
>.#:&$%!<.)4&$#,!"#)^.6!35.$.:!&6/!:33)/!&$!CK?A!($:.)$.#6=!#!+(/9!)#&,)3#:!6.)4&$#,H!
<=.!"#)^.6!.$e39.:!%).#6!/(--.//!($6&,!6=.!#:7.$6!3;!6=.!#(6343+&,.!#$:!6=.!C?RC!
+#$^)(56-9!3;!6=.!)#&,)3#:!-345#$9H!1/!#!;&$#,!+,3T!&$!C?KI@!6=.!2&69Z/!-344(6.)!)#&,!
/9/6.4!T#/!).)3(6.:!63!+95#//!6=.!6.)4&$#,H!1;6.)!/.7.)#,!9.#)/!3;!$.%36&#6&3$/@!6=.!
*.$$/9,7#$&#!23$7.$6&3$!2.$6.)!1(6=3)&69!T#/!-).#6.:!63!#-a(&).!#$:!-3$7.)6!6=.!
>.#:&$%!<.)4&$#,!&$63!#$!
.$6)#$-.T#9!63!6=.!$.T!
-3$7.$6&3$!-.$6.)!($:.)!
-3$/6)(-6&3$H!
*=&,#:.,5=&#$/!
/(--.//;(,,9!:.4#$:.:!
6=#6!6=.!4#)^.6!($:.)!6=.!
/&,.$6!6)#-^/!T3(,:!+.!5#)6!
3;!6=.!).=#+&,&6#6&3$!5,#$!
;3)!6=.!+(&,:&$%@!#$:!
-3$/6)(-6&3$!63!).7&6#,&Y.!
6=.!"#)^.6!+.%#$!&$!6=.!
.#),9!C??B/H!
<=.!>.#:&$%!<.)4&$#,!
"#)^.6!&/!4#$#%.:!+9!#!
IBCU-XJ!$36P;3)P5)3;&6!
-3)53)#6&3$!6=#6!T#/!
:"(+($6(&'+#)/$(*$?O0+"#',.#$(*$<",603(A$(.$B4,6C'>$
-).#6.:!&$!C??Q!;3)!6=.!/3,.!
5()53/.!3;!4#$#%&$%!6=.!
"#)^.6H!>.#:&$%!<.)4&$#,!"#)^.6!23)53)#6&3$!U><"2X!&/!#!6.$#$6!3;!6=.!*.$$/9,7#$&#!
23$7.$6&3$!2.$6.)!1(6=3)&69@!6=.!/6#6.P-=#)6.).:!.$6&69!6=#6!3T$/!6=.!+(&,:&$%!&$!T=&-=!
6=.!"#)^.6!&/!,3-#6.:H!><"2!&/!)./53$/&+,.!;3)!4#$#%&$%!#,,!#/5.-6/!3;!,.#/&$%@!35.)#6&$%@!
4#)^.6&$%@!#$:!4#&$6#&$&$%!6=.!>.#:&$%!<.)4&$#,!"#)^.6H!G6/!4&//&3$!&/0!
!
• [<"*18$0$85$*&=$*/8%='&$%&68/#*/(F*='0&"8'%/#*%=/8/%&$8A*/(F*Z6(%&'"(A*"Z*
&=$*+$/F'()*<$8;'(/#*:/89$&*/0*/(*682/(*Z/8;$80b*;/89$&\*
• <"*18"5'F$*/*Y'F$*5/8'$&>*"Z*18"F6%$A*;$/&A*Z'0=A*2/9$8>*/(F*F/'8>*
18"F6%&0A*/(F*"&=$8*8/Y*/(F*18$1/8$F*Z""FA*28"6)=&*&"*/*162#'%*;/89$&*'(*
&=$*%$(&$8*"Z*&=$*%'&>*2>*Z/8;$80A*)8"Y$80A*18"F6%$80*/(F*%=$Z0\*
• <"*;/'(&/'(*/(*$(5'8"(;$(&*&=/&*8$%")('_$0*/(F*%$#$28/&$0*&=$*F'5$80'&>*
"Z*"68*%'&'_$(0*/(F*Z"0&$80*&=$'8*'(&$8/%&'"(\*
• <"*0&8$()&=$(*&=$*='0&"8'%*#'(9*/(F*;6&6/#*F$1$(F$(%>*"Z*"68*868/#*/(F*
682/(*%";;6('&'$0\*/(FA*
• <"*/%='$5$*&='0A*Y='#$*18$0$85'()*&=$*Z'(/(%'/#*5'/2'#'&>*/(F*/%='$5'()*0$#Z^
06ZZ'%'$(%>*Z"8*&=$*:/89$&,`*
!
<3:#9!6=.!4#)^.6!6=)&7./!T&6=!7.$:3)/!/.,,&$%!#$!#))#9!3;!%33:/!;)34!;)./=!5)3:(-.!63!
.[36&-!/5&-./H!'7.)!I!4&,,&3$!7&/&63)/!5#//!6=)3(%=!6=.!"#)^.6!#$$(#,,9H!

!

CM!

Special Cases

E)+#$!*,#-.!23$/(,6&$%!-3$6#-6.:!6=.!4#$#%.4.$6!3)%#$&Y#6&3$/!3;!6=.!;3,,3T&$%!5(+,&-!
5,#-./H!2345,.6&3$!3;!#!;3)4#,!/()7.9!T#/!:..4.:!&$#55)35)&#6.@!=3T.7.)@!+.-#(/.!6=./.!
3)%#$&Y#6&3$/!#).!-()).$6,9!($:.)%3&$%!)./6)(-6()&$%H!1!/(44#)9!3;!.#-=!-#/.!#$:!
-344.$6#)9!;)34!&6/!3)%#$&Y.)/!;3,,3T/H!
Beale Street – Memphis, TN
2).#6.:!&$!6=.!CKQB/!+9!#$!.$6).5).$.()!#$:!:.7.,35.)@!O.#,.!86)..6!U6=.$!O.#,.!17.$(.X!
/#T!&6/!4(/&-#,!+.%&$$&$%/!T=.$!6=.!o3($%!".$Z/!O)#//!O#$:!+.%#$!63!5.);3)4!6=.).!&$!
CKMRH!8&$-.!6=#6!6&4.@!O.#,.!86)..6!:.7.,35.:!&$63!#!$.&%=+3)=33:!,&$.:!T&6=!)./6#()#$6/@!
+#)/@!#$:!4(/&-!7.$(./H!G$!
6=.!.#),9!C?BB/@!6=.!#).#!
T#/!T.,,!^$3T$!;3)!=.#79!
%#4+,&$%@!733:33@!4():.)@!
#$:!5)3/6&6(6&3$H!G$!6=.!
C?QB/@!e#YY!,.%.$:/!N3(&/!
1)4/6)3$%@!OH!OH!g&$%@!#$:!
36=.)/!5,#9.:!3$!O.#,.!
86)..6!#$:!=.,5.:!:.7.,35!
:"(+($6(&'+#)/$(*$:#'*('20$H.+#'+0,.2#.+>$
6=.!/69,.!^$3T$!#/!".45=&/!
O,(./H!O.#,.!86)..6!T#/!.7.$!
3;;&-&#,,9!:.-,#).:!6=.!Vf34.!3;!6=.!O,(./W!+9!#$!#-6!3;!23$%).//!&$!C?RRH!\./5&6.!6=&/@!
O.#,.!86)..6!T.$6!&$63!:.-,&$.!&$!6=.!C?RB/!#;6.)!#!;#&,.:!()+#$!).$.T#,!5)3%)#4H!G6!
).7&7.:!&$!6=.!C?KB/!T&6=!6=.!).:.7.,354.$6!#$:!4#$#%.4.$6!3;!*.);3)4#!
L$6.)6#&$4.$6!>.#,!L/6#6.@!T=&-=!4#$#%.:!O.#,.!86)..6!($6&,!).-.$6,9H!
!
<=.!2&69!3;!".45=&/!3T$/!#,,!6=.!,#$:!#$:!+(&,:&$%/!6=#6!-345)&/.!6=.!O.#,.!86)..6!
:&/6)&-6H!*.);3)4#!L$6.)6#&$4.$6!=#/!+..$!6=.!/3,.!4#$#%.)!($:.)!#!4#/6.)!,.#/.!
#%)..4.$6!T&6=!6=.!2&69!/&$-.!C?KA@!#$:!T#/!)./53$/&+,.!;3)!,.#/&$%@!5)3436&3$/@!
4#)^.6&$%@!/#;.69@!#$:!4#&$6.$#$-.H!G$!ABCB@!=3T.7.)@!6=.!2&69!#$:!*.);3)4#!).#-=.:!#!
/.66,.4.$6!#%)..4.$6!;3)!#!4(,6&P9.#)!-3()6!+#66,.!37.)!#,,.%.:!;&$#$-&#,!
4&/#55)35)&#6&3$/HC!F3&$%!;3)T#):@!*.);3)4#!T&,,!$3!,3$%.)!4#$#%.!O.#,.!86)..6@!#$:!6=.!
2&69!&/!;3)4&$%!#!-&6&Y.$/Z!-344&66..!63!:.6.)4&$.!6=.!;(6().!3;!6=.!:&/6)&-6H!
!
E)+#$!*,#-.!23$/(,6&$%!&$6.)7&.T.:!j.;;!8#$;3):@!#!".45=&/P+#/.:!()+#$!).:.7.,354.$6!
-3$/(,6#$6!;#4&,&#)!T&6=!O.#,.!86)..6Z/!=&/63)9!#$:!-()).$6!&//(./H!8#$;3):!T&,,!#-6!#/!#!
-3$/(,6#$6!63!"#93)!1H!2H!D=#)63$!j)HZ/!#553&$6.:!VO,(.!>&++3$W!-&6&Y.$/Z!-344&66..!#$:!
T&,,!4#^.!).-344.$:#6&3$/!3$!=3T!63!5)3-..:!T&6=!O.#,.!86)..6H!
!
D=.$!).;,.-6&$%!3$!O.#,.!86)..6Z/!=&/63)9@!8#$;3):!/#&:!6=#6@!V#,6=3(%=!&6!633^!6=.!+.66.)!
5#)6!3;!6T.$69!9.#)/!63!+.-34.!5)3;&6#+,.@!O.#,.!86)..6!=#/!+..$!#!%).#6!/(--.//@!#$:!&/!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

C!V23$6)37.)/9!>.4#&$/!1)3($:!2&69@!*.);3)4#!8.66,.4.$6HW!".45=&/!\#&,9!`.T/H!ABCB!j(,9!?H!

=6650hhTTTH4.45=&/:#&,9$.T/H-34h.:&63)&#,h1)6&-,.H#/5[p&:qICABMH!1--.//.:!ABCC!b.+)(#)9!JH!

!

CR!

$3T!6=.!-.$6.)5&.-.!3;!6=.!2&69r/!/(+/6#$6&#,!63()&/4!&$:(/6)9HW!1--3):&$%!63!8#$;3):@!
6=.).!T.).!6=)..!^.9/!63!6=&/!/(--.//0!
!
• f#7&$%!#,,!6=.!-,(+/!#$:!+(/&$.//./!($:.)!#!4#/6.)!,.#/.!%#7.!6=.!4#$#%.4.$6!
-345#$9!6=.!#+&,&69!63!-3$6)3,!6=.!7#)&.69!#$:!a(#,&69!3;!6=.!+(/&$.//./H!
• *.);3)4#!%.$.)#,,9!#:=.).:!63!#!5=&,3/35=9!6=#6!6=.!/6)..6!#$:!&6/!./6#+,&/=4.$6/!
/=3(,:!+.!#(6=.$6&-!".45=&/]!-3$/.a(.$6,9@!43/6!3;!6=.!-,(+/!#).!$36!-=#&$/H!
• O.#,.!86)..6!=#/!+.$.;&6.:!;)34!#!7.)9!/6)3$%!4.)-=#$6r/!#//3-&#6&3$!6=#6!=#/!+..$!
#$!&$6.%)#,!5#)6!3;!5)3%)#44&$%!6=.!/6)..6!#,3$%!T&6=!6=.!4#$#%.4.$6!-345#$9H!
!
G$!,&%=6!3;!*.);3)4#Z/!#,,.%.:!;&$#$-&#,!4&/-3$:(-6!T&6=!6=.!2&69!3;!".45=&/@!E*2!#/^.:!
8#$;3):!=3T!36=.)!5(+,&-!/5#-.!4#$#%.4.$6!3)%#$&Y#6&3$/!-3(,:!+./6!+#,#$-.!
4#$#%.4.$6!#(63$349!T&6=!2&69!37.)/&%=6!63!#73&:!/(-=!&//(./H!8#$;3):!).5,&.:!6=#6!6=.!
T#9!63!/6)&^.!6=.!)&%=6!+#,#$-.!#$:!%(#):!#%#&$/6!#+(/.!&/!630!
!
• \)#;6!#!7.)9!-,.#)!4#/6.)!,.#/.!/5.,,&$%!3(6@!&$!:.6#&,@!6=.!)&%=6/!#$:!3+,&%#6&3$/!3;!
6=.!5#)6&./!63!6=.!#%)..4.$6]!
• L[5,&-&6,9!:3-(4.$6!6=.!;&$#$-&#,!).53)6&$%!)./53$/&+&,&6&./!3;!6=.!4#$#%.4.$6!
-345#$9!s!#$:!6=.!#$$(#,!).7&.T!#$:!#(:&6&$%!)&%=6!3;!6=.!2&69]!#$:!
• 2,.#),9!:3-(4.$6!6=.!/&%$..r/!)&%=6/!63!6.)4&$#6.H!
!
F3&$%!;3)T#):@!6=.).!#).!4#$9!)3(6./!6=.!2&69!-#$!6#^.!T&6=!O.#,.!86)..6H!G6!-3(,:!;&$:!
$.T!4#$#%.4.$6!3)!.7.$!/.,,!6=.!,#$:!63!#!5)&7#6.!:.7.,35.)H!8#$;3):!/#&:@!=3T.7.)@!6=#6!
3$,9!3$.!6=&$%!&/!-.)6#&$0!&$!#::&6&3$!63!&6/!=&/63)&-#,!7#,(.@!O.#,.!86)..6!).5)./.$6/!#!V7.)9!
&453)6#$6!.$%&$.!&$!".45=&/Z!63()&/4!.-3$349@W!#$:!6=.9!4(/6!:3!.7.)96=&$%!6=.9!-#$!
63!V5)36.-6!T=#6!6=#6!).5)./.$6/HW!
Navy Pier – Chicago, IL
D&6=!37.)!IB!#-)./!3;!5#)^/@!5)34.$#:./@!%#):.$/@!/=35/@!.#6.)&./@!#$:!#66)#-6&3$/@!`#79!
*&.)!&/!6=.!"&:T./6Z/!$(4+.)!3$.!63()&/6!:./6&$#6&3$@!#66)#-6&$%!37.)!K!4&,,&3$!7&/&63)/!
#$$(#,,9H!j(/6!.#/6!3;!:3T$63T$!2=&-#%3!3$!N#^.!"&-=&%#$@!6=.!*&.)!;&)/6!35.$.:!&$!C?CMH!
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!
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!
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Case Study Comparison
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6.$#$6!3$-.!/5#-.!+.-34./!#7#&,#+,.H!<=.!%)3($:!,.#/.!T&6=!6=.!*3)6!+)3#:,9!
/5.-&;&./!6=#6!6.$#$6/!4(/6!#,&%$!T&6=!6=.!b.))9!O(&,:&$%!-3$-.56!3;!#!
V4#)^.6!=#,,HW!'6=.)!#%.$-&./!=#7.!&$5(6!3$!:./&%$!%(&:.,&$./!#$:!T#6.);)3$6!
#--.//!&//(./H!
b&$:,#9!"#)^.6!
23)53)#6&3$!;3)!b&$:,#9!"#)^.6!&/!)./53$/&+,.H!<=.!-&69!&/!$36!&$73,7.:!T&6=!
,.#/&$%H!2bb"!;3)4.),9!=#:!#!;(,,P6&4.!53/&6&3$!:.736.:!63!,.#/&$%!63!;&,,!6=.!
$.T,9!).$37#6.:!#$:!.[5#$:.:!4#)^.6!U6=.9!/6#)6.:!T&6=!#!QRd!3--(5#$-9!
)#6.XH!G6!T#/!$36!7.)9!5)3:(-6&7.!s!43/6!6.$#$6/!;3($:!6=.4!3$!6=.&)!3T$H!
F,.$!L-=3!*#)^!
F,.$!L-=3!*#)^!*#)6$.)/=&5!&/!)./53$/&+,.!;3)!).-)(&6&$%!#$:!$.%36&#6&$%!
T&6=!)./&:.$6!#)6&/6/!#$:!3)%#$&Y#6&3$/H!
F)#$7&,,.!G/,#$:!
`36!#7#&,#+,.H!
N.[&$%63$!"#)^.6!
N.[&$%63$!"#)^.6@!G$-H!&/!)./53$/&+,.H!<=.9!:3!4&$&4#,!).-)(&6&$%H!<=.9!
).-.&7.!4#$9!&$a(&)&./!;)34!T#,^P&$/@!-#,,.)/!#$:!6=.&)!T.+/&6.H!*)3/5.-6/!
4(/6!/(+4&6!#$!#55,&-#6&3$!;3)!-3$/&:.)#6&3$H!155,&-#$6/!4(/6!a(#,&;9!+#/.:!
3$0!5)353/.:!4.$(!#$:!&6/!V;&6W!T&6=!6=.!37.)#,,!"#)^.6!4.$(!3;;.)&$%/@!
-#$:&:#6.!.[5.)&.$-.!&$!;33:!).6#&,!#$:h3)!)($$&$%!#!+(/&$.//@!#$:!;&$#$-&#,!
T=.).T&6=#,!;3)!#6!,.#/6!6=.!;&)/6!6.)4!3;!6=.!,.#/.H!`3!36=.)!#%.$-9!&/!
&$73,7.:!&$!6=&/!5)3-.//@!.[-.56!53//&+,9!+9!).;.))#,H!
*&^.!*,#-.!"#)^.6!
*&^.!*,#-.!"#)^.6!*\1!&/!)./53$/&+,.H!>.6#&,!7#-#$-&./!#).!,&/6.:!3$!6=.!
T.+/&6.H!<=3/.!&$6.)./6.:!&$!35.$&$%!#!+(/&$.//!4(/6!/(+4&6!#$!#55,&-#6&3$!
63!**"!*\1!2344.)-&#,!*)35.)69!\.5#)64.$6H!<=.!#55,&-#6&3$!/5.-&;&./!6=#6!
6=.!*\1!&/!V($,&^.,9!63!5()/(.!#55,&-#6&3$/!;3)!&453)6!&6.4/@!e.T.,)9!/=35/@!
#$:!/3(7.$&)/@!6..!/=&)6@!3)!/T.#6/=&)6!/63)./HW!<=.!,.#/.!&/!5)353/.:!63!*\1!
23($-&,!;3)!#55)37#,H!155,&-#$6!4(/6!6=.$!#55,9!63!2&69!3;!8.#66,.Z/!"#)^.6!
f&/63)&-#,!2344&//&3$!;3)!#55)37#,!3;!3T$.)/=&5@!(/.!#$:!:./&%$H!
*&3$..)!23()6=3(/.!8a(#).!
N.#/.!&$;3)4#6&3$!T#/!$36!#7#&,#+,.H!<=.!#55,&-#6&3$!;3)!#!7.$:&$%!-#)6!
5.)4&6!&/!#7#&,#+,.!3$!*&3$..)!23()6=3(/.!8a(#).@!G$-HZ/!T.+/&6.H!
>.#:&$%!<.)4&$#,!"#)^.6!
>.#:&$%!<.)4&$#,!"#)^.6!23)53)#6&3$!&/!)./53$/&+,.H!*)3/5.-6&7.!6.$#$6/!
4(/6!-345,.6.!#$!#55,&-#6&3$!#$:!/(+4&6!#!5.)/3$#,!;&$#$-&#,!/6#6.4.$6!#$:!
36=.)!).,.7#$6!&$;3)4#6&3$!63!><"2H!G;!6=.!5)353/.:!(/.!;&6/!&$63!6=.!
"#)^.6Z/!4.)-=#$:&/&$%!5,#$!#$:!6=.!6.$#$6!&/!:..4.:!63!+.!#!%33:!
5)3/5.-6@!#!,.#/.!5)353/#,!4#9!+.!3;;.).:H!b&$#,!,.#/.!#55)37#,!)./6/!T&6=!6=.!
O3#):!3;!\&).-63)/H!

!
XRH8$YR7;$R;ZUTN\U!NRT$JU[H$XNBBH;HT!$IHU8NTZ$8!;U!HZNH8$BR;$
IRTZH;]!H;D$!HTUT!8$UTX$8JR;!H;]!H;D$[HTXR;8W!
`3@!($,.//!6=.).!&/!#!$.%36&#6&3$!;3)!6.$#$6!
<=.!2&69!"#)^.6!
&45)37.4.$6/H!
o./]!)./6#()#$6/!=#7.!,3$%.)!,.#/./!:(.!63!&$&6&#,!
<=.!b.))9!O(&,:&$%!
-#5&6#,!&$7./64.$6/]!/4#,,.)!7.$:3)/!T&6=3(6!-33^&$%!
;#-&,&6&./!=#7.!/=3)6.)!,.#/./!T&6=!/=3)6.$.:!356&3$!

!

AQ!

b&$:,#9!"#)^.6!

F,.$!L-=3!*#)^!

F)#$7&,,.!G/,#$:!

N.[&$%63$!"#)^.6!

*&^.!*,#-.!"#)^.6!
*&3$..)!23()6=3(/.!
8a(#).!
>.#:&$%!<.)4&$#,!
"#)^.6!

5.)&3:/H!
<=.9!).$6!+9!6=.!:#9@!43$6=@!#$:!/.#/3$!63!5#)6P6&4.!
7.$:3)/!&$!6=.!;#)4.)/!4#)^.6/!#$:!/6)..6!+#Y##)H!
<=.9!6)9!63!;&$:!,3$%P6.)4!6.$#$6/!;3)!6=.!;(,,P6&4.!
9.#)!)3($:!4#)^.6H!!
N3$%!6.)4!;3)!,#)%.!6.$#$6/]!/=3)6!6.)4!;3)!/4#,,!
6.$#$6/H!<=.9!6#^.!Id!3;!.#)$.:!&$-34.!#$:!=#7.!
,3T.)!+#/.!).$6!;3)!,#)%.)!3)%#$&Y#6&3$/]!;,#6!).$6!;3)!
/4#,,.)!3$./H!<=.9!.$/().!&6!&/!+.,3T!4#)^.6!#$:!&$!
/#4.!%.$.)#,!-3/6!#).#!#/!36=.)!/6(:&3/!&$!63T$H!
>.$6/!;3)!-(,6()#,!#$:!#)6&/#$!6.$#$6/!3$!F)#$7&,,.!
G/,#$:!#).!,3T.)!5.)!/a(#).!;336!-345#).:!63!
-344.)-&#,!).$6/!&$!#$!.;;3)6!63!/(553)6!,3-#,@!
&$:.5.$:.$6!+(/&$.//./!T&6=!($&a(.!3;;.)&$%/HM!
<.$#$6/!T&6=!#$$(#,!,.#/./!).-.&7.!6=.!43/6!#66.$6&3$!
).%#):&$%!-345,&#$-.@!)(,./@!#$:!).%(,#6&3$/H!"3$6=,9!
U5(/=-#)6/X!#$:!T..^,9!3(6:33)!).6#&,!#).#/!#).!
43$&63).:!;3)!).%(,#)!5#94.$6H!
8=3)6P6.)4!7.$:3)!,.#/./!=#7.!#!5).;.).$-.!;3)!
4#)%&$#,!+(/&$.//./H!1,,!,.//../!4(/6!+.!$3$P
-=#&$h$3$P;3)4(,#H!
8=3)6P6.)4!7.$:&$%!#55,&-#6&3$/!#).!#7#&,#+,.!3$!6=.!
3)%#$&Y#6&3$Z/!T.+/&6.H!G$;3)4#6&3$!3$!,.#/&$%!;3)!
,3$%P6.)4!6.$#$6/!T#/!$36!#7#&,#+,.H!
o./]!6=.9!3;;.)!V\#9!86#,,!N&-.$/.!1%)..4.$6/W!;3)!
5#)6P6&4.!7.$:3)/!T=3!/.,,!;)34!6#+,./!&$!6=.!"#)^.6!
3$.!3)!43).!:#9/!#!T..^H!

!
Marketing and Promotional Responsibilities
<=.!;3,,3T&$%!6#+,./!-345#).!6=.!4#)^.6&$%!#$:!5)3436&3$#,!)./53$/&+&,&6&./!3;!.#-=!
-#/.H!
!
N8$YR7;$R;ZUTN\U!NRT$;H8:RT8NGIH$BR;$XH[HIR:NTZ$U$IRTZ$!H;D$
DU;OH!NTZ$R;$:;RDR!NRTUI$8!;U!HZYW!
<=.!2&69!"#)^.6!
o./]!+(6!6=.!+(:%.6!&/!$34&$#,H!
o./]!#6!,.#/6!Q!+(&,:&$%PT&:.!.7.$6/!5.)!9.#)]!6.$#$6!
5#)6&-&5#6&3$!&/!T)&66.$!&$!6=.!6.$#$6!,.#/./]!6=.!
<=.!b.))9!O(&,:&$%!
+(&,:&$%!&/!#7#&,#+,.!#6!36=.)!6&4./!;3)!5)3436&3$#,!
.7.$6/H!
b&$:,#9!"#)^.6!
o./H!
F,.$!L-=3!*#)^!
o./H!
F)#$7&,,.!G/,#$:!
o./H!
N.[&$%63$!"#)^.6!
o./H!
*&^.!*,#-.!"#)^.6!
o./]!**"!*\1!:.7.,35/!#$:!.[.-(6./!#$!#$$(#,!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

M!N.66.)!;)34!N&$3!8&)#-(/#@!\&).-63)@!F)#$7&,,.!G/,#$:]!:#6.:!ABBR!j(,9!?H!1--.//.:!;)34!

=6650hh;3)(4/H.%(,,.6H3)%h&$:.[H5=5ph635&-hMJBQJP%)#$7&,,.P&/,#$:P4#)^.6h5#%.ww/6wwCIB!3$!ABCC!
b.+)(#)9!AAH!

!

AI!

4#)^.6&$%!5,#$H!
*&3$..)!23()6=3(/.!
8a(#).!
>.#:&$%!<.)4&$#,!
"#)^.6!

o./H!
o./H!

!
N8$YR7;$R;ZUTN\U!NRT$;H8:RT8NGIH$BR;$<RR;XNTU!NTZ$DU;OH!NTZ$
R;$:;RDR!NRTUI$U<!N[N!NH8$R;$H[HT!8W!
<=.!2&69!"#)^.6!
o./H!
o./]!6=.9!-33):&$#6.!+(&,:&$%PT&:.!.7.$6/!#$:!
<=.!b.))9!O(&,:&$%!
.$-3()#%.!6.$#$6/!63!-3$:(-6!6=.&)!3T$!.7.$6/!
/.5#)#6.,9!6=)3(%=3(6!6=.!9.#)H!
b&$:,#9!"#)^.6!
o./H!
F,.$!L-=3!*#)^!
o./H!
F)#$7&,,.!G/,#$:!
o./H!
N.[&$%63$!"#)^.6!
o./H!
*&^.!*,#-.!"#)^.6!
o./H!
*&3$..)!23()6=3(/.!
o./]!6=.9!=3/6!37.)!JBB!.7.$6/!5.)!9.#)H!
8a(#).!
>.#:&$%!<.)4&$#,!
o./H!
"#)^.6!

!
N8$YR7;$R;ZUTN\U!NRT$;H8:RT8NGIH$BR;$B7TXNTZ$DU;OH!NTZ$R;$
:;RDR!NRTUI$U<!N[N!NH8$R;$H[HT!8W!
<=.!2&69!"#)^.6!
o./]!6=.9!5()/(.!%)#$6/!#$:!/53$/3)/=&5/H!
o./]!6.$#$6/!#).!-=#)%.:!#!43$6=,9!4#)^.6&$%!;..!63!
<=.!b.))9!O(&,:&$%!
-37.)!/34.!3;!6=.!-3/6/]!6=.9!+(:%.6!;3)!37.))($/!
+.-#(/.!+(&,:&$%PT&:.!.7.$6/!=.,5!5)3436.!/#,./H!
o./]!5(+,&-!;($:/!-#$$36!+.!(/.:!;3)!4#)^.6&$%@!
b&$:,#9!"#)^.6!
.7.$6/@!3)!5)3436&3$#,!#-6&7&6&./H!
F)#$7&,,.!G/,#$:!
o./H!
F,.$!L-=3!*#)^!
o./H!
N.[&$%63$!"#)^.6!
o./H!
*&^.!*,#-.!"#)^.6!
o./H!
*&3$..)!23()6=3(/.!
o./H!
8a(#).!
>.#:&$%!<.)4&$#,!
o./H!
"#)^.6!

!
VJU!$U;H$!JH$DR8!$87<<H88B7I$H[HT!8W!
<=.!2&69!"#)^.6!
b33:!;./6&7#,/]!).-9-,&$%!.7.$6/]!-3$-.)6/H!
1,,!+(&,:&$%PT&:.!.7.$6/!#).!/(--.//;(,H!<=.!.7.$6/!
<=.!b.))9!O(&,:&$%!
#).!/.#/3$#,@!T&6=!C!.7.$6!5.)!a(#)6.)!;3)!6=.!5#/6!R!
9.#)/H!
O&%!.7.$6/!;&,,!(5!/-#)-.!5#)^&$%!#$:!3+/6)(-6!
/=355&$%]!&$/6.#:@!6=.9!;3-(/!3$!/4#,,.)!.7.$6/!s!
b&$:,#9!"#)^.6!
+33^!/&%$&$%/@!-33^&$%!:.43/@!+&-9-,.!T3)^/=35/@!
.6-H!!834.!,#)%.!#$$(#,!.7.$6/!&$-,(:.!#!-=&,&!-33^P

!

AM!

F,.$!L-=3!*#)^!
F)#$7&,,.!G/,#$:!

N.[&$%63$!"#)^.6!

*&^.!*,#-.!"#)^.6!
*&3$..)!23()6=3(/.!
8a(#).!
>.#:&$%!<.)4&$#,!
"#)^.6!

3;;@!"#):&!F)#/@!1)6!#$:!*3.6)9!b./6&7#,@!#!+,(./!4(/&-!
#$:!+#)+.-(.!.7.$6@!#$:!#!=#)7./6!;./6&7#,H!<=.9!,#-^!
#$!&$:33)!7.$(.@!/3!T.#6=.)!#;;.-6/!6=./.!.7.$6/!
/&%$&;&-#$6,9H!<=.9!=3/6!;33:!).,#6.:!;($:)#&/&$%!
.7.$6/!#T#9!;)34!6=.!4#)^.6H!
b)..!5(+,&-!;./6&7#,/!(6&,&Y&$%!5#)^!#//.6/H!
2#$#:#!\#9H!
O9!#66.$:#$-.!#$:!4.:&#!-37.)#%.0!
CX!1$$(#,!2=3-3,#6.!b./6&7#,!
AX!b)..!f.#,6=!b#&)/!U4(,6&5,.X!
JX!1$$(#,!D&$6.)!b#/=&3$!8=3T!QX!\.-.4+.)!8-=33,!
f3,&:#9!5.);3)4#$-./!
IX!1$$(#,!N($-=!T&6=!6=.!L,.5=#$6/!Ub.,:!
O)3/HhO#)$(4!m!O#&,.9X!
L7.$6/!).,#6.:!63!;33:!#$:!;#)4!U&H.H@!-,3/.!63!6=.!-3).!
4&//&3$!#$:!5()53/.XH!
`36!#7#&,#+,.H!
1!535(,#)!#$:!/(--.//;(,!/.)&./!3;!;33:P6=.4.:!
.7.$6/!6=)3(%=3(6!6=.!9.#)H!

!
Other Responsibilities
<=.!;3,,3T&$%!6#+,./!-345#).!6=.!#::&6&3$#,!)./53$/&+&,&6&./!3;!.#-=!-#/.@!&$-,(:&$%!
4#&$6.$#$-.@!/#;.69@!5#)^&$%!4#$#%.4.$6@!#$:!4#)^.6&$%H!!
!
XRH8$YR7;$R;ZUTN\U!NRT$<RR;XNTU!H$UTX^R;$:UY$BR;$;R7!NTH$
;H:UN;8$R;$DUNT!HTUT<H$8H;[N<H8W!
<=.!2&69!"#)^.6!
o./H!
o./]!6.$#$6/!#).!-=#)%.:!#!-3443$!#).#!
4#&$6.$#$-.!U21"X!;..!+#/.:!3$!6=.&)!/a(#).!
;336#%.H!!O.-#(/.!6=.!+(&,:&$%!&/!5(+,&-!#$:!6=.!(/.!
3;!6=.!)./6)334/!#$:!-3443$!#).#/!&/!5(+,&-@!6=.!
<=.!b.))9!O(&,:&$%!
21"!-=#)%./!)($!iJBHBB!5.)!/a(#).!;336H!<=&/!-37.)/!
).#,!./6#6.!6#[./!#$:!+(&,:&$%!&$/()#$-.!#/!T.,,!#/!
e#$&63)&#,!#$:!/.-()&69H!G$:&7&:(#,!6.$#$6/!5#9!;3)!
6=.&)!3T$!&$/()#$-.!#$:!4#&$6.$#$-.!;3)!6=.&)!
5).4&/./H!
o./]!/6#;;!5.);3)4/!e#$&63)&#,!#$:!,&%=6!4#&$6.$#$-.!
b&$:,#9!"#)^.6!
:(6&./H!<=.9!-3$6)#-6!3(6/&:.!7.$:3)/!;3)!/^&,,.:!
6)#:./!T3)^!/(-=!#/!5,(4+&$%!#$:!fl12H!
o./]!6=.9!-33):&$#6.!#$:!5#9!;3)!43/6!)3(6&$.!
).5#&)/@!+(6!6=.!23($69!6#^./!-#).!3;!fl12@!#,#)4/@!
F,.$!L-=3!*#)^!
/34.!5,(4+&$%@!#$:!/34.!.,.-6)&-#,H!<=.!`#6&3$#,!
*#)^!8.)7&-.!6#^./!-#).!3;!%)3($:/@!/.-()&69@!#!;.T!
4#e3)!).5#&)!&6.4/!U&H.H@!)33;/X@!#$:!5#)^&$%H!
F)#$7&,,.!G/,#$:!
o./H!
N.[&$%63$!"#)^.6!
o./]!3(6!3;!$.6!T3)^&$%!-#5&6#,!#$:!-#/=!;,3TH!

!

AR!

*&^.!*,#-.!"#)^.6!
*&3$..)!23()6=3(/.!
8a(#).!
>.#:&$%!<.)4&$#,!
"#)^.6!

o./]!**"!*\1!-3$:(-6/!#$:!5#9/!;3)!)3(6&$.!
4#&$6.$#$-.H!
o./]!-,.#$&$%!&/!-3$6)#-6.:!6=)3(%=!O(/&$.//!
G45)37.4.$6!\&/6)&-6HR!<=.!2&69!*#)^/!\.5#)64.$6!
5)37&:./!,#$:/-#5.!/.)7&-./!#$:!&/!3$!-#,,!63!;&[!
4#e3)!5)3+,.4/H!!
o./H!

!
XRH8$YR7;$R;ZUTN\U!NRT$<RR;XNTU!H$UTX^R;$:UY$BR;$<U:N!UI$
ND:;R[HDHT!8W!
o./@!T&6=!2&69!*,#$$&$%!m!\.7.,354.$6@!#$:!
<=.!2&69!"#)^.6!
'7.)/&%=6!2344&66..H!
`3]!6=.!*3)6!&/!)./53$/&+,.!;3)!#$9!+(&,:&$%!
&45)37.4.$6/H!La(&69!';;&-.!&$&6&#,,9!#,,366.:!6.$#$6!
<=.!b.))9!O(&,:&$%!
&45)37.4.$6!U<GX!43$.9!63!6.$#$6/!;3)!+(&,:&$%!3(6!
6=.&)!/5#-./H!
2bb"!-33):&$#6./!-#5&6#,!&45)37.4.$6/H!<=.!2&69!&/!
3+,&%#6.:!63!5#9!;3)!-#5&6#,!&45)37.4.$6/H!G6!
b&$:,#9!"#)^.6!
-()).$6,9!+(:%.6/!iCBB@BBB!5.)!9.#)!;3)!6=&/!
5()53/.H!
<=.9!5(6!Id!3;!.#)$.:!&$-34.!&$63!6=.&)!-#5&6#,!;($:!
#$:!#).!.[5.-6.:!63!5#9!;3)!-#5&6#,!&45)37.4.$6/@!
F,.$!L-=3!*#)^!
T&6=!6=.!.[-.56&3$!3;!4#e3)!&$;)#/6)(-6().!&6.4/@!
T=&-=!#).!5#&:!+9!6=.!`#6&3$#,!*#)^!8.)7&-.H!
F)#$7&,,.!G/,#$:!
o./H!
o./]!-37.).:!+9!$.6!T3)^&$%!-#5&6#,!T=.$!53//&+,.H!
N.[&$%63$!"#)^.6!
"#e3)!.[5.$/./!#).!;&$#$-.:@!T&6=!6=.!:.+6!/.)7&-.!
-34&$%!3(6!3;!-#/=!;,3TH!
o./@!**"!*\1!-33):&$#6./@!5,#$/@!#$:!5#9/!;3)!#,,!
#$$(#,!-#5&6#,!&45)37.4.$6/@!.[-.56!-()).$6!4#e3)!
).$37#6&3$!T3)^@!T=&-=!&/!;($:.:!+9!#!736.)P
#55)37.:!,.79H!!U<=.!T3)^!&$-,(:./!/.&/4&-!
(5%)#:./@!4#e3)!"L*!(5%)#:./@!#$:!6=.!#::&6&3$!3;!
*&^.!*,#-.!"#)^.6!
5(+,&-!#4.$&6&./!&$-,(:&$%!.,.7#63)/@!+#6=)334/@!#$:!
,&%=6&$%H!8-35.!#$:!/-#,.!3;!T3)^!)($/!&$!#!JBPQB!
9.#)!-9-,.H!<=.!.;;3)6!63!/.-().!,.79!/(553)6!;)34!6=.!
2&69!3;!8.#66,.!#$:!736.)/!T#/!#!)3(%=,9!
MP9.#)!5)3-.//HX!
o./]!/(+e.-6!63!T)&66.$!#(6=3)&Y#6&3$!;)34!6=.!2&69H!
*&3$..)!23()6=3(/.!
2&69!&/!)./53$/&+,.!;3)!4#&$6#&$&$%!#$:!).5#&)&$%!
8a(#).!
4#e3)!/6)(-6()#,!-3453$.$6/!3;!6=.!8a(#).@!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

R!V*(+,&-!85#-.@!*(+,&-!<)#$/53)6#6&3$!F.,!&$!*3)6,#$:Z/!*&3$..)!8a(#).H!

=6650hhTTTH55/H3)%h#)6&-,./h5&3$..)/aH!1--.//.:!ABCC!b.+)(#)9!ACH!

!

AK!

&$-,(:&$%!)33;/@!T#,^&$%!/();#-./@!#$:!"L*!
-3453$.$6/HK!
>.#:&$%!<.)4&$#,!
"#)^.6!

o./H!

!
XRH8$YR7;$R;ZUTN\U!NRT$<RR;XNTU!H$UTX^R;$:UY$BR;$8UBH!Y9$
:RIN<H9$R;$8H<7;N!Y$8H;[N<H8W!
<=.!2&69!"#)^.6!
`3]!5#&:!/.5#)#6.,9!+9!2&69!/.-()&69!:.5#)64.$6H!
o./]!6=.9!5)37&:.!AQP=3()!/.-()&69!T&6=&$!6=.!
<=.!b.))9!O(&,:&$%!
+(&,:&$%!6=)3(%=!#!/.-()&69!;&)4H!`3!-3$6)#-6!T&6=!
6=.!,3-#,!53,&-.H!
o./]!2bb"!/6#;;!5)37&:./!#!($&;3)4.:!5)./.$-.!&$!
5#)^&$%!,36/!3$!8#6():#9/!#$:!8($:#9/H!<=.9!=&).!
3;;P:(69!53,&-.!3;;&-.)/!63!#//&/6!T&6=!6)#;;&-!-3$6)3,!
3$!=3,&:#9!T..^.$:/H!<=.!2&69!=#/!#//&%$.:!#!6T3P
b&$:,#9!"#)^.6!
3;;&-.)!T#,^&$%!5#6)3,!63!6=.!4#)^.6!;&7.!<(./:#9/!
6=)3(%=!8#6():#9/!#$:!=#/!+..$!%33:!#+3(6!
4#&$6#&$&$%!#!53,&-.!5)./.$-.!#)3($:!6=.!4#)^.6H!
2bb"!5#9/!;3)!#,#)4!#$:!7&:.3!/()7.&,,#$-.!/9/6.4/H!!!
<=.!`#6&3$#,!*#)^!8.)7&-.!5#9/!;3)!53,&-.H!<=.).!&/!
F,.$!L-=3!*#)^!
$3!5#&:!/.-()&69H!
F)#$7&,,.!G/,#$:!
o./H!
o./]!6=.!"#)^.6!=#/!&6/!3T$!85.-&#,!*3,&-.!;3)-.!3$!
N.[&$%63$!"#)^.6!
5#9)3,,@!/(55,.4.$6.:!+9!O#,6&43).!2&69!*3,&-.!
#//&%$.:!63!6=.!#).#H!
o./]!**"!*\1!.45,39/!5)&7#6.!/.-()&69!/6#;;.:!AQhR!
*&^.!*,#-.!"#)^.6!
#$:!.45,39/!3;;P:(69!8.#66,.!*3,&-.H!
*&3$..)!23()6=3(/.!
o./]!6=.9!-3$6)#-6!T&6=!#!5)&7#6.!/.-()&69!;&)4!
8a(#).!
/=#).:!T&6=!6=.!O(/&$.//!G45)37.4.$6!\&/6)&-6H?!
>.#:&$%!<.)4&$#,!
o./]!6=.9!=#7.!#!5)&7#6.!/.-()&69!;&)4!($:.)!-3$6)#-6!
"#)^.6!
63!5)37&:.!/.-()&69!/.)7&-./H!

!
N8$YR7;$R;ZUTN\U!NRT$;H8:RT8NGIH$BR;$DUTUZNTZ$THU;GY$
:U;ONTZW$NB$YH89$JRVW!
<=.!2&69!"#)^.6!
o./]!5#)^&$%!&/!;)..!.[-.56!3$!-3$-.)6!:#9/!UiCBXH!
o./]!6=.9!,.#/.!#!,36!;)34!6=.!*3)6!#$:!(/.!#!5#)^&$%!
<=.!b.))9!O(&,:&$%!
-345#$9!63!4#$#%.!&6]!7#,.6!5#)^&$%!/.)7&-.!&/!
#7#&,#+,.!#,3$%!6=.!;)3$6!3;!6=.!+(&,:&$%H!
o./]!6=.9!/6#;;!6=.!4#)^.6Z/!6=)..!5#)^&$%!,36/!:()&$%!
5.#^!=3()/!63!4#$#%.!6)#;;&-!#$:!:&/-3()#%.!+).#^P
b&$:,#9!"#)^.6!
&$/H!*#)^&$%!&/!-()).$6,9!;)..!+(6!T&,,!+.-34.!5#&:!
/33$H!*#)^&$%!).7.$(.!&/!#!/&%$&;&-#$6!/=#).!3;!#$$(#,!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
K!b)34!"#$#%.4.$6!1%)..4.$6!+.6T..$!*&3$..)!23()6=3(/.!8a(#).@!G$-H!#$:!2&69!3;!*3)6,#$:!*#)^/!#$:!

>.-).#6&3$!O().#(]!yCBHJ]!/&%$.:!ABBK!\.-.4+.)!CCH!'+6#&$.:!7&#!53/6!;)34!*&3$..)!23()6=3(/.!8a(#).@!
G$-H!
?!L,,&/@!O#)+#)#H!*3)6,#$:Z/!*&3$..)!23()6=3(/.!8a(#).!#$:!l&3,#6&3$/!3;!b&)/6!14.$:4.$6!>&%=6/H!ABBK@!
j#$(#)9!RH!=6650hhTTTH55)-P$.T/H3)%h5).//hD=&6.5#5.)3$*&3$..)8a(#).H5:;H!1--.//.:!ABCC!b.+)(#)9!
ACH!

!

A?!

F,.$!L-=3!*#)^!
F)#$7&,,.!G/,#$:!
N.[&$%63$!"#)^.6!

*&^.!*,#-.!"#)^.6!

&$-34.!#6!4#$9!4#)^.6/!#$:!&6!T&,,!+.-34.!/3!=.).H!
`3]!`#6&3$#,!*#)^!8.)7&-.!&/!)./53$/&+,.H!
o./]!&6!&/!&$-,(:.:!&$!6=.&)!+(:%.6H!
o./]!6=.!"#)^.6!4#$#%./@!#!2&69P3T$.:!/();#-.!,36!
UCCQ!/5#-./X!#$:!#!%#)#%.!UCCRB!/5#-./XH!N.[&$%63$!
"#)^.6!/6#;;/!+36=!6=.!,36!#$:!6=.!%#)#%.H!<=.9!
).-.&7.!6=.!).7.$(.!#$:!-37.)!6=.!.[5.$/./!;)34!6=.!
#$$(#,!+(:%.6H!
o./]!**"!*\1!3T$/!3$.!,#)%.!5#)^&$%!%#)#%.!UzIBB!
/5#-./X!#$:!35.)#6./!6=)..!/();#-.!5#)^&$%!,36/!
3T$.:!+9!6=.!2&69!3;!8.#66,.H!<=.!5#)^&$%!%#)#%.!&/!
#(634#6.:!U#(634#6&3$!)./(,6.:!&$!#!$.#),9!ABd!
%#&$!&$!).7.$(.X!6=.!/();#-.!,36/!#).!4#$#%.!+9!
-3$6)#-6!T&6=!>.5(+,&-!*#)^&$%H!

*&3$..)!23()6=3(/.!
8a(#).!

`3H!

>.#:&$%!<.)4&$#,!
"#)^.6!

`3]!6=.9!=#7.!#$!#%)..4.$6!T&6=!#!$.#)+9!5#)^&$%!
/6)(-6().!63!5)37&:.!).:(-.:!5)&-.!5#)^&$%!;3)!
"#)^.6!5#6)3$/0!#!;,#6!)#6.!3;!iQ!;3)!(5!63!A!=3()/!
T&6=!5()-=#/.!3;!iCB!3)!43).H!*#)^&$%!-3/6/!#).!
/(+/&:&Y.:!+9!6=.!"#)^.6!#$:!5#//.:!6=)3(%=!63!
6.$#$6/H!

!
Financial Structure
<=.!;3,,3T&$%!6#+,./!-345#).!6=.!;&$#$-&#,!/6)(-6()./!3;!.#-=!-#/.H!
!!
XR$YR7$;H<HN[H$B7TXNTZ$B;RD$!JH$:7GIN<$UZHT<Y$!JU!$RVT8$!JH$
IUTXW!
G;!$..:.:@!6=.9!4#9!#/^!6=.!2&69!;3)!#!/(+/&:9!3;!
<=.!2&69!"#)^.6!
iAI@BBB!3)!43).!
`3@!6=.9!4#/6.)!,.#/.!6=.!+(&,:&$%!#$:!5#9!).$6!63!
<=.!b.))9!O(&,:&$%!
6=.!*3)6H!
o./]!&$!ABCC@!6=.9!T&,,!).-.&7.!iIKI@BBB!&$!;.:.)#,!
2\OF!;($:/!6=)3(%=!6=.!2&69!3;!2&$-&$$#6&!;3)!4#)^.6!
b&$:,#9!"#)^.6!
35.)#6&3$/@!#+3(6!iR?@BBB!;3)!4#)^.6!35.)#6&3$/!
;)34!6=.!2&69Z/!%.$.)#,!;($:@!#$:!iCBB@BBB!&$!;.:.)#,!
2\OF!;($:/!;3)!-#5&6#,!&45)37.4.$6/H!
o./]!6=)3(%=!6=.!#)6/!-3($-&,!#/!#!).%(,#)!%)#$6!
F,.$!L-=3!*#)^!
).-&5&.$6H!
<=.!4#$#%.4.$6!3)%#$&Y#6&3$!U2#$#:#!"3)6%#%.!
F)#$7&,,.!G/,#$:!
#$:!f3(/&$%!23)53)#6&3$X!#,/3!3T$/!6=.!,#$:H!
1!$34&$#,!/(+/&:9@!).:(-.:!+9!6=.!.-3$349@!
N.[&$%63$!"#)^.6!
&$-,(:.:!#/!#!%)#$:;#6=.).:!&6.4!;)34!-3)53)#6&3$!
+.%&$$&$%/H!
`3@!T&6=!6=.!.[-.56&3$!3;!6=.!736.)!#55)37.:!,.79@!
*&^.!*,#-.!"#)^.6!
T=&-=!6=.!2&69!-3,,.-6/!#$:!;3)!T=&-=!**"!*\1!
/(+4&6/!:)#T/!#/!-3$/6)(-6&3$!5)3%).//./H!

!

JB!

*&3$..)!23()6=3(/.!
8a(#).!

o./]!/(+e.-6!63!#7#&,#+,.!;($:&$%@!6=.!2&69!;($:/!#!
+#/.!,.7.,!3;!).#/3$#+,.!/.-()&69@!35.)#6&$%@!#$:!
4#&$6.$#$-.!-3/6/H!O#/.!;($:&$%!#43($6/!#).!
:.6.)4&$.:!6=)3(%=!6=.!+(:%.6&$%!5)3-.//H!

>.#:&$%!<.)4&$#,!
"#)^.6!

`3H!

!
XR$YR7$;H<HN[H$UTY$R!JH;$R7!8NXH$B7TXNTZW$:IHU8H$XH8<;NGH>!
F)#$6/@!/53$/3)/=&5/@!#$:!;($:&$%!;)34!-#/&$3/!;3)!
<=.!2&69!"#)^.6!
-#5&6#,!&45)37.4.$6/!
<=.!b.))9!O(&,:&$%!
`3H!
<=.9!/3,&-&6!%37.)$4.$6!#$:!;3($:#6&3$!%)#$6/!#$:!
6=.9!#,/3!;($:)#&/.H!G$!6=.!-()).$6!;&/-#,!9.#)@!6=.9!
#).!6#)%.6&$%!63!)#&/.!#+3(6!iABB@BBB!;)34!6=3/.!
b&$:,#9!"#)^.6!
/3()-./H!G$!6=.&)!43/6!).-.$6!;&/-#,!9.#)@!6=.9!
%.$.)#6.:!43).!6=#$!iQBB@BBB!;)34!%)#$6/!#$:!
;($:)#&/&$%H!
o./]!;)34!;3($:#6&3$/@!&$:&7&:(#,/@!-3)53)#6&3$/]!
F,.$!L-=3!*#)^!
4#e3)!#$$(#,!%#,#H!
F)#$7&,,.!G/,#$:!
`3H!
N.[&$%63$!"#)^.6!
`3H!
**"!*\1!=#/!.$6.).:!&$63!/.7.)#,!`.T!"#)^.6!<#[!
2).:&6!:.#,/!63!;($:!5)35.)69!#-a(&/&6&3$/@!$.T!
-3$/6)(-6&3$@!#$:!).$37#6&3$H!!1::&6&3$#,,9@!6=.!
"#)^.6!b3($:#6&3$@!T=&-=!).-.&7./!+#/.!;($:&$%!#$:!
*&^.!*,#-.!"#)^.6!
3;;&-.!/5#-.!;)34!6=.!*\1@!-3$:(-6/!.[6.$/&7.!
;($:)#&/&$%!63!/(553)6!/3-&#,!/.)7&-.!35.)#6&3$/!&$!
6=.!"#)^.6!U5).P/-=33,@!4.:&-#,!-.$6.)@!/.$&3)!
-.$6.)@!#$:!;33:!+#$^XH!
*&3$..)!23()6=3(/.!
o./]!&$P^&$:!-3$6)&+(6&3$/@!%)#$6/@!:3$#6&3$/!;)34!
8a(#).!
-344($&69!5#)6$.)/!#$:!-=#)&6#+,.!.7.$6/H!
>.#:&$%!<.)4&$#,!
`3H!
"#)^.6!

!
VJU!$N8$YR7;$
R;ZUTN\U!NRT_8$
IU;ZH8!$8R7;<H$
RB`$

G`2'"L!

Ln*L`8L!

<=.!2&69!"#)^.6!

<.$#$6!).$6/@!;#)4.)/Z!
4#)^.6!&$-34.H!

<=.!b.))9!O(&,:&$%!

';;&-.!#$:!).6#&,!).$6H!

E6&,&6&./@!4#&$6.$#$-.@!
T#%./!#$:!/#,#)&./H!
O(&,:&$%!6#[./!#$:!
&$/()#$-.H!

b&$:,#9!"#)^.6!
F,.$!L-=3!*#)^!
F)#$7&,,.!G/,#$:!

!

"#)^.6!35.)#6&3$/!
-3$6)#-6!T&6=!2&69!
UQKdXH!
>./&:.$6!-335.)#63)/!
U).$6.)/X!UABdXH!
`36!#7#&,#+,.H!

JC!

D#%./!#$:!/#,#)&./!
UJRdXH!
D#%./!#$:!/#,#)&./!
UQIdXH!
`36!#7#&,#+,.H!

N.[&$%63$!"#)^.6!

<.$#$6!).$6/!UMQdXH!

*&^.!*,#-.!"#)^.6!

2344.)-&#,!).$6!UAMdXH!

*&3$..)!23()6=3(/.!
8a(#).!

G$P^&$:!:3$#6&3$/!
UJMdX]!.7.$6!#$:!).$6#,!
&$-34.!UC?dXH!

>.#:&$%!<.)4&$#,!
"#)^.6!

>.$6!U?BdXH!

D#%./!#$:!/#,#)&./!
UJCdXH!
D#%./!#$:!/#,#)&./!
UI?dXH!
G$P^&$:!:3$#6&3$/!UJMdX]!
T#%./!#$:!/#,#)&./!
UAAdXH!
D#%./!#$:!/#,#)&./!
UJJdXH!

!
XRH8$YR7;$R;ZUTN\U!NRT$DUNT!UNT$U$8H:U;U!H$
GUTO$U<<R7T!$B;RD$!JH$:7GIN<$UZHT<YW!
<=.!2&69!"#)^.6!
o./H!
<=.!b.))9!O(&,:&$%!
o./H!
b&$:,#9!"#)^.6!
o./H!
F,.$!L-=3!*#)^!
o./H!
F)#$7&,,.!G/,#$:!
`36!#7#&,#+,.H!
N.[&$%63$!"#)^.6!
o./H!
*&^.!*,#-.!"#)^.6!
o./H!
*&3$..)!23()6=3(/.!
`36!#7#&,#+,.H!
8a(#).!
>.#:&$%!<.)4&$#,!
o./H!
"#)^.6!

!
Relationships with Public Agency
<=.!;3,,3T&$%!6#+,./!-345#).!6=.!).,#6&3$/=&5/!.#-=!3)%#$&Y#6&3$!=#/!T&6=!&6/!)./5.-6&7.!
5(+,&-!#%.$-9H!
!
VJU!$N8$YR7;$R;ZUTN\U!NRT_8$;HIU!NRT8JN:$VN!J$!JH$<N!Y$R;$
:7GIN<$UZHT<YW!
<=.!2&69!"#)^.6!
V<=&/!&/!#!-&69!3T$.:!5)35.)69!5)&7#6.,9!4#$#%.:!6=)3(%=!#!6=&):!5#)69!
4#$#%.4.$6!#%)..4.$6{!T.!:.#,!T&6=!#,,!,.7.,/!3;!2&69!%37.)$4.$6!#$:!
4#$9!+3#):/!#$:!3)%#$&Y#6&3$/HW!
<=.!b.))9!O(&,:&$%!
V<=.!*3)6!&/!3()!N#$:,3):H!'6=.)!#%.$-&./!=#7.!e()&/:&-6&3$!37.)!/34.!3;!6=.!
5).4&/./!T&6=!).%#):!63!(/.!#$:!#--.//HW!
b&$:,#9!"#)^.6!
VD.!=#7.!#!-,3/.!).,#6&3$/=&5!T&6=!6=.!2&69!"#$#%.)Z/!3;;&-.!#$:!4#&$6#&$!
).,#6&3$/=&5/!T&6=!4.4+.)/!3;!2&69!23($-&,H!<=.!2&69!=#/!#//&%$.:!#!-3$6)#-6!
#:4&$&/6)#63)!&$!6=.!b#-&,&6&./!"#$#%.4.$6!\&7&/&3$!3;!&6/!*(+,&-!8.)7&-./!
\.5#)64.$6H!`3!-&69!3;;&-&#,/!/&6!3$!3()!+3#):!s!T.!#).!#!5)&7#6.!$3$P5)3;&6!
3)%#$&Y#6&3$!T&6=!#!/.,;P/.,.-6&$%!+3#):HW!
F,.$!L-=3!*#)^!
Vb3()!#553&$6.:!53/&6&3$/!3$!+3#):!#553&$6.:!+9!-3($69!.[.-(6&7.!5,(/!A!.[!
3;;&-&3!;)34!-3($-&,!#$:!-3($69!.[.-(6&7.!U$3!3$.!;)34!`*8XHW!
F)#$7&,,.!G/,#$:!

!

JA!

F)#$7&,,.!G/,#$:!&/!3$!;.:.)#,!%37.)$4.$6!5)35.)69H!<=.!2#$#:#!"3)6%#%.!
#$:!f3(/&$%!23)53)#6&3$!U2"f2X!3T$/!#$:!4#$#%./!6=.!,#$:H!
N.[&$%63$!"#)^.6!
V<=.!N.[&$%63$!"#)^.6!23)53)#6&3$!&/!#!/.5#)#6.!IBCU-XUJX!/.6!(5!+9!6=.!
2&69HW!
*&^.!*,#-.!"#)^.6!
V**"!*\1!35.)#6./!($:.)!#/!#$!&$:.5.$:.$6!#%.$-9!($:.)!#!-=#)6.)HW!
*&3$..)!23()6=3(/.!8a(#).!
*&3$..)!23()6=3(/.!8a(#).@!G$-H!=#/!#!4#$#%.4.$6!#%)..4.$6!T&6=!6=.!2&69!
3;!*3)6,#$:!*#)^/!#$:!>.-).#6&3$!O().#(H!
>.#:&$%!<.)4&$#,!"#)^.6!
V'()!O3#):!3;!\&).-63)/!=#/!).5)./.$6#6&3$!;)34!5(+,&-!3;;&-&#,/!#$:!
#%.$-&./@!&$-,(:&$%!6=.!"#93)@!2&69!23($-&,@!#$:!6=.!*.$$/9,7#$&#!23$7.$6&3$!
2.$6.)!1(6=3)&69HW!

!
JRV$<IR8HIY$XRH8$!JH$:7GIN<$UZHT<Y$DRTN!R;$YR7;$
R;ZUTN\U!NRTW!
<=.!2&69!"#)^.6!
VlL>o@!T.!=#7.!#!-3$6)#-6!#:4&$&/6)#63)!;)34!t6=.u!*,#$$&$%!#$:!
\.7.,354.$6!:.5#)64.$6!6=#6!tT.u!T3)^!7.)9!-,3/.,9!T&6=!#$:!&/!3$!#,,!6=.!
-344&66../!6=#6!37.)/..!35.)#6&3$/HW!
<=.!b.))9!O(&,:&$%!
V<=.!*3)6!-3$:(-6/!6=.!:./&%$!).7&.T!;3)!#,,!$.T!-3$/6)(-6&3$!#$:!
#,6.)#6&3$/!&$!6=.!+(&,:&$%H!<=.9!#,/3@!#,3$%!T&6=!36=.)!#%.$-&./@!43$&63)!
(/./!T&6=&$!6=.!+(&,:&$%!#$:!#--.//!63!6=.!+(&,:&$%!#$:!T#6.);)3$6H!<=.!
%)3($:!,.#/.!/6&5(,#6./!=3T!6=.!+(&,:&$%!&/!63!;($-6&3$HW!
b&$:,#9!"#)^.6!
V<=.!2&69!&/!$36!&$73,7.:!&$!6=.!:#9P63P:#9!35.)#6&3$!3;!6=.!4#)^.6H!D.!
5)37&:.!;&$#$-&#,!#$:!35.)#6&3$/!).53)6/!).%(,#),9@!#$:!/(+4&6!.[5.$/.!
73(-=.)/!;3)!).&4+()/.4.$6!43$6=,9H!D.!T3)^!-,3/.,9!T&6=!3()!-3$6)#-6!
#:4&$&/6)#63)!3$!-#5&6#,!&45)37.4.$6/!#$:!4#&$6.$#$-.!&//(./HW!
F,.$!L-=3!*#)^!
VtD.!=#7.u!).5)./.$6#6&3$!3;!.[.-(6&7.!t4#$#%.4.$6u!&$73,7.:!&$!O3#):!
4..6&$%/!#$:!36=.)!4..6&$%/]!`#6&3$#,!*#)^!8.)7&-.!=#/!#!).5)./.$6#6&7.!
#66.$:!O3#):!4..6&$%/!#$:!4..6/!).%(,#),9!T&6=!/6#;;!).0!35.)#6&3$/HW!
F)#$7&,,.!G/,#$:!
<=.!5(+,&-!#%.$-9!&/!#,/3!6=.!4#$#%.4.$6!3)%#$&Y#6&3$H!!
N.[&$%63$!"#)^.6!
V<=)3(%=!6=.!O3#):!#$:!2&69!3;;&-.)/!3$!6=.!O3#):@!t#$:u!-=.-^P/&%$&$%!,&4&6/!
3$!6=.!L[.-(6&7.!\&).-63)HW|!
*&^.!*,#-.!"#)^.6!
V\&).-6!.$%#%.4.$6!6=)3(%=!,.79!:)#T!5)3-.//]!36=.)T&/.!&$6.$6&3$#,,9!
&$:.5.$:.$6HW!
*&3$..)!23()6=3(/.!8a(#).!
`36!#7#&,#+,.H!
>.#:&$%!<.)4&$#,!"#)^.6!
V{!$36!7.)9!-,3/.,9HW!

$
!

JJ!

JRV$XRH8$!JH$:7GIN<$UZHT<Y$DUNT!UNT$<JH<O8$UTX$GUIUT<H8$VN!J$
YR7;$R;ZUTN\U!NRTW$
<=.!2&69!"#)^.6!
V"3$6=,9!#$:!a(#)6.),9!;&$#$-&#,/!#).!5)37&:.:!#$:!6=.9!=#7.!63!#55)37.!3()!
#$$(#,!+(:%.6HW!
<=.!b.))9!O(&,:&$%!
V<=.!*3)6!).,&./!3$!6=.!#%)..4.$6/!/.6!;3)6=!&$!6=.!%)3($:!,.#/.HW!
b&$:,#9!"#)^.6!
V'()!4#)^.6!4#$#%.4.$6!-3$6)#-6!-#$!+.!6.)4&$#6.:!T&6=!/&[!43$6=/!$36&-.!
+9!.&6=.)!5#)69H!O36=!t23)53)#6&3$!;3)!b&$:,#9!"#)^.6u!#$:!6=.!2&69!=#7.!
T3)^.:!63!/(/6#&$!#!/6)3$%!5#)6$.)/=&5!+#/.:!3$!35.$@!=3$./6!
-344($&-#6&3$HW!
F,.$!L-=3!*#)^!
VD.!=#7.!#$$(#,!#(:&6@!$3)4#,!+3#):@!6=.9!=#7.!).5)./.$6#6&3$HW!
F)#$7&,,.!G/,#$:!
G$!6=&/!-#/.@!6=.!5(+,&-!#%.$-9!#,/3!#-6/!#/!6=.!4#$#%.4.$6!3)%#$&Y#6&3$H!
2=.-^/!#$:!+#,#$-./!#).!4#&$6#&$.:!T&6=!6=.!5(+,&-!7&#!6=.!F)#$7&,,.!G/,#$:!
<)(/60!#$!#:7&/3)9!+3:9!-3453/.:!3;!$&$.!4.4+.)/@!T&6=!).5)./.$6#6&3$!
;)34!F)#$7&,,.!G/,#$:@!,3-#,!#).#!)./&:.$6/@!#$:!6=.!2&69!3;!l#$-3(7.)HCB!<=.!
<)(/6!#:7&/./!2"f2!3$!#!T&:.!)#$%.!3;!/(+e.-6/!#$:!:.#,/!T&6=!7#)&3(/!
&//(./!#$:!#-6/!#/!#!,&#&/3$!63!6=.!"&$&/6.)!)./53$/&+,.!;3)!2"f2!#$:!,3-#,!
.,.-6.:!).5)./.$6#6&7./HCC!
N.[&$%63$!"#)^.6!
Vt<=)3(%=!2&69!3;;&-.)/!3$!O3#):!#$:!-=.-^!/&%$&$%!,&4&6/Hu!1/!,3$%!#/!6=.!
"#)^.6!-3$6&$(./!63!35.)#6.!T&6=3(6!%3&$%!63!O3#):!3;!L/6&4#6./!;3)!43$.9!
U$36!/&$-.!C?RKX@!T.!35.)#6.!T&6=!7&)6(#,!#(63$349HW!
*&^.!*,#-.!"#)^.6!
VtD&6=!3()u!#$$(#,!).53)6HW!
*&3$..)!23()6=3(/.!8a(#).!
2&69!2344&//&3$.)!&$!-=#)%.!3;!*3)6,#$:Z/!*#)^/!#$:!>.-).#6&3$!\.5#)64.$6!
#(634#6&-#,,9!/.)7./!3$!6=.!O3#):HCA!2&69!=#/!6=.!)&%=6!63!6.)4&$#6.!6=.!
4#$#%.4.$6!#%)..4.$6!&;!*&3$..)!23()6=3(/.!8a(#).@!G$-H!:.;#(,6/H!L&6=.)!
5#)69!4#9!73,($6#)&,9!6.)4&$#6.!6=.!#%)..4.$6!T&6=!$3!,.//!6=#$!M!43$6=/!
T)&66.$!$36&-.!63!6=.!36=.)!5#)69HCJ!1!*#)^/!#$:!>.-).#6&3$!/6#;;!4.4+.)!/&6/!
3$!6=.!*&3$..)!23()6=3(/.!8a(#).!b#-&,&6&./!2344&66..H!
>.#:&$%!<.)4&$#,!"#)^.6!
V<=)3(%=!6=.!O3#):!3;!\&).-63)/@!T=&-=!#55)37./!+(:%.6/@!/5.$:&$%@!#$:!6=.!
).$6!/6)(-6().HW!

!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

CB!F)#$7&,,.!G/,#$:!N.#/&$%!F(&:.,&$./0!

=6650hhTTTH%)#$7&,,.&/,#$:H-34h/&6./h#,,h;&,./hBRw,.#/&$%w%(&:.,&$./wT.+H5:;H!1--.//.:!ABCC!b.+)(#)9!
AAH!
CC!F)#$7&,,.!G/,#$:!T.+/&6.0!=6650hhTTTH%)#$7&,,.&/,#$:H-34h$3:.hCIQMH!1--.//.:!ABCC!b.+)(#)9!AAH!
CA!*&3$..)!23()6=3(/.!8a(#).!V"#$#%.4.$6W!T.+5#%.0!
=6650hhTTTH5&3$..)-3()6=3(/./a(#).H3)%h4#$#%.4.$6H=64H!1--.//.:!ABCC!b.+)(#)9!ACH!
CJ!b)34!"#$#%.4.$6!1%)..4.$6!+.6T..$!*&3$..)!23()6=3(/.!8a(#).@!G$-H!#$:!2&69!3;!*3)6,#$:!*#)^/!#$:!
>.-).#6&3$!O().#(]!yCRHC]!/&%$.:!ABBK!\.-.4+.)!CCH!

!

JQ!

JRV$RB!HT9$UTX$VJU!9$D78!$YR7$;H:R;!$!R$!JH$:7GIN<$UZHT<YW$
<=.!2&69!"#)^.6!
VD.!:3!$36!=#7.!#!O3#):!+(6!:3!).53)6!a(#)6.),9!63!#$!'7.)/&%=6!2344&66..!
#$:!43$6=,9!63!#!"#$#%.4.$6!2344&66..!s!T.!).53)6!3$!35.)#6&3$/@!
;&$#$-&#,/@!4#)^.6&$%!#$:!.7.$6!.;;3)6/@!6.$#$6/@!#$:!;#)4.)/!4#)^.6HW!
<=.!b.))9!O(&,:&$%!
VD.!).53)6!#$$(#,!/#,./!63!6=.!*3)6!;3)!6=.!5()53/./!3;!).$6!63!+.!5#&:HW!
b&$:,#9!"#)^.6!
VD.!/.$:!#,,!3;!6=.!#+37.!tO3#):!4&$(6./@!;&$#$-&#,!#$:!4#)^.6&$%!).53)6/X!
63!6=.!-&69H!F.$.)#,,9@!+.-#(/.!3()!+3#):!4..6/!.7.)9!36=.)!43$6=@!6=#6!&/!6=.!
-()).$6!).53)6&$%!&$6.)7#,HW!
F,.$!L-=3!*#)^!
V\3!$36!$..:!63!).53)6!&$!#!;3)4#,!T#9@!+(6!-344($&-#6.!).%(,#),9HW!
F)#$7&,,.!G/,#$:!
`36!#55,&-#+,.H!
N.[&$%63$!"#)^.6!
V*#)^&$%!6#[./HW!
*&^.!*,#-.!"#)^.6!
V>.%(,#),9!;3)!,.79!:)#T/]!#$$(#,,9!;3)!$3)4#,!35.)#6&3$/HW!
*&3$..)!23()6=3(/.!8a(#).!
1$$(#,!+(:%.6!4(/6!+.!#55)37.:!+9!2&69!23($-&,H!
>.#:&$%!<.)4&$#,!"#)^.6!
V1$$(#,!6#[!).6()$/!63!6=.!G>8!#$:!6=.!23443$T.#,6=!3;!*.$$/9,7#$&#@!#(:&6!
).53)6!5).5#).:!#$$(#,,9@!43$6=,9!;&$#$-&#,!/6#6.4.$6/!/=#).:!T&6=!6=.!
O3#):!3;!\&).-63)/!43$6=,9HW!

!
VJU!$!Y:H$UTX$IHTZ!J$RB$UZ;HHDHT!$R;$<RT!;U<!$XR$YR7$JU[H$
VN!J$!JH$:7GIN<$UZHT<YW$
<=.!2&69!"#)^.6!
<=&):!5#)69!4#$#%.4.$6!#%)..4.$6!T&6=!6=.!2&69]!Q!9.#)/H!
<=.!b.))9!O(&,:&$%!
N.#/.!T&6=!6=.!*3)6]!MM!9.#)/H!
b&$:,#9!"#)^.6!
*)35.)69!,.#/.!#%)..4.$6!#$:!4#$#%.4.$6!-3$6)#-6!T&6=!6=.!2&69]!+36=!=#7.!
I!9.#)!6.)4/@!T&6=!J!IP9.#)!).$.T#,!356&3$/H!
F,.$!L-=3!*#)^!
1%)..4.$6!6=#6!4&))3)/!`#6&3$#,!*#)^!8.)7&-.!#%)..4.$6!T&6=!"3$6%34.)9!
23($69!U6=.9!#).!;(,;&,,&$%!6=.!23($69Z/!3+,&%#6&3$/!&$!6=.!5#)^X]!CI!9.#)/!
T&6=!IP9.#)!).$.T#,!356&3$H!
F)#$7&,,.!G/,#$:!
`36!#55,&-#+,.H!
N.[&$%63$!"#)^.6!
N.#/.!#%)..4.$6]!AB!9.#)/!T&6=!ABP9.#)!356&3$/H!
*&^.!*,#-.!"#)^.6!
2=#)6.)]!,.$%6=!&/!5.)5.6(#,H!
*&3$..)!23()6=3(/.!8a(#).!
"#$#%.4.$6!#%)..4.$6!T&6=!*#)^/!#$:!>.-).#6&3$!O().#(]!I!9.#)/!T&6=!3$.!

!

JI!

IP9.#)!356&3$H!
>.#:&$%!<.)4&$#,!"#)^.6!
N.#/.!T&6=!6=.!*.$$/9,7#$&#!23$7.$6&3$!2.$6.)!1(6=3)&69]!JB!9.#)/H!

!
Management Effectiveness
<=.!;3,,3T&$%!6=)..!6#+,./!-345#).!6=.!3)%#$&Y#6&3$/Z!O3#):!;($-6&3$#,&69!#/!T.,,!#/!6=.&)!
35&$&3$/!3$!4#$#%.4.$6!.;;.-6&7.$.//H!
!
VJU!$U;H$!JH$a7UINBN<U!NRT8$UTX$:;R<H88H8$BR;$8H;[NTZ$RT$!JH$
GRU;X$RB$XN;H<!R;8W$
<=.!2&69!"#)^.6!
`36!#55,&-#+,.H!
<=.!b.))9!O(&,:&$%!
`36!#55,&-#+,.H!
b&$:,#9!"#)^.6!
<=.!O3#):!&/!/.,;P/.,.-6&$%0!\&).-63)/!#).!.,.-6.:!+9!6=.!O3#):H!!<=.!O3#):!
=#/!#!/6#$:&$%!-344&66..!)./53$/&+,.!;3)!&:.$6&;9&$%!/^&,,!/.6/!(/.;(,!63!6=.!
O3#):r/!-()).$6!T3)^!#$:!;3)!).-)(&6&$%!-#$:&:#6./!6=#6!=#7.!6=3/.!/^&,,!/.6/H!
<=.).!&/!$3!5).P:.6.)4&$.:!#,,3-#6&3$!3;!/.#6/H!\&).-63)/!/&%$!#!-3$;,&-6!3;!
&$6.)./6!#%)..4.$6!#$$(#,,9]!.[-.56!;3)!4.)-=#$6/@!$3!\&).-63)!-#$!+.!5#&:!
;3)!T3)^!:3$.!3$!+.=#,;!3;!b&$:,#9!"#)^.6!3)!<=.!23)53)#6&3$!;3)!b&$:,#9!
"#)^.6H!<=.).!#).!$3!6.)4!,&4&6/H!F.$.)#,,9@!6=.!3;;&-.)/!=#7.!/.)7.:!;3)!6T3!
6=)..P9.#)!6.)4/H!
F,.$!L-=3!*#)^!
<=.!O3#):!4.4+.)/!#).!-344($&69!73,($6..)/!#$:!-3$7.$.!$&$.!6&4./!5.)!
9.#)H!O3#):!".4+.)/!/.)7.!6=)..P9.#)!6.)4/H!<=.9!#).!.&6=.)!#553&$6.:!+9!
6=.!23($69!L[.-(6&7.!U;3()!23($69!#553&$6../!#$:!6T3!$.&%=+3)=33:!
).5)./.$6#6&7./X!3)!$34&$#6.:!+9!-()).$6!O3#):!".4+.)/H!<=.!*#)6$.)/=&5!
/..^/!).5)./.$6#6&3$!;)34!#!7#)&.69!3;!%.3%)#5=&-@!-(,6()#,@!#$:!73-#6&3$#,!
+#-^%)3($:/H!<=.!O3#):!F37.)$#$-.!2344&66..!).-)(&6/!#$:!/.,.-6/!$.T!
".4+.)/!U).7&.T!#55,&-#6&3$/@!-3$:(-6!&$6.)7&.T/@!#$:!4#^.!;&$#,!
).-344.$:#6&3$/!;3)!#!O3#):!736.XH!!
F)#$7&,,.!G/,#$:!
`36!#7#&,#+,.H!
N.[&$%63$!"#)^.6!
\&).-63)/!/=#,,!+.!V5(+,&-P/5&)&6.:!-&6&Y.$/@W!)./&:.$6/!3;@!3)!.45,39.:!&$@!6=.!
2&69!3;!O#,6&43).@!T=3!=#7.!+..$!#-6&7.!&$!5)3436&$%!6=.!5)./.)7#6&3$!#$:!
;()6=.)#$-.!3;!6=.!N.[&$%63$!"#)^.6H!1,,!3;!6=.!\&).-63)/!/=#,,!+.!.,.-6.:!+9!
6=.!4.4+.)/@!5)37&:.:@!=3T.7.)@!6=#6!3$.!3;!6=.!\&).-63)/!/=#,,!+.!6=.!
\&).-63)!3;!b&$#$-.!3;!O#,6&43).!2&69@!3$.!3;!6=.!\&).-63)/!/=#,,!+.!6=.!2=&.;!
3;!6=.!O().#(!3;!<).#/()9!"#$#%.4.$6!3;!O#,6&43).!2&69@!#$:!3$.!3;!6=.!
\&).-63)/!/=#,,!+.!#553&$6.:!+9!6=.!<)(/6../!;3)!6=.!N3#$!#$:!F(#)#$69!
5)3%)#4!3;!O#,6&43).!2&69H!
*&^.!*,#-.!"#)^.6!
';!6=.!CA!O3#):!UV23($-&,WX!4.4+.)/@!3$.!4(/6!+.!/.,.-6.:!+9!6=.!
23$/6&6(.$-9!U6=.!%.$.)#,!4.4+.)/=&5!3;!6=.!*)./.)7#6&3$!#$:!\.7.,354.$6!
1(6=3)&69X@!3$.!4(/6!+.!/.,.-6.:!+9!6=.!"#93)!3;!6=.!2&69!3;!8.#66,.@!#$:!3$.!

!

JM!

4(/6!+.!/.,.-6.:!+9!6=.!23($-&,H!<=./.!6=)..!4(/6!+.!-3$;&)4.:!+9!2&69!
23($-&,H!1!6.)4!&/!;3()!9.#)/!#$:!6=.).!#).!$3!6.)4!,&4&6/H!
*&3$..)!23()6=3(/.!8a(#).!
O3#):!3;!<)(/6../!-3$/&/6/!3;!JQ!.,.-6.:!4.4+.)/!T=3!/.)7.!6T3!
-3$/.-(6&7.!6=)..P9.#)!6.)4/H!<=.!4.4+.)/!#).!).5)./.$6#6&7./!3;!6=.!
2344($&69!UCCX@!6=.!>.%&3$!#6PN#)%.!UCCX!#$:!\3T$63T$!O(/&$.//./!UCCXH!
<=.!2&69!2344&//&3$.)!&$!-=#)%.!3;!*3)6,#$:!*#)^/!m!>.-).#6&3$!
#(634#6&-#,,9!/.)7./!3$!6=.!O3#):H!1::&6&3$#,,9@!6=.!*)./&:.$6!4#9!#553&$6!
$3$P736&$%!f3$3)#)9!<)(/6../!#$:!L[P';;&-&3!<)(/6../!T&6=!6=.!/(553)6!3;!
6=.!4#e3)&69!3;!6=.!O3#):H!
>.#:&$%!<.)4&$#,!"#)^.6!
`36!#7#&,#+,.H

!
XR$YR7$BHHI$YR7;$R;ZUTN\U!NRT$N8$HBBH<!N[H$NT$DUTUZNTZ$:7GIN<$
8:U<H$BR;$U$:7GIN<$UZHT<YW$
<=.!2&69!"#)^.6!
Vo./HW!
<=.!b.))9!O(&,:&$%!
Vo./HW!
b&$:,#9!"#)^.6!
Vo./HW!
F,.$!L-=3!*#)^!
Vo./HW!
F)#$7&,,.!G/,#$:!
`36!#7#&,#+,.H!
N.[&$%63$!"#)^.6!
V<=.!"#)^.6!+.$.;&6/!6=.!2&69@!6=.!4.)-=#$6!-344($&69!#$:!6=.!-(/634.)!
+#/.!&$-,(:&$%!63()&/6/!#$:!7&/&63)/H!<=.!"#)^.6!+.#)/!6=.!-3/6/!3;!4#$#%&$%!
#$:!5)3:(-&$%!&$-34.!#$:!#-6&7&69!;)34!#$!36=.)T&/.!6)#$/&6&3$#,!:3T$63T$!
#).#H!<=.!)./(,6&$%!#-6&7&69!:)#T/!.$3(%=!53,&-.!5)36.-6&3$!63!-#))9P37.)!63!
$.&%=+3)&$%!+(/&$.//./!3(6/&:.!3;!6=.!"#)^.6H!1;;3):#+,.!;33:!#,6.)$#6&7./!
#).!5)37&:.:!63!-&6&Y.$/!&$!#$!#).#!6=#6!T3(,:!36=.)T&/.!+.!4#)%&$#,,9!
/(55,&.:@!#,6=3(%=!$36!#!636#,!;33:!:./.)6!+9!:.;&$&6&3$H!<=.!"#)^.6!&/!#$!
.$6).5).$.()&#,!&$-(+#63)H!'6=.)!+.$.;&6/!#--)(.HW!
*&^.!*,#-.!"#)^.6!
Vo./HW!
*&3$..)!23()6=3(/.!8a(#).!
`36!#7#&,#+,.H!
>.#:&$%!<.)4&$#,!"#)^.6!
Vo./@!6=.!>.#:&$%!<.)4&$#,!"#)^.6!=#/!.$=#$-.:!&6/!/6#6().!#/!3$.!3;!
14.)&-#Z/!,.#:&$%!5(+,&-!4#)^.6/!#$:!T.!T3(,:!=(4+,9!/(+4&6!6=#6!.;;.-6&7.!
4#$#%.4.$6!=#/!+..$!#!;#-63)!&$!6=#6!/(--.//HW!

!
NB$YR7$<R7IX$<JUTZH$UTY!JNTZ$!R$DUOH$YR7;$R;ZUTN\U!NRT$DR;H$
HBBH<!N[H9$VJU!$VR7IX$YR7$XR$XNBBH;HT!IYW$
<=.!2&69!"#)^.6!
VtGu!:3$Z6!6=&$^!T.!-3(,:!-=#$%.!4(-=!T&6=3(6!43).!;($:&$%HW!
<=.!b.))9!O(&,:&$%!

!

JR!

VD.!#).!#,T#9/!/6)&7&$%!63!4#^.!6=.!7&/&63)Z/!.[5.)&.$-.!+.66.)!&$!+36=!6=.!
,.#/&$%!/6)#6.%&./!#$:!6=.!35.)#6&3$/H!D.!-#$!#,T#9/!:3!+.66.)!+(6!-()).$6,9!
T.!#).!.[5.)&.$-&$%!=&%=!53/&6&7.!;..:+#-^!;)34!-(/634.)/!#$:!6.$#$6/HW!
b&$:,#9!"#)^.6!
VF.$.)#6.!/&%$&;&-#$6,9!43).!).7.$(.!;)34!35.)#6&3$/H!D.!#).!T3)^&$%!3$!
6=&/HW!
F,.$!L-=3!*#)^!
VN&$.!&6.4!;($:&$%!&$!-3($69!#$:!`#6&3$#,!*#)^!8.)7&-.!+(:%.6!63!%&7.!/34.!
+#/.!#43($6!63T#):!;#-&,&6&./!#$:!4#)^.6&$%]!43).!-344&64.$6!;)34!`*8!
#$:!-3($69!;3)!/9/6.4/!).5#&)h4#&$6.$#$-.HW!
F)#$7&,,.!G/,#$:!
`36!#7#&,#+,.H!
N.[&$%63$!"#)^.6!
V*=9/&-#,!/6)(-6().0!6=&/!-&)-#!C?IA!+(&,:&$%@!#,6=3(%=!.[6.$/&7.,9!).$37#6.:@!
&/!-3/6!5)3=&+&6&7.!;3)!:./&%$!43:&;&-#6&3$/!6=#6!#,,3T!.,.-6)3$&-!:#6#!
-3,,.-6&3$!6=)3(%=!4.)-=#$6!/6#,,/!63!-3,,.-6!;&$#$-&#,!#$:!:.43%)#5=&-!:#6#!
;3)!4#)^.6&$%H!1::&6&3$#,,9@!4#e3)!v%)..$Z!&$&6&#6&7./!T3(,:!).a(&).!/&4&,#)!
-3/6!5)3=&+&6&7.!-=#$%./HW!
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INTRODUCTION
The Santa Monica Pier is at a critical point in its history. The Pier is managed jointly by the
City of Santa Monica and the non‐profit Pier Restoration Corporation (“PRC”). The recent
departure of the PRC’s Executive Director, along with an upcoming master planning
process, have initiated a period of reflection and research; how can the Pier be better
prepared for the future? How can it become a vibrant, long‐term success for the City of
Santa Monica and the millions of people that visit annually from around the globe?
The City and the PRC have taken several steps to answer these questions:
1. Interim Management. The PRC Board of Directors hired Urban Place Consulting
Group (“Urban Place”) to provide interim management of the PRC. In this regard,
Urban Place has had a unique and intimate involvement with the day‐to‐day
management and operations of the Pier, providing valuable insight on current
processes that have room for improvement.
2. Best Management Practices. The PRC Board hired Urban Place to conduct a best
management practices survey of successful public spaces in North America. The
sites examined are listed in the Project for Public Spaces (“PPS”) database of “Great
Places” and are well known and loved throughout the country. For direct
comparison with the Pier, the “Great Places” chosen are publicly‐owned spaces
that house private businesses.
3. City Research. The City commissioned the Economic Development Department
(“EDD”), which manages the Pier for the City, to conduct its own research on
current Pier management practices. The results of this research will be published
in a report titled “Pier Governance and Management Study.”
4. Financial Reconciliation. Urban Place conducted a reconciliation of actual Pier
finances by examining revenues and expenses from the PRC and the City’s Pier
Fund. Urban Place worked closely with EDD staff to both provide and gather
information related to the Pier’s operational and financial processes.
The purpose of this report is to synthesize and analyze the experience and research
described above, and to recommend to the City a management strategy for the Santa
Monica Pier going forward.

FINDINGS
Interim Management
For the past 22 years, Urban Place has managed successful public spaces and downtown
organizations on an interim and long‐term basis. This experience provides a unique
opportunity to compare the functions and processes of other similar organizations to the
PRC. For nearly a near, Urban Place has overseen Pier operations, managed staff, and
worked with various City departments.
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During this time, we observed that there is much room for improvement in the PRC’s
operational processes and record keeping systems, as well as in revenue generation and
expense reduction. There is also room for efficiencies and better communication between
City departments and divisions. The operation of the PRC Board as well as its organization
is an additional area that needs improvement.

Best Management Practices
In March 2011, Urban Place conducted a survey of high‐profile public spaces across North
America for comparison with the Santa Monica Pier. The purpose of the research was to
examine the management and operational models used by these successful public spaces
that enjoy the same nation‐wide iconic status as the Pier. Urban Place chose public places
from Project for Public Space’s “Great Places Database.” PPS is the industry source for
data and research on public spaces, and its database is an extensive compilation of
markets, plazas, transit stations, and even privately owned buildings that all act as great
places to meet, mingle, shop, or dine. In order to be included in our analysis, a place had
to:
a. Be on public land (municipal, state, or federal);
b. Contain privately owned businesses; and
c. Contain semi‐permanent or permanent structures.
Many of the places chosen for our best management practices research were also named
“Great Places” by the American Planning Association.
Most of our case studies are not piers; however, they are comparable to the Santa Monica
Pier by the criteria listed above, as well as by their size, popularity, and offering. If the
Santa Monica Pier, with over 6 million visitors per year, is to maintain or expand on its
success, we should compare it to Granville Island in Vancouver, British Columbia, with 10
million annual visitors; Pioneer Courthouse Square in Portland, Oregon, with over 9
million annual visitors; and Navy Pier in Chicago, Illinois, with over 8 million annual
visitors. These places represent the “heart and soul” of their respective cities and act as
centers of community events, commerce, and entertainment – just as Santa Monica Pier
does. The following chart highlights characteristics of the public spaces that are the most
comparable to the Pier in terms of size, popularity, and offering:
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Interestingly, nine out of the ten well‐known public spaces were either managed privately
or by non‐profit organizations. Navy Pier, which is by far the closest comparison to the
Santa Monica Pier both in size, popularity, offering, and physical structure, was previously
managed by a hybrid city‐state municipal agency, the Metropolitan Pier and Exposition
Authority (“MPEA”). As of July 1, 2011, however, the MPEA entered into a 25‐year lease
agreement with Navy Pier, Inc., a newly formed non‐profit organization that will be
responsible for the governance, operations, and management of the Pier. The purpose of
4

the separate governing board and organization is to “give Navy Pier its own champions
who [will] focus their attention on advocating only for Navy Pier.” The lease includes
options for four contiguous 20‐year automatic renewals with Navy Pier, Inc.

City Research
EDD’s “Pier Governance and Management Study” extensively documents the management
and operational issues currently plaguing the Santa Monica Pier and presents scenarios
for management of the Pier going forward.

Financial Reconciliation

It is often assumed that the Pier operates at a financial deficit. Pier finances and
management responsibilities are divided between the City and the PRC; reconciliation
between the two entities’ financial statements is therefore necessary to accurately assess
the true financial position of the Pier. Urban Place completed two exercises: a “Standard
Reconciliation” and a “True Cost Reconciliation.”
We obtained data from PRC financial statements and from Pier Fund actuals provided by
EDD. We reconciled City revenue and expenses of the Pier Fund with revenues and
expenses of the PRC (all from FY 2010‐11) to determine the actual net income or loss of
the Santa Monica Pier as a true stand‐alone entity. (Note: Total Revenue excludes the one‐
time payment for the sale of Pacific Park.)
Standard Reconciliation
The standard reconciliation model includes all actual revenues and expenses for the Pier
for FY 2010‐11. The one‐time payment for the sale of Pacific Park was excluded.
CITY PIER FUND REVENUE
Vendor and Tenant Rent and CAM Fees
Parking
Carousel
Carousel Tickets
Carousel Events
Interfund Services
Other (Interest, Amortization, etc.)
Total City Pier Fund Revenue
PRC REVENUE
City Grant
Merchandise, 100th Anniversary, Interest
Filming
Promotion
TDS
Paddleboard
Carousel Rental

$3,249,631
$1,149,239
$170,944
$45,084
$114,086
$72,307
$4,801,291
$494,900
$11,878
$73,429
$141,100
$172,603
$24,780
$107,661
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Special Events
Total PRC Revenue
TOTAL PIER REVENUE

$95,667
$1,122,018
$5,923,309

CITY PIER FUND EXPENSES
Economic Development Division
Salaries and Wages
Supplies
City Grant to PRC
Parking Operator
Carousel Operator
Police Pier Patrol
Depreciation Expense
Total Economic Development Division
Harbor Division
Salaries and Wages
Supplies
Total Harbor Division
Maintenance Division
Salaries and Wages
Supplies
Total Maintenance Division
Total City Pier Fund Expenses
PRC EXPENSES
General and Administrative
TDS
Carousel
Paddleboard Races
Outside Events
Santa Monica Drive‐In Series
Total PRC Expenses
TOTAL PIER EXPENSES

$173,363
$292,169
$494,900
$347,387
$190,588
$240,010
$390,000
$2,128,417
$1,048,171
$174,171
$1,222,342
$592,532
$1,218,319
$1,810,851
$5,161,610
$604,994
$247,443
$65,241
$27,541
$28,956
$8,030
$982,205
$6,143,815

PIER NET INCOME (LOSS)

$(220,507)

True Cost Reconciliation
This model assumes the above revenue and expenses from FY 2010‐11, but represents a
more accurate depiction of the City’s actual costs. We used Harbor Unit and Police
Department costs that more accurately reflect the true level of service provided on the
Pier (50% of reported costs in FY 2010‐11.)
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CITY PIER FUND REVENUE
Vendor and Tenant Rent and CAM Fees
Parking
Carousel
Carousel Tickets
Carousel Events
Interfund Services
Other (Interest, Amortization, etc.)
Total City Pier Fund Revenue
PRC REVENUE
City Grant
Merchandise, 100th Anniversary, Interest
Filming
Promotion
TDS
Paddleboard
Carousel Rental
Special Events
Total PRC Revenue
TOTAL PIER REVENUE

$3,249,631
$1,149,239
$170,944
$45,084
$114,086
$72,307
$4,801,291
$494,900
$11,878
$73,429
$141,100
$172,603
$24,780
$107,661
$95,667
$1,122,018
$5,923,309

CITY PIER FUND EXPENSES
Economic Development Division
Salaries and Wages
Supplies
City Grant to PRC
Parking Operator
Carousel Operator
Police Pier Patrol
Depreciation Expense
Total Economic Development Division
Harbor Division
Salaries and Wages
Supplies
Total Harbor Division
Maintenance Division
Salaries and Wages
Supplies
Total Maintenance Division

$173,363
$292,169
$494,900
$347,387
$190,588
$120,005
$390,000
$2,008,412
$524,086
$87,085
$611,171
$592,532
$1,218,319
$1,810,851
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Total City Pier Fund Expenses
PRC EXPENSES
General and Administrative
TDS
Carousel
Paddleboard Races
Outside Events
Santa Monica Drive‐In Series
Total PRC Expenses
TOTAL PIER EXPENSES

$4,430,434
$604,994
$247,443
$65,241
$27,541
$28,956
$8,030
$982,205
$5,412,639

PIER NET INCOME (LOSS)

$510,670

After accounting for the true costs of Harbor and Police patrol, the Pier operates at a net
surplus; and yet this reconciliation doesn’t reflect additional cost savings that can be
realized by streamlining operations under one partnership organization. The Pier is
clearly profitable and can be even more so with management by a streamlined
partnership organization.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Which Model is Best for the Pier?
Successful and iconic public spaces like the Santa Monica Pier have millions of visitors
annually; the Santa Monica Pier has over 6 million visitors per year. These well‐attended
public attractions are, in most cases, managed by non‐profit organizations in partnership
with government agencies. The benefits of a public‐private partnership include cost
savings, efficiency in management and contractual services, and quicker response times
to tenants and the public, as well as utilization of public sector strengths.
While cities may be efficient in running parks or open spaces, a large and iconic public
space with multiple private tenants and a myriad of offerings is incomparable to a typical
park or open space. It is best managed as a public‐private partnership organization, with
the public sector defining the long‐term goals and visions of the community, and the
private non‐profit sector carrying out the day‐to‐day operations.
In places where government agencies have solely managed complex public spaces, such as
Chicago’s Navy Pier, the model often fails for several reasons: because it is not directly
involved in day‐to‐day operations, because management is physically distant from the
space, or because bureaucratic processes don’t allow efficiencies in management’s
response to operational issues. A public‐private partnership remedies these issues by
capitalizing on the relative strengths of both the public and private sectors.
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Based on our interim management experience of the Pier, our research of and
experience in managing other successful public spaces, and our and EDD’s research of
Pier governance and operations, Urban Place recommends that the Santa Monica Pier
be managed by a publicprivate partnership with the City, with daytoday operations
managed by a dedicated nonprofit structure.

Santa Monica Pier
Public‐Private Partnership
Pier
Restoration
Corporation
Responsibilities
‐ Fundraising and
Sponsorship
‐ Event Production

Pier
Management
Corporation
Responsibilities
‐ Leasing and Tenant
Relations
‐ Marketing and
Communications
‐ Parking
‐ Carousel Operations
‐ Filming
‐ Custodial/Janitorial
‐ Security

City of Santa
Monica
Responsibilities
‐ Structural
Maintenance (Pier
deck, electrical,
plumbing)
‐ Capital Improvements
‐ Harbor Guard and
Police Patrol as needed

The responsibilities of the existing Board of the Pier Restoration Corporation, a 501(c)(3),
would be reduced to encompass only event production and fundraising and sponsorship
generation for Pier events and projects.. The organization’s name could be changed to
reflect these modifications.
A new 501(c)(6) non‐profit organization, what we refer to as the Pier Management
Corporation (“PMC”), would be formed to be responsible for the day‐to‐day management
of the Pier, including leasing and tenant relations, parking, security, and custodial
services. The PMC would hold a Lease and Management Agreement with the City to
occupy and manage the Pier and would have a Board separate from the PRC.
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The City’s role would continue to include structural maintenance and capital
improvements, as well as Harbor Unit or Police staffing as deemed necessary. The PMC
would be responsible for daily security personnel and ambassadors on the Pier. The City
would maintain oversight of the Pier through a dedicated seat on the PMC Board.
The public‐private partnership structure that we recommend is a hybrid model that
integrates the strengths of several scenarios described in EDD’s study. It incorporates the
public oversight of the City (Scenario 1), the autonomy of a new non‐profit (Scenario 2),
the long‐term nature of a ground lease with a private entity (Scenario 4), and
improvements to the size, makeup, and responsibilities of the existing PRC Board of
Directors (Scenario 5). We address the concerns of EDD’s study below and discuss how a
hybrid public‐private partnership can mediate these concerns.
Event Production
While the City does have in‐house expertise in producing large‐scale and small‐scale
events, a scenario in which the City took over daily management of the Pier would likely
lead to operating inefficiencies similar to those that exist today due to coordination
between City departments, the establishment of additional commissions, and a lengthy
and bureaucratic leasing process. In the hybrid partnership we recommend, the PRC
Board of Directors would focus solely on event production and fundraising. One PMC staff
member, the Vice President of Sponsorship and Events, would also be dedicated to
coordinating and producing events on the Pier within the parameters of pre‐established
event guidelines.
Leasing
A critical area of concern among stakeholders is the lengthy leasing process for Pier
tenants. Keeping the status quo, or the absorption of all Pier management duties by the
City, would continue to hinder the leasing efforts of future tenants. With leasing and
tenant relation responsibilities under the PMC, however, the leasing process can be
modeled after commercial leasing strategies that are customary in commercial real estate
and much more efficient.
Fundraising and Sponsorship
Fundraising and sponsorship efforts could prove to be more difficult when a non‐profit is
not involved to incentivize tax write‐offs. Instead, the PRC would be dedicated solely to
fundraising, sponsorship, and event production duties, leaving the new PMC to manage
daily Pier operations. The Vice President of Sponsorship and Events would be committed
to fundraising and sponsorship efforts, and would be a point of contact for the PRC Board.
Staffing
In the recommended public‐private partnership structure, all staff would be staff of the
PMC. The PMC would need to employ outside contractors to provide some services, such
as custodial work, security, and legal services. For more information on staffing, see
“Organizational Structure” below.
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Governance and Board Structure
We recommend that the PRC Board be reduced in size to 9 members. The selection
process for Board members should remain relatively similar to the current process. The
PRC Board, with its reduced responsibilities, should meet quarterly.
We recommend that the PMC Board be 7 to 9 members. One seat should be dedicated for
City representation, with the potential for one seat delegated to Pacific Park and one to
tenants. The remaining seats would be appointed by the City Manager and confirmed by
City Council. There should be qualifications to meet for the remaining community seats, as
well as an interview process. The PMC Board should meet monthly.
Partner Relations
The PMC would hold a long‐term Lease and Management Agreement with the City. As
owner, the City would continue to undertake Pier structural maintenance and capital
improvement responsibilities as well as any Harbor Guard or Police staff it chose to
allocate to the Pier. The PMC would undertake the additional leasing, parking, and
custodial responsibilities that the City currently provides, bringing all Pier operations
under one roof and representing a unified point‐of‐contact for current and future Pier
tenants. Benefits of this hybrid public‐private partnership arrangement to the City include
relief from Pier administration across multiple departments and a continuous source of
revenue from the Lease and Management Agreement.
Financial Implications to the City
The Lease and Management Agreement with the City could be structured with a fixed
base plus any additional income earned. This would provide the City with an income
stream to direct to Pier structural maintenance, capital improvements, and Harbor and
Police staffing.
PMC Pro Forma
As our True Cost Reconciliation revealed above, the Pier had a net income of $510,670 in
FY 2010‐11. Under our recommended public‐private partnership arrangement, the Pier
can operate with even greater efficiency to reduce costs and earn enough income to fund
the Lease and Management Agreement with the City. The financial pro forma for the PMC
is below.
INCOME
OPERATIONS INCOME
Vendor Rent
Leasing
CAM Fees
Parking Deck
Promotions
Filming
Pier Deck Rental

$158,000
2,500,000
315,000
1,100,000
120,000
75,000
100,000
11

Carousel Rental
Carousel Ticketing
Licensing
TOTAL OPERATIONS INCOME
EVENT INCOME
TDS Income
Paddle Board
Other Events
TOTAL EVENT INCOME

110,000
171,000
500
$4,649,500

200,000
25,000
‐
225,000

TOTAL INCOME

4,874,500

EXPENSES
Management
Administration
Operations
Events
Utilities
Service Agreements
Custodial Services
TOTAL EXPENSES

799,500
200,800
90,000
300,000
171,000
173,000
350,000
2,084,300

NET INCOME (LOSS)

$2,790,200

Organizational Structure
The following organizational chart depicts a possible arrangement for staff of the Pier
Management Corporation. Responsibilities of each position follow.
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President/CEO

Vice
President/CFO
Director of
Leasing and
Tenant Relations

Vice
President/COO
Director of
Marketing and
Communications

Office
Administrator

Director of Pier
Operations and
Use

Vice President of
Sponsorship and
Events
President/CEO
• Guide long‐term vision and strategy of the Pier
• Point‐of‐contact for Board of Directors
• Work with Board of Directors to develop vision and strategies
• Develop working policies to meet PMC’s visions
• Lead and manage PMC staff to meet PMC’s visions
• Support relationships with the City of Santa Monica and local community
organizations
Vice President/COO
• Oversee and provide guidance to Directors
• Oversee maintenance and security subcontracts
• Oversee contracts and coordinate outside events staged on the Pier
• Coordinate capital improvement projects
• Support relationships with the City of Santa Monica and local community
organizations
• Fill in for President in President’s absence
Vice President/CFO
• Maintain accounts and books
• Develop sound accounting practices in accordance with GAAP
• Produce monthly statements and annual financial reports
• Act as liaison to independent accountant/auditor
• Create annual budget and track financial progress
• Develop financial policies to ensure long‐term sustainability of the Pier
• Oversee all administrative functions
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•

Manage human relations issues

Vice President of Sponsorship and Events
• Long term, this position will be funded from event income and sponsorship
• Secure sponsorship for self‐produced events
• Work with non‐profit, community, and business leaders to secure sponsorships,
grants, and additional funding opportunities
• Maintain and develop relationships with corporate partners
• Coordinate and manage all aspects of self‐produced events, such as the Twilight
Dance Series and Paddleboard Races
• Coordinate staffing and contracting for self‐produced events
• Develop additional events
Director of Leasing and Tenant Relations
• Draft and administer leasing guidelines with CEO, Board, and City input and
approval
• Act as point‐of‐contact to Pier tenants
• Monitor tenant application process and review tenant applications
• Create standard lease template
• Draft and negotiate tenant leases
• Respond to tenant inquiries and complaints
• Oversee filming on the Pier
• Update and administer filming guidelines and fee schedule
• Update and administer special event guidelines and fee schedule
• Develop filming and promotional event databases and filing system
Director of Marketing and Communications
• Develop and implement a marketing and communications plan
• Market promotional opportunities on the Pier and act as primary point of contact
for organizations using the Pier for promotions.
• Work with community organizations locally to market the Pier
• Pursue compensation for use of Pier brand or likeness
• Maintain upcoming events section of Pier website
• Promote the Pier locally and nationally
• Produce weekly notice of upcoming events and distribute to tenants
Director of Pier Operations and Use
• Administer street performer program
• Manage daily maintenance and security programs
• Manage Pier events set up and breakdown
• Manage carousel booking and use
Office Administrator
• Answer and direct phone calls and other inquiries
• Prepare and deliver Board and committee packets prior to meetings
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Take minutes at Board meetings
Provide administrative support to CEO, COO, and CFO.
Maintain Pier website
Maintain Social Media program
Coordinate maintenance of office equipment and supplies
Perform additional administrative tasks as needed

CONCLUSION
The Santa Monica Pier is more than just a municipal pier. It is a truly iconic public space
that sees over 6 million visitors per year and is on par with some of the greatest public
places in the country. Full and comprehensive management of day‐to‐day activities,
leasing, and fundraising by a dedicated public‐private partnership is necessary to sustain
and develop the Pier’s celebrity status and to create a beautiful, community oriented
environment that will be appreciated for generations to come.
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ATTACHMENT A – SUMMARY OF PARTNERSHIP ROLES
Santa Monica Pier
PublicPrivate Partnership
PRC Board and Staff

Leadership

Fundraising and
Advocacy
Indemnification
Liability/Risk

Legal
Representation

Master Planning
(nonregulatory)
Lease Negotiation
Lease Approval
Lease Execution
Lease
Administration &
Compliance
Rent Collection &
Deposit
Sponsorship
Marketing

PRC Board is reduced in size and has authority over
fundraising, sponsorship, and event production.
Pier Management Corporation, (501 c6), created to
oversee daily operations. All staff would fall under PMC.
Designated seats on Board for City and tenant
representation.
PMC and PRC provide short‐term and long‐term planning
and development objectives respective to their areas of
purview, subject to Council's approval. PMC Board directs
management and operational matters now overseen by
City staff.
PRC acts as fundraiser and advocate for the Pier.
Entities maintain own insurance and indemnify the City.
PRC and PMC maintain insurance for claims in connection
with non‐profit services. City responsible for claims in
connection with its responsibilities.
Non‐profits hire outside counsel for non‐profit services
including expanded responsibilities.

PMC and City.
PMC
PMC
PMC
PMC

PMC
PRC
PMC
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Special Events
including TDS
Filming
Carousel
Operations &
Events
Security
Parking
Custodial
Maintenance &
Repairs (light
construction)
Capital
Improvements

PRC for funding; PMC staff for execution.
PMC
PMC
PMC for security/ambassadors. Harbor Guard/Police as
needed.
PMC
PMC
City with input from PMC.

City with input from PMC.
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